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MULTI-OBJECTIVE WEATHER ROUTING OF SAILBOATS
CONSIDERING WAVE RESISTANCE
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ABSTRACT

The article presents a method to determine the route of a sailing vessel with the aid of deterministic algorithms. The
method assumes that the area in which the route is to be determined is limited and the basic input data comprise the
wind vector and the speed characteristic of the vessel. Compared to previous works of the authors, the present article
additionally takes into account the effect of sea waves with the resultant resistance increase on the vessel speed. This
approach brings the proposed model closer to real behaviour of a sailing vessel. The result returned by the method is the
sailing route, optimised based on the multi-criteria objective function. Along with the time criterion, this function also
takes into account comfort of voyage and the number of performed turns. The developed method has been implemented
as simulation application SaillingAssistance and experimentally verified.

Keywords: sailing vessels, weather routing, waves, navigation, resistance

INTRODUCTION
Although practised from very beginning of navigation,
only in recent decades planning the vessel’s route has been
dynamically developed in terms of both applied methods,
and implemented algorithms. This has led to the evolution
from single criterion optimisation, which usually aimed
at determining the fastest route, to modern multi-criteria
approach with a set of constraints, also of dynamic nature.
The analysed problem of vessel’s route planning belongs to
good seamanship standards and is executed, using available
methods, on all vessels, regardless of their size or propulsion
type. In sea navigation, the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) imposes a formal requirement of
route planning for a conventional ship before the start of its
voyage. For obvious practical reasons, the route plan refers not
only to conventional ships, but to all watercraft: power-driven
ships, sailing vessels, small tourist and sport yachts, and other
watercraft units, including unmanned vessels. According to
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea
4
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(COLREGS), the term “ship” means floating equipment of
any type. Depending on the type of voyage and requirements
of the ship user, various initial assumptions and tasks to
be performed can be formulated, which results in different
sequence of items in the voyage plan. For instance, the ship
user can be a merchant ship owner, or the captain of a sailing
vessel, the team of a sailing yacht taking part in a great ocean
race, or the person controlling an unmanned vessel. That is
why the shortest possible route is not always the only required
result of the use of an optimisation method.
Criteria taken into account when vessel’s route planning
can also include feeling of comfort (for passenger ships, or
recreation yachts), minimal stock consumption (for merchant
ships), feeling of safety (for novice sailors), or finding the
longest route without repetitions (for devices monitoring
a given water region). What should also be taken into
consideration is a very important group of criteria referring
to various aspects of safety of sailing. In the optimisation
task, those criteria can play a role of either objective function

or constraint, and cover the issues of avoiding excessive ship
rolling and accelerations [7] and other elements specific for a
given navigation zone (for instance avoiding excessive rolling
of a sailing yacht during recreation navigation). Due to a
great variety of requirements expected by people involved in
given ship navigation, its priority is selecting a vessel’s route
which will be optimal from the subjective point of view of
its user [23].
Along with subjective requirements of the user, the
route also depends on objective factors, such as the type of
watercraft and navigation, and the navigation zone. These
factors impose some constraints affecting the final shape
of the sailing trajectory. For instance, when planning the
route in ocean navigation, special attention is paid to limited
visibility areas, ice-covered areas, and iceberg occurrence
areas, as a result of which so- called meteorological navigation
is conducted [1]. It is noteworthy that a key issue in those cases
is the assistance of e-navigation systems [21, 27]. During great
sailing races, in which of major importance is competition
between the racing teams, the abovementioned meteorological
aspects are complemented by strategic planning during the
race [19] in which different weather scenarios are assumed
[18]. For unmanned sailing vessels, the properly selected route
may be crucial for correct execution of voyage tasks (such as
monitoring, or hydrographic work), avoiding damages and,
above all, reaching the assumed reception point by the vessel.
For this type of vessels of high importance is to maintain
sailing abilities along the entire voyage trajectory [22].
Overall, the vessel’s route depends on: voyage priorities
and tasks formulated by the user, type of watercraft unit,
and water region. The contemporary literature on the subject
does not offer solutions to all abovementioned aspects of the
problem. Such a solution was only proposed by the authors
in [24, 29], where the problem of planning the route for a
sailing vessel from starting point to target point in discrete
space is solved. In these works, a discrete model of vessel
motion and the discrete model of navigation environment are
proposed. Also, a method is described to determine the route
for a given sailing vessel with given speed parameters. The
method takes into account various route optimisation criteria,
such as minimal voyage time, maximal feeling of comfort,
or minimal number of course changes. Moreover, certain
constraints are introduced, such as, for instance, navigable
and unnavigable zones, or the maximal course change value.
In the proposed model, the navigable zone is represented by
a grid of points covering a limited area. At each point of this
area, for current hydrometeorological data a temporary, local
speed characteristic of the sailing vessel is determined. The
present article is continuation of that research, taking into
consideration the effect of waves on the vessel speed, omitted
in earlier works. For this purpose, the authors propose a
method which takes into account the action of waves when
determining the vessel speed and, indirectly, its route. The
effect of waves has the form of changes introduced to the
polar speed characteristic of sailing vessel at each point of
the discrete grid representing the navigable zone for given
hydrometeorological conditions. All this finally results in

significant modification of the shape of the navigable zone
as a whole, due to changes of the dead angle of sailing vessel
navigation in situation when the vessel experiences additional
resistance generated on the hull by sea waves.

RESEARCH METHODS
This Section presents an overview of basic methods used in
vessel’s route planning (Subsection “Route planning methods
available in literature”), and then discusses two versions of
the method proposed by the authors (Subsections “Method
variant without sea wave effect“ and “Extended method variant
taking into account sea wave effect“).
ROUTE PLANNING METHODS AVAILABLE IN
LITERATURE
The applicable route planning methods can be basically
divided into deterministic and nondeterministic (Fig. 1.).

Fig. 1 Division of route planning methods

The deterministic isochrone based method was
firstly presented in [5] as the manual graphic method
of meteorological navigation. It was then modified and
implemented in [1] and [28]. Provided that the isochrones
are constant, this method can be considered deterministic.
Other methods in this group, which can be found in [ 2, 10,
12, 13, 25], are based on dynamic programming, in which the
route finding process is executed in a recursive manner. The
literature also provides descriptions of deterministic graph
methods, for instance those based on the modified Dijkstra
algorithm [14, 16] or the A* algorithm [ 15].
The other group comprises nondeterministic methods,
which do not guarantee repeatability of the same results for
the same input data, nor obtaining the optimal solution in
the strict sense. Here, evolutionary methods can be named,
including evolutionary and genetic algorithms, in which the
solution is iteratively improved in successive generations
[23], and methods based on so-called Swarm intelligence
(SI), including Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) [11] or
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO). Another family in the
group of nondeterministic methods comprises evolutionaryprobabilistic methods, discussed in [3] for instance.
Inspired by the above methods available in scientific
literature, the authors propose a novel method to determine
the optimal route for a sailing vessel. The proposed method can
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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be classified as a deterministic multi-criteria graph method.
In this sense it is comparable with the method presented in
[10], but with a number of substantial differences, including
larger number of directions of motion and the effect of sea

wave action. These two aspects contribute to obtaining
more realistic routes as the solution of the optimisation task
executed by the algorithm of the proposed method.

Fig. 2 Scheme of applied methodology

6
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METHOD VARIANT WITHOUT SEA WAVE EFFECT
This method is executed in accordance with the scheme of
methodology applied at subsequent research stages (Fig. 2.)
The proposed discrete model of sailing vessel motion is an
approximate representation of vessel motion in real space.
Consequently, the real space is replaced by discrete space –
a grid of points of certain resolution. This discrete space is
described by the graph G(V,E), where V represents a set of
graph vertices – grid points Pij, i.e.
(1)

The set of edges E determines possibilities of passing between
all vertices in the graph (points Pij). The graph G(V, E) defined
in the above way represents all possible routes from distinctive
point A to distinctive point B.
Taking into account sailing conditions and parameters
of the vessel (including its speed characteristic), the graph
G(V, E) is transformed into the weighted graph +G(V, E, S)
which is then used for determining the optimal route with
the aid of the modified Dijkstra algorithm for the assumed
optimisation criteria.
In earlier studies conducted by the authors, the optimisation
problem was described with the aid of a multi-criteria
objective function which should be minimised.
(2)

where:
m – number of all route segments (flows),
i – current route segment (flow)
ti – time of flowing past i-th route segment

c(βi) – discomfort coefficient for i-th route segment,
depending on ship rolling (value 1 means no feeling
of discomfort)
(αi) – course on i-th route segment,
– time of course change between route
segments,
– additional coefficient of temporary
discomfort, depending on curse change magnitude.

EXTENDED METHOD VARIANT TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT SEA WAVE EFFECT
In this variant, sailing conditions are described by the
wind vector and, optionally, by wave parameters. The action
of these waves can be neglected or taken into account to
assess their effect on final result of vessel’s route optimisation.
Taking into account the sea wave effect as a component of
sailing conditions leads to the appearance of new constraints
concerning the sailing area. These constraints result from
the wave spectrum which affects the vessel motion vector,
especially when the vessel course is opposite to the wave
approach direction (windward course). It is noteworthy that
the polar speed characteristic VPP which is only available

on a sailing vessel is determined for calm water, using, for
instance, the typical application MaxSurf VPP 30.
In the article, the speed characteristic of the sailing vessel
is assessed for a given wave spectrum. To obtain the polar
speed characteristic taking into account waves, a model
was developed which is executed by the procedure named
VppCorr for the purpose of the performed research.
The procedure VppCorr is implementation of the model
adopted to determine speed changes of the sailing vessel
caused by the presence of waves. When the vessel sails on
rough sea, an additional force bearing the name of added
resistance is generated on its hull. This added resistance can
be determined. In the reported experiments, it was calculated
using the code MaxSurf Motion 30. However, a key input
variable to this code is the vessel speed, which also depends
on the added resistance (i.e. on the final result of modelling
with the aid of MaxSurf Motion). That is why an iterative
approach was applied to determine the magnitude of total
resistance of the vessel sailing on rough sea, which is described
further in the article.
Introducing certain technical data of a sailing vessel to
the application Bentley MaxSurf VPP we get the following
output data: (1) vessel speed diagram, which depends on
wind speed (in knots) and wind attack angle (in degrees); (2)
hull resistance Rhull at given vessel speed Vs. The calculations
are performed for calm water and meet the conditions of
IMS VPP standards of ORC 31. The hull resistance Rhull is
determined using the method Delft II [4, 17]. Moreover,
an assumption is made that the sail propeller generating
the effective thrust Thrustcalm on calm water is equivalent
to hull resistance Rhull . Here, the effective propeller thrust
is understood as the thrust deducted by losses resulting
from propeller/hull cooperation. In the analysis, the term
of effective thrust can be replaced by total efficiency, used in
screw propeller analyses and defined by the ratio of effective
towing power to power delivered by the engine. This way,
total efficiency takes into account hull efficiency, including
thrust deduction factor and wake coefficient, efficiency of
isolated propeller, rotating efficiency, and shafting efficiency.
However, for sail propulsion the term of total efficiency is
not well grounded in the literature, that is why the approach
based on balance of forces (term: “effective propeller thrust”)
is applied instead of energy related approach which makes use
of efficiency terms. The effective propeller thrust takes into
account factors which affect total efficiency on a sailing vessel.
Based on the grid of results obtained using the application
Maxsurf VPP, the diagram of vessel speed Vs is approximated
by the fifth-order polynomial taking into account wind speed
Vw and wind direction angle βTW with respect to the vessel.
(3)

where:
pi –coefficients of polynomial
The above diagram-to-polynomial transformation, being
in fact construction of a meta-model, is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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the surface on the diagram is described by the fifth-order
polynomial, while black points represent data calculated by
the application Maxsurf VPP.

Fig. 4 Visualisation of added resistance meta-model (third-order polynomial)

Fig. 3 Surface visualisation of VPP calm water speed meta-model using fifthorder polynomial. Points represent data from application Maxsurf VPP

The hull resistance on calm water is approximated by the
fifth-order polynomial depending on the vessel speed Vs. As
the forces are in balance during vessel motion with constant
speed, at the present stage this resistance is equated with
effective propeller thrust force Thrustcalm.

In the next step, the balance of forces is calculated, from
which the effective propeller thrust Thrustcorr deducted by the
added resistance ǻR is obtained according to the formula:
(7)

Then, for the corrected propeller thrust Thrustcorr new vessel
speed Vscorr is read from the initial VPP, i.e. for calm water.
This relation is described in polynomial form:

(4)
(8)

where:
pi – coefficients of polynomial
Then, making use of the method based on widely used
strip theory, described in [20] and applied in the application
MaxSurf Motion, the added hull resistance resulting from
sea waves is calculated. Here, an assumption is made that the
total hull resistance is given by the formula:

As the final step, the added resistance ǻRcorr is recalculated
using the corrected speed Vscorr. Then, the propeller thrust
Thrustcalm is deducted by new added resistance ǻRcorr and the
corrected speed Vscorr is calculated. As a result of this iterative
procedure, the speed Vs of the sailing vessel is determined
for specific wave spectrum.

RESULTS

(5)

The additional resistance ǻR obtained from MaxSurf
Motion is approximated by the third-order polynomial,
depending on wind speed Vw and wind direction angle βTW
with respect to the vessel.
(6)

The quality of modelling can be assessed based on the
visualisation in Fig. 4, which shows the convergence between
the polynomial surface and points representing the results
obtained from the application.

8
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The developed method was implemented in the application
SailingAssistance, which was used in numerical experiments
comparing the method variants taking into account and
neglecting the effect of sea waves. In both variants, the same
starting and final positions were assumed. The algorithm
searching for the optimal route minimises the objective
function (Equation 2).
All these routes were determined for a sailing vessel
characterised by technical parameters given in Table 1.
Tab. 1 Technical data of sailing vessel used in experiments
Name of parameter

Value

Unit

Displacement

6,531

t

Volume (displaced)

6,372

m3

Draft Amidships

2,475

m

Immersed depth

3,054

m

WL Length

10,636

m

Beam max extents on WL

2,866

m

Wetted Area

29,911

m2

Max sect. area

1,213

m2

Waterplane Area

21,243

m2

I

16.605

m

J

4.489

m

Foresails

LP

7,602

m

SPL

4.871

m

SL

16.002

m

SMW

8.778

m

P

14.783

m

E

4.203

m

MGU

1.554

m

MGM

2.743

m

BAS

2.102

MDT1

Mainsail

Tab. 2 Wave spectrum during performed tests

Spectrum
Type
DNV

Char.
height
[m]

Modal
period
[s]

Average
period [s]

Zero
crossing
period [s]

1,23

5,797

4,991

4,724

Routes 1 and 3, marked blue in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, neglect
the effect of sea waves, while routes 2 and 4, marked yellow,
take it into account. They are characterised by numerical
results given in Table 3.
Tab. 3 Comparison of method variants. Results obtained from simulation
application SaillingAssitance
Route

1

2

3

4

Takes into
account sea
waves

No

Yes

No

Yes

m

Initial
position “S”

54.79º N
018. 84º E

54.79 º N
018. 84º E

54.50º N
018.65º E

54.79º N
018. 84º E

0.116

m

MDL1

0.213

m

Final
position
“F”

54.50º N
018.65º E

54.50º N
018.65º E

54.50º N
018.65º E

54.79º N
018.84º E

MDT2

0.116

m

MDL2

0.152

m

23.5

24.1

21.7

26.7

HBI

1.126

m

TL

2.262

m

Total
length of
route
[Nm]
Time
of route
passing
[min]

128

124

142

223

No of
course
changes

7

8

5

10

Mast

where:
I - height from the sheer line to the top of the
foretriangle,
J - distance from the headstay base to the front of the mast,
LP - jib clew to the luff taken perpendicular to the luff,
SPL - spinnaker pole length,
SL - spinnaker luff length,
SMW - spinnaker maximum width,
P - mainsail luff length from lower to upper band on the
mast,
E - mainsail foot length from the mast to the boom band,
MGU/MGM - upper and middle girth dimensions of the
mainsail,
BAS - height of the lower mainsail luff band above the sheer
line,
MDT 1/MDL 1 - athwartships measurement and fore and
aft dimension of the mast near the deck (below any taper),
MDT 2/MDL 2 - the same measurements as above taken at
the upper mainsail band. If there is no mast taper, the upper
and lower dimensions will match and the TL will be zero,
HBI - freeboard at the base of the mast,
TL - taper length of the mast.
During the tests, the same sailing conditions were assumed
for all routes. The wind speed in the sailing area ranged from
9 m/s to 12 m/s, and its direction was: NE – E. The wave
spectrum assumed for these conditions is given in Table 2

The obtained results of the research allow us to assess the
extent to which taking into account sea waves (routes 2 and
4 in Table 3), as compared to planning which neglects this
effect (routes 1 and 3 in Table 3), affects the planned route
when determining it with the aid of the developed method.
In the light of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 it should be concluded that
this effect is significant. The tests were performed for a sailing
vessel of about 10 m in total length. Simultaneously, relatively
strong wind was assumed, of about 5B, and corresponding
high wave. For such a small watercraft unit, especially when
it sails by the wind in the assumed conditions, the observed
time of voyage along the examined route is extended by more
than half when taking into account sea waves – routes 3
and 4. On the other hand, when the ship sails downwind
the additional required time is shorter when taking into
account sea waves – routes 1 and 2. An attempt to explain
this result may refer to the trochoidal theory of waves and
circular motion of water particles described by it. A vessel
with relatively shallow draught increases its speed over the
seabed when sailing with local surface current generated
by waves, and decreases when sailing against the waves. Of
some importance is also the generation of a large local water
uplift at vessel’s bow when it crosses successive wave crests.

POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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characteristic in the form of a diagram in which this speed
depends only on the wind speed and the sailing vessel course
with respect to the wind. This approach can be misleading,
especially for inexperienced sailors who intuitively may think
that the sea waves decelerate, to some extent, the sailing vessel,
but the assumed target can still be successfully reached when
sailing along a similar route as that for light wave field, with
smaller speed being the only difference. The truth is, however,
that neglecting sea waves may lead to determining the route
which will be much more difficult or – in an extreme case –
impossible for practical execution.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 5 . Route 1 (marked blue) neglects sea waves, while route 2 (marked
yellow) takes into account the sea state.

Fig. 6. Route 3 (marked blue) neglects sea waves, while route 4 (marked
yellow) takes into account the sea state.

It is also noteworthy in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that the sailing
vessel routes which take into account sea waves coincide with
those neglecting this effect only at starting and final positions.

DISCUSSION
The presented method to determine the optimal route
for a sailing vessel takes into account an important aspect,
which is the change of polar speed characteristic generated
by the wave field in the area of navigation. The performed
research has revealed unmistakably that ignoring the effect of
waves leads to determining routes which significantly differ
from optimal, with respect to both time, and the aggregated
cost criterion represented by the objective function. This
conclusion is essential from the point of view of a typical
method to determine and present to the user the speed

10
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The results of the performed research have revealed that
far-reaching modification of the speed characteristic in the
rough water region not only extends the time of voyage but
also, above all, may require another route planning, as the
sailing vessel has much greater dead angle in heavy waves. This
observation is of high importance from the practical point
of view. In particular, the assumed target point, for instance
the port of refuge, may be hardly available by the vessel after
worsening of hydrometeorological conditions, especially
when the vessel sails upwind. If the captain makes an attempt
to sail in close hauled point of sail, the increased dead angle
resulting from the modified polar speed characteristic can
even make reaching the target impossible, which will lead
to hazardous navigation situation. In those circumstances,
the use of the method proposed in the article will allow the
captain to plan a feasible route, which may be related, for
instance, with choosing another port of refuge. Even if that
port is situated farther than the initial option, real possibility
to reach it is undoubtedly much safer for the vessel and its
crew than failing to reach a closer target, but situated in the
unfavourable sector from the point of view of upwind course.
In the presented method, one selected wave spectrum
was considered which was specific for the adopted
meteorological conditions. A planned direction of further
method development assumes taking into account mixed
wave structures comprising wave systems of different height
and frequency. Another significant direction is including
the stability related vessel motion dynamics on waves to the
optimisation algorithm. The vessel motion on waves can
provoke dangerous phenomena, such as resonance rolling, or
so-called broaching. In particular, resonance amplification
of ship rolling is the effect which significantly affects the
safety of navigation [9]. Most recent works on vessel’s route
optimisation already take into account dynamic conditions
of resonance avoidance [6]. However, those works do not refer
to sailing vessels and do not analyse their specificity of rolling
damping, which significantly differs from that of power-driven
ships. Neglecting this phenomenon may lead to annihilation
of optimisation results, as rapid increase of rolling amplitude
is in contrast to objective function criteria concerning the
comfort of navigation. Further method development will
also include extending the range of phenomena which

are modelled and taken into account in optimisation,
with particular attention focused on nonlinearities in the
description of ship stability characteristics, as, according
to recent literature on the subject, these nonlinearities are
essential for determining the configuration of ship course and
speed to avoid dangerous dynamic phenomena [26, 8]. The
results of past research, along with observation of possibilities
to introduce new objective functions and constraints to the
developed method, indicate that the planned development
directions will bring the route optimisation results closer to
real conditions of sailing.
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CORRECTION OF NAVIGATIONAL INFORMATION
SUPPLIED TO BIOMIMETIC
AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER VEHICLE
Tomasz Praczyk
Polish Naval Academy, Gdynia, Poland

ABSTRACT

In order to autonomously transfer from one point of the environment to the other, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUV) need a navigational system. While navigating underwater the vehicles usually use a dead reckoning method
which calculates vehicle movement on the basis of the information about velocity (sometimes also acceleration)
and course (heading) provided by on-board devicesl ike Doppler Velocity Logs and Fibre Optical Gyroscopes.
Due to inaccuracies of the devices and the influence of environmental forces, the position generated by the dead
reckoning navigational system (DRNS) is not free from errors, moreover the errors grow exponentially in time.
The problem becomes even more serious when we deal with small AUVs which do not have any speedometer on board
and whose course measurement device is inaccurate. To improve indications of the DRNS the vehicle can emerge onto
the surface from time to time, record its GPS position, and measure position error which can be further used to estimate
environmental influence and inaccuracies caused by mechanisms of the vehicle. This paper reports simulation tests which
were performed to determine the most effective method for correction of DRNS designed for a real Biomimetic AUV.
Keywords: underwater navigation, odometry, underwater vehicle

INTRODUCTION
To make Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) [15]
capable of acting without an external support it has to
be equipped with systems which ensure its operational
independence. To decide about actions which has to be
taken to achieve a desired goal, the vehicle has to be supplied
with information describing the state of the vehicle and its
surrounding. The fundamental information required for safe
underwater navigation is that about vehicle position.
To acquire such information in a fully autonomous mode,
a dead reckoning is usually used by AUV. Knowing a starting
position of the vehicle, its orientation and velocity, the dead

reckoning navigation can estimate motion of the vehicle,
and in consequence, its position. To measure orientation,
compasses, Inertial Navigational Systems (INS), and Fibre
Optical Gyroscopes (FOG) can be applied. In turn, velocity
in the underwater environment is measured by using logs.
There are different types of logs, namely, mechanical,
electromagnetic, pressure, and Doppler logs which differ
in accuracy and size. Electromagnetic ones seem to be
the smallest in size, however, they are rather inapplicable
to lower speeds of underwater vehicles. The same applies
to mechanical logs. The Doppler logs are very precise, even
for low speeds, moreover they measure velocity with respect
to the seabed , which means that they take sea current into
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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account in their measurements. Their drawback is, however,
large cost and size which make them impractical in use on
board of small vehicles.
An alternative solution for logs, especially for small vehicles
like those presented in Fig. 1, is odometry. It estimates
momentary velocity of the vehicle on the basis of the
information from its control system. When the vehicle has
a limited number of motion modes (or motion patterns),
e.g. fast sharp turn, slow sharp turn, slow gentle turn, slow
move ahead, submerge vertically, average speed of the vehicle
in each mode may be measured and then used for position
calculation.

a)

a)

b)

Fig. 2 BAUV used in experiments in the pool

b)

Fig. 1 Small biomimetic vehicles, (a) – AUV called CyberSeal, (b) – Remotely
Operated Vehicle called CyberFish [11]

All the above mentioned solutions, regardless of the applied
device technology, produce a position error which depends
on three factors:
– the accuracy of the orientation and velocity (provided by
the above mentioned navigational devices),
– vehicle controllers (velocity, depth and course controller)
whose task is to maintain desired vehicle parameters, and
– environmental factors, of a random nature, e.g. the sea
current. To improve the accuracy of position produced
by a dead reckoning navigational system (DRNS), we can
try to estimate all the above specified factors and take
them into account while calculating vehicle position. To
this end, the vehicle can emerge onto the surface from
time to time, record its GPS position, determine position
error, and finally use it to estimate all forces which affect
the error.
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To verify usefulness of this approach for the Biomimetic
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (BAUV) (see Fig. 2) being
designed within the project titled “Autonomous underwater
vehicles with silent undulating propulsion for underwater
ISR”, and financed by Polish National Centre of Research
and Development [13,14,16,17], simulation tests were carried
out whose results are presented in this paper. Application of
a correction system for BAUV DRNS appeared to be necessary
during initial tests in a 25 m swimming pool. The vehicle is
equipped with only two navigational devices, i.e. a digital
compass to measure course and pressure sensor used to
sense depth. There is no device to measure speed which is
determined by means of odometry. The consequence is that
accuracy of the DRNS is inadequate with respect to tasks
imposed on the BAUV. Example wrong locations of the BAUV
in the swimming pool , determined by DRNS are depicted
in Fig. 3, the straight lines indicate simultaneously a desired
path of the vehicle and left and upper edges of the pool. In
spite of the fact that the vehicle is inside the pool, the DRNS
indicates something else.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3 Example location of BAUV during experiments in the pool

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is
a short review of the presented work, Section 3 is a description
of position correction method applied to the simulations,
Section 4 is a report from the experiments, and the final
section is a summary.

infrastructure (except of the vehicle itself) with the effect that
it can be only used locally in areas which allow to deploy the
system. Of course, the other issue is preparation of the area
to work, which requires a time.

CORRECTION OF DRNS
CONSIDERED WORK
According to [8,10] underwater navigation has generally
two main approaches, namely: dead reckoning, and acoustic.
In the dead reckoning navigation [1,3,12] we deal with
three main components, i.e. sensors, kinematic model of
underwater vehicle, and vehicle state estimation method. The
estimation method, typically, family of Extended Kalman
Filters (EKF) [5] or Unscented Kalman Filters (UKF) [7,18],
but also Particle Filters [2,4], is supplied with the vehicle
model and sensor outputs (observations) and produces
estimations of vehicle state vector including at least position
of the vehicle in a chosen coordinate system. The sensors
provide information about orientation of the vehicle (INSs,
digital compasses, FOGs), depth (pressure sensors), velocities
(logs) and sometimes also accelerations (INSs). The more
information from the sensors and the more accurate it is, the
more accurate the estimations. Of course, the same applies
to kinematic model of the vehicle.
When estimations are performed basing on reliable
information about spatial orientation and velocity acquired
e.g. from optical gyro and Doppler log, moreover, when the
vehicle has classical torpedo-shape construction with one
rear screw propeller which is equivalent to presence of reliable
models of such vehicles, and the sea current is estimated, e.g.
basing on historical data or satellite photos, then results of
dead reckoning approach are usually satisfactory. However
the application of the above discussed approach seems to be
impossible in case when the vehicle cannot directly sense
its velocity, information about accelerations is available but
seriously disturbed (hence it is practically useless at least to
accurately estimate velocity) , information about the spatial
orientation is less accurate than that produced by optical
gyros, and moreover, the vehicle itself is highly complicated
in terms of construction which results in lack of its reliable
model. Unfortunately, this is exactly what we are dealing
with in the case of the BAUV.
A separate approach in the dead reckoning navigation
is application of visual information about surrounding
environment as observations to estimation methods [6,19,20].
However, this approach known as Simultaneous Mapping and
Localization (SLAM) requires the vehicle to move close the
seabed, and moreover, to have special equipmentlike sonar
or, rarely, a camera.
As mentioned above, the other approach in the underwater
navigation is an acoustic stream (Long Baseline, Ultrashort Baseline, and Short Baseline systems - LBL, USBL
and SBL) which is generally based on location in relation to
sources of an acoustic signal of a known position. The main
drawback of this approach is the need to have an additional

FUNDAMENTALS
DRNS of the BAUV is a navigation system with
a school kinematic model of the vehicle in the form of
, where: – displacement in the horizontal plane,
– a velocity, and – a time interval. The model is supplied
with vehicle progressive speed provided by the odometry,
course obtained from a digital compass, and additionally,
a vehicle depth - from a pressure sensor. The speed and the
course are used to calculate the horizontal displacement and
the pressure sensor determines the depth. Simplicity of the
vehicle model applied in DRNS results from difficulty in
defining more accurate models of such vehicles as the BAUV.
It has three independent propellers in the form of fins which
,when course and depth controllers are activated , can work
in different directions and with a different force, with the
effect that e.g. trim (pitch) of the vehicle does not generally
reflect change of depth.
The consequence of such very simple vehicle model and its
poor equipment is that to apply the dead reckoning approach
outlined in the previous section is impossible. Effective usage
of the state estimation methods like EKF or UKF requires to
confront outputs of the model and sensors. In the simplest
case, vehicle orientation along with progressive speed is
used in the model to calculate – coordinate of the vehicle
(coordinate towards Earth). At the same time, – coordinate
is also measured by a pressure sensor with the effect that
both – values can be confronted with each other and the
whole vehicle state vector produced by the model can be
recalculated and improved.
Unfortunately, in the case of the BAUV, we do not have
such comfort. The cause is that, as mentioned above, the
orientation of the BAUV does not reflect change of depth. In
consequence, we cannot estimate – coordinate based on the
measured orientation and odometric speed, compare it with
a measured value of , and finally, improve vehicle position
estimated by the model.
However, to improve accuracy of DRNS we can periodically
resurface the BAUV to get precise GPS position, roughly
estimate all internal and external forces having influence on
the vehicle motion and use the estimates (along with other
available vehicle state parameters) for position calculation.
At the very start of a vehicle mission, DRNS relies only on
odometric speed, orientation measured by compass and the
depth fixed by a pressure sensor. Then, a correction procedure
is performed to estimate the above mentioned forces and use
them in calculations of vehicle coordinates
. The depth
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of the vehicle is still fixed by the pressure sensor only. Details
of the correction procedure are given in the following section.

(2)

where:
FORMULATION
The correction method proposed in this paper and
described below is based on the assumption that the correction
procedure (CP) is always carried out during BAUV mission.
There is no separate CP performed in advance, the BAUV
runs the mission and the CP is its integral part.
A perfect situation for the CP would be to perform it in
two distinct stages, first, in the area without any influence of
the environment or at most with a slight influence, and then
in the vehicle operational area. In this case, the objective of
the first stage would be to determine inaccuracies resulting
from the vehicle itself, whereas the second stage would be
dedicated exclusively to estimate influence of environmental
factors like the sea current. Unfortunately, a number of tests
performed by a project team showed that even lakes which
at first glance should be filled with still water, are inadequate
for the first stage of CP, as the environmental factors, e.g. the
wind, may cause water to move , making the objective of the
first stage unattainable.
Moreover, since the vehicle can be used in different regions
of the world with different salinity of water, we cannot
assume that to adjust its buoyancy to the future operational
area would be possible in advance. Since each change in
vehicle construction (also in its buoyancy) causes changes
in vehicle behaviour , which affect in turn the navigation,
a separate CP considering only the vehicle, even in a lake with
slight environmental influence, is not a solution which can
ensure DRNS adequate accuracy in various operational areas.
In consequence, as mentioned above, the assumption
is that the CP is performed just during the mission. The
vehicle should emerge from time to time onto the surface
for recording GPS position, calculating position error, and
then fixing the correction. At the very start of the mission,
the influence of both factors on DRNS inaccuracies should be
only once estimated, then only environmental factors should
be periodically determined, and , as inaccuracies affected by
the vehicle are assumed to be invariable, they can be fixed
only once. Since estimation of only one factor affecting
DRNS inaccuracies is a trivial problem, only CP carried out
at the beginning of the mission is considered in this paper.
To this end, two different solutions are presented, say : CP1
and CP2, the first one is when CP cannot be a separate part
of the mission, hence it has to be performed in the meantime,
whereas the second one is when the beginning of the mission
is devoted especially to CP, then the main part of the mission
starts immediately after realization of the procedure.
But let us start with the formulation of vehicle motion with
velocity
in – and – direction in the time :

(1)
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– displacements of vehicle in – and – direction
in the time , or – and – coordinates of vehicle originating
from the point
;
– – and – components of the vehicle velocity
measured by vehicle devices (direction) and odometry
(magnitude);
– - and – components of the vehicle velocity
error ;
– - and – components of the sea current
velocity ;
– -and –components of the random velocity .
In Eq. (1) and (2), is assumed to be very small compared
to the remaining velocities and, moreover, its direction is
random which means that in the long term the influence
of
on the vehicle can be neglected – as the momentary
velocities are assumed to be compensated in the long term.
In effect, Eq. (1), (2) can be simplified to the following form:

(3)

(4)

Moreover, if we assume that the move of the vehicle along
a desired trajectory takes place between successive way-points
with application of course and depth controllers, and the sea
current is invariable at a short distance, Eq. (3), (4) for the
vehicle moving between two neighboring way-points with
the course angle equal to , can be rewritten as follows:

(5)

(6)

where:
–deviation from the course ;

Since the BAUV is not equipped with velocity measurement
devices, moreover, we cannot also measure other velocities, we
assume that all the velocities are constant in all calculations.
In this case, is a velocity in direction indicated by the course
and maintained by BAUV course controller. As previously,
is determined by odometry and it corresponds to some
settings of vehicle drive. In this case vehicle compass is used
by the controller to maintain the course. Other velocities are
also assumed to be constant, is the velocity which is caused
mainly by the sea current, at a short distance between two
neighboring way-points it has a constant direction and value,

whereas is constant in terms of value and deviated from
by a constant angle , and it corresponds to all the features
of the vehicle ( like asymmetry of propellers, compass errors
etc ) which can have impact on DRNS errors.
The function used in Eq.(6) reduces to the range
$ and simultaneously determines
and
with
respect to
and
. For example, if
, then
and
act in the same direction and
,
whereas, if
, then
.
Before the CP, the only values known to the DRNS is
and . In consequence, vehicle motion is described as follows:
,
(“1” means the first
way-point). Once the BAUV emerges onto the surface, its
GPS position can be recorded and DRNS position error can
be calculated, that we denote as
and
. Assuming that the only velocity
which “pushes” the BAUV towards
position is
, the remaining velocities are responsible for the error. In
consequence, it is sufficient to fix , and and take them
into account when calculating the BAUV position to improve
its accuracy. To this end, we have to solve the following system
of equations:

(7)

(8)

b)

Vc
Va2

E

Ve2

D
D
Va1

Ve1 E
Vc

Fig. 4 Illustration of CP1 (a) and CP2 (b)

Direction of is determined by the vehicle course and
deviation . If the course is different while navigating to both
way-points, direction of is in effect also different, whereas
the magnitude of is the same in both cases because settings
of drive are assumed to be the same during voyage both to
way-point No. 1 and 2.
In turn, is generally assumed to not change direction
and magnitude, however, in order to take into account
a different influence of the sea current on the vehicle hull
depending on direction of vehicle course and direction of
the current1, the angle between vectors and , and
magnitudes of different for different courses should be
taken into consideration.
CORRECTION PROCEDURE NO. 1 – CP1

(9)

(10)

Moreover, as
following:

we can also write the

(11)

In both Eq. (7),(8) and Eq.(9),(10) which specify position
error in two consecutive way-points, we deal with the velocity
which does not change its magnitude but changes direction
, and with the velocity which changes its magnitude and
does not change direction.
a)

Vc

D

Ve2
E
Va2

Ve1

D

As mentioned above, the CP1 is based on the assumption
that the procedure is performed simultaneously with other
vehicle tasks, it does not have the vehicle at its disposal only.
The consequence is lack of any limitations for the vehicle
course when CP1 is performed in successive way-points
(with one exception – see further). The other assumption
made for CP1 is neglecting different sea current dynamic
features for different courses of the vehicle. As a result, Eq.(7)(10) are simplified to the form containing
and
.
To determine , and , the CP1 is performed in two
phases. First, it calculates
and
with the assumption
that
. For that purpose, the system of linear equations
(7)-(10) is solved. To make it solvable, the above mentioned
assumption regarding the courses has to be somewhat relaxed,
namely, the courses to way-points No. 1 and 2 cannot be the
same and opposite. After the first phase, a simple gradient
descent method is used for the following objective function
to be minimized:

Va1

E

(12)

Vc

1
The influence of the sea current on the vehicle hull is definitely more complex
than the paper suggests. However, due to high complexity of the precise current
model, for the CP purposes, it was reduced to the form described in the paper.
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In CP2 the same magnitude of
in both directions of
vehicle motion is also assumed. This assumption results from
that the influence of the sea current on the vehicle hull is
symmetrical with respect to - and - axes of the vehicle,
i.e., it is the same e.g. for the angles of 10, 170, 190 and 350
deg – see Fig. 5.
The solution of Eq. (13)-(16) looks as follows:

where
,
,
,
,

To increase the chance of finding a global optimum of the
function (12), the optimization algorithm is repeated from
many starting points which differ in value of . Starting
values for and do not change and they are solutions of
the linear problem.
The result of the optimization procedure are values
, ,
and
which can be then used during vehicle navigation
to improve DRNS indications.
Y

J

J

Vc

(19)

(20)

X

J

Vc

Fig. 5 The same influence of the see current on vehicle hull for angles ,
,

(18)

Vc

vehicle

Vc

J

(17)

and

CORRECTION PROCEDURE NO. 2 – CP2
In the case of CP2, the beginning of BAUV mission is
devoted exclusively to CP which means that we can adjust
operation of the vehicle to the CP. In CP2, it is done by moving
the vehicle first along the course
and then along
the opposite course
. Thanks to that, to determine
, and , it is enough to solve the following simple system
of equations:

(13)

Of course, knowing
and
we can calculate
, and then
which
, along with , is necessary to determine the influence of
on motion of the vehicle in each point of the voyage.
Unfortunately, the velocities
and
calculated
according to Eq. (13), (14) can be only used for the course
and the opposite course, for other vehicle courses they
have to be recalculated. To this end, a simplified model
of the sea current influence on the
vehicle hull is used. It produces the magnitude
for
any vehicle course
. Since direction of the sea current
is assumed to not change
and
, it can be then
calculated basing on
,
and
.
The model is based on the function
which produces
the current magnitude
for any angle , i.e. the angle
between vehicle course and direction of the sea current. The
value generated by , according to the assumptions made for
CP2, is symmetrical with respect to - and - axes of the
vehicle, and it corresponds to velocity of the vehicle “Gluptak”
(see Fig. 6) equal to 1m/s and velocity of the sea current equal
to 0.4 m/s. The vehicle “Gluptak” is a torpedo-shape ROV
(Remotely Operated Vehicle) of the size and shape similar
to the BAUV.

(14)

(15)

(16)
Fig. 6 ROV “Gluptak” [9,21]
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To determine the value
for other velocities, in the
model it is assumed that
is constant regardless of vehicle
and sea current velocities. The consequence of the above given
assumption is possibility of calculating
for any vehicle
course
in the following way:

(21)

where :
,
,
is a function that gets difference between courses
ranging
deg, whereas function
produces
course based on
.

where:
and
are
– and
– components of
functions which produce
a vector determined by the length
and the direction
.
The system of Eq.(22), (23) has four different solutions of
, in total. The correct solution is the one which leads
the vehicle along the course with the highest resulting
velocity. After determining the correct values of
, the
vehicle course is calculated according to Eq.(25), and then
improved according to Eq. (26):
(25)

CONSIDERING PRESENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
FORCES WHEN NAVIGATING TO WAY-POINT

(26)

where:
When navigating to a way-point two different strategies
can be used. The first one is simply to determine a direct
course to the way-point and updating it periodically. This
strategy is, however, impractical when the vehicle operates
in the environment with a serious influence of the current
and/or wind. In this case, the vehicle path to the way-point
is very far from the optimum one, i.e. the path which leads
the vehicle straight from the current vehicle position to the
way-point.
The other strategy is to estimate all environmental forces
which may have influence on the vehicle motion and to take
them into account when determining the vehicle course
to the way-point. In the case of CP1, to calculate the course
the following system of equations is solved2:

,
,
and
is a function which determines
direction of the vector expressed in the range
deg,
and
are -and - components of .
In the case of CP2, another approach is used. Since in
case of Eq. (22), (23) it is necessary to know
to
determine which , according to Eq.(21), cannot be estimated
as long as is unknown, CP2 is performed in three phases
to fix course of the vehicle. First, Eq.(22), (23) are used to
estimate
for =45 deg, then Eq.(21) is applied
to improve the estimations, and finally, procedure of solving
Eq. (22), (23) is run again to fix final value of .

(22)

EXPERIMENTS
(23)

where ;
– - and - velocities of vehicle which together
with sea current velocities lead vehicle along desired course
, in the velocities the deviation is not considered,
– - and - components of the velocity ,
estimated by CP,
– a function transforming course to the range
,
–direct course from a given position of vehicle to waypoint, which does not correspond to the vehicle course ,
– vehicle velocity magnitude after CP, which is
defined as follows:

(24)

2

for

The system of Eq.(22), (23) is used only for
:
and

, e.g.

CONDITIONS OF EXPERIMENTS
To test what improvement of position accuracy can be
achieved when using CP, simulation experiments were carried
out. In the experiments, motion of the vehicle was calculated
in three different ways. The pattern motion to be used as
a point of reference for DRNS was computed as follows:
(27)
(28)

where :
– i-th time step during motion toward j-th way-point;
– number of way-point;
– time interval;
– number of steps necessary to reach way-point;
– random values such that
direction of ranges
.
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,

Eq. (27), (28), reflect determinism of the vehicle and
randomness of the environment, the velocities
,
representing the vehicle are constant during each run of
simulation, whereas, , and
are random variables. It
is assumed that the vehicle is a deterministic device with
a known desired speed and course represented by and with
an unknown deterministic working inaccuracy represented
by . On the other hand, the environment is random and
partly unpredictable which is reflected in and .
represents mainly the sea current and wind, so,
environmental forces whose characteristic is, on the one
hand, of a random nature, but on the other hand, it determines
a dominant direction
and magnitude
which are
parameters of simulation. Value of
is fixed in two stages.
First, magnitude of is adjusted to the vehicle course and
the deviation from the course ; and the following formula
is used for this purpose:

(29)

where
is variant of the function which is symmetrical
only with respect to axis of the vehicle, which means that
is the same, e.g. for 10 and -10 (or 350) deg, and different
at the same time for 10 and 170 degrees. The consequence is
that
more exactly reflects the influence of the sea current
on vehicle hull than .
In the second stage, both the direction and magnitude of
are randomly deviated according to the normal distribution
with parameters
, and
.
The same deviation is used for the number
of steps ,
where
is a random variable uniformly distributed within
range.
In turn,
represents all other possible environmental
random factors that can affect motion of the vehicle and
for that reason it is completely chaotic. Direction of
is
uniformly distributed within
range, whereas
is a random uniform value in the range of
, where
is a parameter of simulation which is a fraction of .
The estimated motion without CP was determined in the
following way:

(30)

(31)

which means that
is calculated on the basis of only
a desired vehicle velocity
and course , which are
provided to the vehicle course controller and the vehicle drive.
The estimated motion after CP looks, in turn, as follows:

(32)
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(33)

where
,
,
of applying CP for

, and

are the result
, and
,
. In all the simulations,
the assumption was made that
. In consequence,
to consider the fact that can increase or decrease progressive
speed of the vehicle,
must be able to change sign, i.e. to
be positive or negative. To determine sign of
, which
together with
and
is necessary to perform CP,
the following simple formula was used:

(34)

where :
.
After the CP simulations additional tests were also carried
out to verify effectiveness of the method for determining
vehicle course in conditions of presence of forces which can
affect vehicle movement (Section 3.5). Conditions of the tests
were the same as those described above. The only difference
was that $\alpha$ ? was not the course to way-point but the
course calculated according to Eq. (22)-(26).
In order to test CP1, CP2 and their influence on accuracy
of the DRNS, a virtual vehicle with the motion model defined
by Eq. (27), (28) performed thirty missions for each type of
CP and each parameter setting. In each mission the vehicle
was moved along a trajectory including 3 way-points. The
distance between the way-points was always equal to 100 m ,
whereas the course between them was completely random for
CP1 and partly random for CP2. In the former case, course
to the first way-point was equal to 45 deg, whereas to the
second one 225 deg. Regardless of the correction method
being tested, the vehicle , when moving to the first of the
two way-points, used DRNS which operated according to Eq.
(30), (31). Once the vehicle approached the second way-point
it performed the CP and changed DRNS operation to that
based on Eq.(32), (33).
The characteristics of CP1 is two-phase determination
of
,
, sign of
,
, and
. In the first
phase,
was assumed to be zero and the remaining
parameters were fixed according to Eq. (7)-(10).
Afterwards, in the second phase, the gradient descent
of the function (12) was applied to determine all the
parameters. Initial values for gradient descent were the ones
calculated in the first phase and , additionally, a value of
.
CP2 was also performed in two phases: first, Eq. (17)–
(20) was used to determine vehicle inaccuracies – both in
velocity direction and magnitude, and to estimate direction
and magnitude of environmental forces, then Eq. (21) was
applied to tune the before estimated magnitude.
In addition to the vehicle trajectory, individual
missions differed also in parameter setting. The following
parameter values were applied:
s,

m/s,
deg,

m/s,
deg,
m/s,
m/s,
deg,
,
,
.
In the experiments the assumption was made that vehicle
inaccuracies cannot be very high due to application of course
and depth controllers. For this reason, the tested values of
were not greater than 20 deg, whereas, the magnitude
of was at the most equal to 0.3m/s. During all the tests
the sea current was assumed to have the same direction, i.e.
equal to $20$ deg. The magnitude of the current velocity did
not exceeded 0.5m/s, i.e. only a half of the vehicle velocity.
The remaining parameters of the simulation, i.e. parameters
which determine their randomness were fixed so that they
could not dominate results of the simulation.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
Results of all the tests are given in Tab. 1-3 which include
only the ones for
, and positive values of and .
The reason is that simulations with
and negative
values of and produced very similar outcomes.
Tab. 1. Average errors [m] occurred along 100 m distance

without CP
CP1
CP2
CP1
CP2

12.84
2.58
1.17
3.39
1.21

47.96
10.9
4.68
8.33
4.57

31.1
2.45
0.93
2.51
1.01

43.19
11.4
4.42
10.6
5.4

Tab. 2. Maximum errors [m] occurred along 100 m distance

without CP
CP1
CP2
CP1
CP2

18.83
6.07
2.74
15.89
2.24

58.7
35.64
11.57
19.51
11.04

38.61
15.69
1.87
8.77
2.49

74.92
28.69
10.92
43.12
9.46

Tab. 3. Average deviation from desired course, [deg] , with and without
applying the method specified in Section 3.5

without CP
CP1
CP2
CP1
CP2

4.77
0.73
0.46
0.99
0.48

13.29
2.92
2.31
2.7
3.34

4.68
0.65
0.25
0.63
0.29

16.52
3.45
2.4
4.04
2.2

Generally, as expected, the simulations showed that CP
added to the DRNS improves its accuracy, moreover, in some
cases the improved accuracy was even thirty-fold greater
(Tab. 1, the result for CP2,
,
,
).
Tab. 2 shows that in conditions with a stronger influence of the
environment (
) the neglecting of correction may

even result in the error of 70 m in value which is almost the
whole distance covered by the vehicle between way-points. This
means that CP embedded in DRNS is a necessary condition
for applying BAUV at sea. When the vehicle is not equipped
with such devices like log which can provide more precise
navigational information mainly about velocity of the sea
current, CP can be the only way to make the vehicle capable
of operating at sea. Relying only on resetting position of the
vehicle to GPS position, when only it is available, seems to
be definitely insufficient, particularly when distance between
way-points is large. In such case, safety of the vehicle would
require it to appear very frequently on the surface to record
GPS position. The CP enables the vehicle to cover longer
distances beneath the surface, without necessity to frequently
correct the position by means of GPS.
When comparing CP1 and CP2 it is clear that CP2
outperforms CP1 as in all cases positions corrected by
CP2 are more accurate than those obtained with CP1. Of
course, it is not a surprising result which is mainly due to
the fact assumed in CP1 that the environmental forces are
constant regardless of mutual arrangement of velocity vectors
representing the vehicle and the environment. However, in
spite of the fact that CP2 outperforms CP1, the influence of the
latter on position accuracy is definitely positive compared to
the case without CP. In this case (except of that with
and
) the average improvement of the accuracy is
approximately four-fold greater. Generally, the results of CP1
mean that at the position error not exceeding 100 m in the
worst case, the vehicle can cover a bit greater distance than
200 m (the maximum error for CP1 = 43.12 m), however, in
the average case, it is almost 1000 m distance covered without
appearing on the surface on the assumption that the sea
current is invariable on the distance.
The results of CP2 are the most promising. As mentioned
above, in this case, the largest average improvement of position
accuracy is even thirty-fold greater compared to situation
without CP. In the remaining cases, it is more or less tenfold
greater with the effect that when the position error not to
exceed 100 m in the worst case, the vehicle can cover almost
1000 m distance, however, in the average case, it is as long as
2000 m voyage without emerging. As previously, such result
is achievable provided that the sea current is invariable in
vehicle operational area.
Tab. 3 shows results of the additional simulations whose
goal was to test how information from the CP can improve
quality of vehicle path to a way-point. Typically, the vehicle
course corresponds to a direct course to the way--point,
which under the conditions of the sea current, wind, and
inaccuracies coming from the vehicle itself, may result in
a path very far from the optimum one. However, when DRNS
is supplied with additional information about possible sources
of inaccuracies it can use this information to fix the course
of the vehicle in a more optimum manner e.g. that presented
in Section 3.5.
The simulation results given in Tab. 3 showed to what
extend application of the information from CP can smooth
out the vehicle path. At small influence of external factors,
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the improvement of vehicle course compared to the optimum
one, i.e. the course leading vehicle directly to a way-point,
is almost invisible. However for
the improvement
is even eight-fold greater.

SUMMARY
Underwater navigation of underwater vehicles without
devices which provide precise navigational information
about course and velocity with respect to Earth is a highly
challenging problem which particularly affects small
underwater units unable, because of their size, to carry large
navigational instruments. One solution of the problem is the
use of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM),
however, it requires moving the vehicle over a short distance
from the sea bottom in order to refer position of the vehicle
to position of visible landmarks.
When navigation close to the bottom is impossible
the only method which can be applied to improve
precision of underwater navigation is estimation of all
unknown forces having inf luence on vehicle motion
and taking them into account during calculations.
This paper presented two solutions which can be applied
for that purpose. In them it is assumed that two factors can
affect all inaccuracies which can appear during underwater
navigation, namely, external factors like wind and sea current
which are jointly called environmental factors, and vehicle
internal factors such as inaccuracies caused by lack of
symmetry in vehicle drive, systematic compass errors etc.
To estimate their influence on vehicle motion, GPS position
has to be recorded from time to time and position error to be
determined. The problem is, however, what position accuracy
can be achieved by applying estimates fixed in this manner.
Answer to this question is a very important issue because it
may decide about distance which the vehicle can safely cover
before it has to rise to the surface for taking GPS position.
The presented paper which is the report on simulation
tests, offers the first step to answering that question. The
tests revealed that estimation methods presented in the
paper can significantly improve operation of underwater
navigation. The results of the simulation showed that , under
stable conditions of the sea current and wind, the vehicle can
safely move beneath the surface over the distance as long as
1000 m and even 2000 m - in favorable conditions.
Of course, this result is based on the rather unrealistic
assumption that the sea current and other environmental
forces are invariable over greater areas of the sea. In the
performed simulations the current could change both the
direction and magnitude, however, the changes incorporated
into the sea current model, introduced only slight random
perturbation characteristics to the current with stable
parameters. Unfortunately, lack of any device for measuring
parameters of external forces affecting motion of the vehicle
makes it impossible to effectively counteract the forces
of variable nature. However, we always know where the
vehicle has to operate and thereby we also know properties
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of the future operational area with the effect that we can
appropriately adjust its navigational system to the operational
area in question. Variability of the sea current in a considered
area results in necessity of more frequent emerging onto the
surface, whereas, the opposite situation leads to a longer
distance which the vehicle can cover underwater.
The other problem is reliability of course information
acquired from different sorts of compasses as well as
accessibility of reliable GPS signal for supporting the dead
reckoning navigation. Contemporary digital compasses even
the cheapest ones, if appropriately mounted far away from
all sources of magnetic field, seem to be sufficiently accurate
and thereby they should not have considerable negative
influence on quality of navigational system. Unavailability
of GPS signal is a more serious problem. When the vehicle
operates in GPS-denied or GPS-inhibited environment,
it is necessary to provide it with other source of pattern
navigational information to reduce position error of the dead
reckoning. One solution can be e.g. an optical system with
the ability of identifying landmarks visible on the coast and
to use them to estimate the vehicle position. Unfortunately,
according to the knowledge of this author, such solution is still
an undiscovered area in the marine technology, remaining
therefore an attractive field for further research.
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DURING INITIAL WATER ENTRY PROCESS
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ABSTRACT
The suction side of a surface piercing hydrofoil, as a section of a Surface Piercing Propeller (SPP), is usually exposed
to three phases of flow consisting air, water, and vapour. Hence, ventilation and cavitation pattern of such section
during the initial phase of water entry plays an essential role for the propeller’s operational curves. Accordingly, in
the current paper a numerical simulation of a simple surface piercing hydrofoil in the form of an oblique wedge is
conducted in three-phase environment by using the coupled URANS and VOF equations. The obtained results are
validated against water entry experiments and super-cavitation tunnel test data. The resulting pressure curves and
free surface profiles of the wedge water entry are presented for different velocity ratios ranging from 0.12 to 0.64. Nondimensional forces and efficiency relations are defined in order to present the wedge water entry characteristics. Congruent
patterns are observed between the performance curves of the propeller and the wedge in different fully ventilated or
partially cavitated operation modes. The transition trend from fully ventilated to partially cavitated operation of the
surface piercing section of a SPP is studied and analyzed through wedge’s performance during the transitional period.
Keywords: emi-submerged propeller; wedge water entry; ventilation pattern; free surface profile.

NOMENCLATURE
Independent Variables:
Propeller diameter (m)

T

Thrust force (N)

β

Wedge dead-rise angle

Q

Torque (Nm)

n

Shaft rotational speed(1/s)

Kq

Torque coefficient (-)

U

Inlet flow velocity (m/s)

Kt

Thrust coefficient (-)

V

Wedge vertical velocity (m/s)

KF

Force coefficient (-)

P

Pressure (Pa)

ηp

Propeller efficiency (-)

Pa

Ambient pressure (Pa)

Pv

Saturated vapour pressure (Pa)

D

ηwedge

Wedge efficiency (-)

Physical parameters:

Velocity ratio (-)

ρs

Vapour density (kg/m3)

J

Advance coefficient (-)

ρw

Fluid density (kg/m3)

Fr

Froude number (-)

ρa

Air density (kg/m3)

Re

Reynolds number (-)

μm

Mixture viscosity (kg/ms)

σn

Cavitation number (-)

m

Mass transfer rate (kg/s)

ε
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, surface piecing propellers (SPP) are well known
for operating in semi-submersible condition at high advance
speed (vessel speed greater than 50 knots). The conditions
bring about complex ventilation and cavitation patterns to
this type of propeller, which have necessitated wide range of
research involving experiments and CFD modelling. However,
numerical simulation of ventilation and cavitation patterns
on this type of propeller still remains a CFD challenge, which
can be accomplished through the analysis of a wedge-shape
surface-piercing hydrofoil as its blade section.
During the past half-century, considerable number of
hydrodynamic researches has been devoted to studying the
SPP propeller. Two of the earlier and fundamental researches
in this regard were conducted by Hadler (1968) and Hacker
(1973). They introduced different partially cavitated and fully
ventilated flow patterns for the SPP.
Their experiments indicated that in fully ventilated
condition, the ventilated cavity may cover most of the
blade’s suction side and rotate with the blade. However, by
increasing the advance ratio and exceeding a critical value,
this regime changes to partially cavitated and as a result
the cavity becomes smaller and unstable during blade’s
rotation. Kruppa (1972) also studied the scaling procedure
for the SPP. His experiments revealed that Reynolds and
Froude numbers greater than 5×105 and 3, respectively,
have negligible influence on its scaling. Later, Brandt (1973)
developed the primary performance curves of a SPP. Based on
his experimental observations, the value of transition advance
ratio can be affected by the Cavitation number as well as
Froude number. Meanwhile, Olofsson (1993, 1996) conducted
a wide range of experiments on the surface piercing propeller
of 841-B model and recorded transient hydrodynamic forces
and torques of a rotating blade. His findings revealed that
small Cavitation number is likely to be an effective factor
for the transient and average forces. In addition to the above
mentioned observations, the value of critical or transition
advance ratio of this propeller at different Cavitation numbers
was determined.
High speed operation of the SPP requires to use expensive
and accurate experimental equipment. To avoid such
obstacles, analytical and numerical studies on wedge- shape
surface- piercing hydrofoils water entry or in some cases
a simplified wedge water entry can be considered suitable
alternatives. Yim (1969, 1974) is considered a pioneer of
the water entry theoretical analysis. He worked out a 2D
potential flow approach for the water entry and exit of a thin
infinite symmetric wedge to predict the characteristics
of a SPP. His method was later extended by Wang (1977,
1979) to solve finite foil shape problems in fully ventilated
condition. By using the conformal mapping method,
Khabkkhpasheva (2014) and Ghadimi (2011-2014) studied
water entry problems of arbitrary objects. However, this
method can be used only for the infinite object water entry
and cannot take into consideration the nonlinearity and
viscosity of fluid.

Through development and improvement of a numerical
method based on lifting-line theory, Furuya (1985) was the
first who presented a three-dimensional numerical model
for the SPP in fully ventilated operation condition without
considering the gravity and blade thickness effects. By using
the negative image method, the linearized effect of the free
surface was taken into consideration. On the other hand,
Wang (1990) conducted a 3D numerical modelling to assess
the performance of a fully ventilated SPP by applying an
unsteady lifting surface method. Later, Kudo (1994, 1995)
analyzed the SPP through a 3D lifting surface vortex lattice
method (VLM) in submerged condition.
Kinnas and Young (2002, 2003) and Young et al. (2011)
combined the surface panel method and potential flow based
BEM ? to simulate the cavitation sheets on a SPP’s blade in
submerged and semi-submerged propeller operation. In this
approach, cavity borders are assumed to be a boundary of
fluid domain and, in order to predict the cavity shape, an
iterative procedure is required. Consequently, the blade stable
cavitation boundary and mean forces could be obtained from
the simulation, but dynamic forces and ventilated free surface
profile at entry stage could not be derived precisely. Faltinsen
et al. (2008) considered the nonlinearity of the ventilating
problem. They solved parametrically the ventilating entry
of a semi-infinite flat plate through analytical expressions.
Effects of gravity and fluid viscosity were neglected in this
investigation. On the other hand, Vinayan (2010) worked out
a 2D BEM code to consider the nonlinear nature of water
entry process. He obtained the pressure curves and free
surface patterns for vertical motion of a symmetric oblique
wedge into the calm water and compared his findings with
Cox’s experiments (1971). Due to the initial usage of calm
water condition, the influence of the horizontal water
velocity could not be observed. To evaluate the effects of
structural deformations on water entry process of a wedge,
Maki et al.(2011), Piro and Maki (2011, 2013) and Dominic
et al. (2013) used coupling elastic beam theory and URANS
equations to simulate the flexible wedge water entry. Their
studies revealed that for the small structural deformations
and moderate dead-rise angle wedge, the effects of structural
flexibility is negligible on the water entry process. However
in surface piercing sections water entry study by using the
coupled URANS and finite element method, Javanmardi
and Ghadimi (2017a, 2017b) showed that the structural
deformations of a SPP blade and its hydrofoil sections may
have some influence on its water entry process.
Results obtained from the smoothed particle hydrodynamics
methods and URANS based on the simulations conducted by
Farsi and Ghadimi (2014a, 2014b, 2015), Feizi Chekab et al.
(2015), and Shademani et al. (2016, 2017), in modelling the
arbitrary object’s water entry study, showed that considering
the effects of fluid viscosity in the numerical simulations
improve the accuracy of the flow simulation around the water
entering wedge.
The artificial viscosity assumption and ideal f luid
consideration in most of the presented numerical simulations
have been the cause of some errors in the observed ventilation
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patterns and dynamic forces. Furthermore, most of the
numerical schemes have been developed for modelling the
fully ventilated operation condition with constant ambient
pressure in the ventilated zone. Therefore, the effect of air
turbulence on the ventilated cavity has been ignored. In
order to obtain more realistic ventilation regimes in different
operating conditions such as different advance coefficients,
consideration of the effects of some influential physical
parameters is imperative. The parameters include fluid
viscosity, surface tension, gas dynamics in the ventilated
zone as well as growth and collapse of the vapour bubbles.
Accordingly, in the current study, unsteady numerical
simulations of the ventilating-cavitating turbulent flow
around surface piercing hydrofoils in initial water entry
phase, are conducted. Flow patterns in different conditions
including low, transition, and high advance coefficients, are
analyzed. Based on the obtained results, the influence of
ventilation and cavitation phenomena on the performance
of the SPP are analyzed. To this end, URANS (Unsteady
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) is applied as the governing
equations of the turbulent flow. Free surface shape and
ventilation patterns are obtained by coupling the URANS and
Volume - of- Fluid technique. Since cavitation phenomenon
may occur in the initial water entry phase (Brandt (1973)),
appropriate cavitation model is employed. In the presence
of cavitation, vapour and injected air could coexist in the
cavities which represent a multiphase mixture. Therefore,
the basic two-phase cavitation model should be replaced
by a multiphase model. In the current study, the validated
cavitation model developed by Zwart (2004) is employed to
capture and assess the cavitation effects on the wedge water
entry hydrodynamics.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In this equation, αn is the volume fraction of n-th fluid in
a cell and it is known that:
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

G
wD w / wt  .(D wv ) m / U w

(6)

G
w (D v Uv ) / wt  .(D v Uv v ) m

(7)

The subscripts a, v, and w refer to the air, vapour, and
water components. In these equations, mass transfer occurs
only between the water and vapour phase, which is denoted
 . The value of the parameter depends on the pressure
by m
difference between the bubble boundaries and vapour
saturation point. Based on this value, two different mass
transformation directions, i.e. condensation or evaporation,
may occur. Condensation and evaporation mass transfers
in Zwart’s model is identified by the following equations,
respectively:

m

m e  m c

m e

Ce

3(1  D v )D nuc Uv
u 2( Pv  Po ) / 3U w u sign( Pv  Po )
Rb

m c

CC

3D v Uv
u 2( Po  Pv ) / 3U w u sign( Po  Pv )
Rb

(1)

G
where I is the unit tensor, v and g are velocity and gravity
force components, respectively. P, μm and ρm are also the
mixture’s pressure, viscosity and density, respectively. These
parameters can be written in the fractional form of:

1

Because of the presence of air in the vapour cavity bubbles,
the basic two-phase cavitation model should be replaced
by a multi-phase cavitation model. Equations proposed by
Singhal (2002), Zwart (2004) and Schnerr (2001) are three
available cavitation models which can be used for cavitating
turbulence flow simulations. Continuity equation of the
mixture can be extended to three modified equations based
on the air, water, and vapour fractions. These equations are:

Since the present study deals with three different phases
of water, vapour, and air, the mixture is assumed to be
homogeneous. Accordingly, momentum URANS equations
are used in terms of mixture’s pressure, velocity, and viscosity.
In general form, they are:

G
GG
w ( U m v ) / wt  .( U m vv )

n

(8)

(9)

(10)

According to Zwart’s investigation (2004), empirical
constants Ce and Cc can be set equal to 50 and 0.01, respectively.
Also, the non-condensable vapour fraction, αnuc, and mean
radius of bubbles, Rb, are assumed to be 5 u 104 and 1 u 106
m, respectively. The constants are validated and presented
by Mejri (2006) and Ji (2011). Moreover, to obtain the free
surface pattern, the coupled volume – of – fraction equation
is implemented. Since the flow is highly turbulent, the k-ωSST turbulent model is applied.

DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS
To investigate the hydrodynamic behaviour of the initial
water entry process of a SPP, the geometry of the wedgeshaped hydrofoil is taken from a section of 821-b surface
piercing propeller. Since the sections with blade radius
ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 have the most effective role in the
propeller characteristics, the section at 0.55r is considered
in this paper, because its shape is also similar to the wedge
studied by Cox (1971). The combined principal parameters
of the propeller and wedge water entry used in this paper
are the advance coefficient J, velocity ratio ε, Froude (Fr) and
Cavitation (σn) numbers, which are determined by using the
following equations, respectively:

J=U/nD

(11)

V=0.55ʌnD=0.55ʌU/J

(12)

İ=U/V=J/0.55ʌ

(13)

Fr=U/(g.D)0.5

(14)

ın=(Patm-Pv ) / 0.5 ρw U2

CP=(P-Patm) / 0.5 ρw V2

(16)

KF=F / 0.5 ρw V2Vt

(17)

Șwedge=FxU/FyV

(18)

TU

2π Qn

(19)

Q = ³ Fy rdr 

(20)

ηP =

In the equations, KF indicates the dimensionless force in x
or y direction. Fx indicates the wedge thrust force and Fy is the
force produced by the propeller torque. The wedge efficiency
is defined in a similar way as in the propeller efficiency
expression (ηp). T and Q denote the propeller thrust force
and shaft torque, respectively. The propeller performance
is defined on the basis of the thrust and torque coefficients
which are given as follows:

Kt =

T
ρ n2 D 4

(21)

Kq =

Q

ρ n2 D5

(22)

(15)

In the equations, D, n, U, V and Patm denote the propeller
diameter, shaft speed, water advance speed, foil rotational
speed, and ambient pressure, respectively. The geometry of
the considered SPP’s wedge -shaped hydrofoil is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

The thrust and torque coefficients and efficiency of the
above mentioned propeller have been determined in Olofsson’s
experiments (1993) for Froude number Fr=6 and Cavitation
number σn=2.3.

VALIDATION OF THE SIMULATED MODEL

Fig. 1. The hydrofoil section of a SPP @0.55r

In addition to the principal parameters, there are also
other dependent parameters which reflect the hydrodynamic
performance of the wedge water entry. These parameters
include the pressure coefficient, vertical and horizontal forces,
and efficiency coefficient. The parameters are determined by
using the following equations, respectively:

Various investigations have been conducted on the water
entry and cavitation problems. Simultaneous presence of the
two phenomena in this study requires two types of validations.
First validation case is related to the water entry problem.
For this case, the results of Cox’s experiments (1971), and
numerical simulations of Vinayan (2010) of the wedge water
entry problem, are used. Second validation case is related to
cavitation phenomenon. In this case, results of numerical
simulation of a specific super-cavitating foil are compared
against its corresponding tunnel test experimental outputs
from Dinh’s experiments (1968).
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WEDGE WATER ENTRY
The experiment by Cox (1971) was conducted on the
symmetric wedge with dimensions of 0.5” breadth and 6”
height (c) in initial calm water condition. This wedge profile
is the same as the wedge considered in the current paper. The
wedge enters the initial calm water with the constant speed
(V) of 2.45m/s. The free surface profile is investigated for two
incident angles of 0 and 10 degrees. The wedge geometry and
incident angle definition are illustrated in Fig.2a. The obtained
free surface profiles are compared against the results of the
experiment by Cox (1971) in Fig. 2 and 3. Also, the pressure
distribution for the case α=10° is compared with Vinayan’s
BEM ? results (1971).

a)

favourable agreement and it is because of the ignorable effect
of viscosity on this side, which has been predicted by Yim
(1969).
FLOW AROUND A SUPER-CAVITATING HYDROFOIL
The super-cavitating flow is numerically simulated around
a thin profile through coupled URANS and Zwart (2004)
cavitation model equations. 300 000 cells are generated in the
problem domain. The foil is exposed to the 20 fps fluid flow
at the incident angle of 9° (Fig.4) and Cavitation number of
σ=(P-Pv)/0.5 Uw U2=0.318, where U represents the upstream
velocity. The foil profile is originally tested by Dinh (1968) in
the cavitation test tunnel of Laval University. The geometry
of the super-cavitating profile is shown in Fig.4. Comparison
of the obtained pressure coefficient (CP=(P-Po)/0.5 Uw U2)
around the foil against Dinh’s experimental data (1968) and
the results of Wu’s analytical model (1956) are presented
in Fig.5a. The cavity profile and measured length are also
shown in Fig.5b.

b)

Fig. 2. a) Cox’s wedge geometry and b) Comparison of the obtained free surface
profile against the result of Cox’s experiment (1971) @α=0, V=2.45 m/s.
Fig. 4. Geometry of super-cavitating hydrofoil tested by Dinh (1968).
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Fig. 3. a) Comparison of the computed free surface profile against the results
of Cox’s experiment (1971) @ α=10, V=2.45 m/s, Vt/c=0.75
and b) Comparison of the computed Cp against that of BEM model
by Vinayan (2010).

As evident in Fig.2b, in the case of symmetric vertical
motion the numerical and experimental free surface profiles
agree quite well to each other for the incident angle of
0 degree. In the case of 10 degrees incident angle, there is
also a favourable agreement between the free surface profiles
on the wedge’s pressure side, while the profiles agreement on
the suction side is relatively good. This is due to the fact that
suction side separation profile is very sensitive to: a) edge’s
apex curvature radius which was not declared in Cox’s results
(1971) and b) fluid viscosity effects which was ignored in
Vinayan’s BEM results (2010). Comparison of the computed
pressure coefficient Cp on the wedge’s sides against the results
of nonlinear BEM simulation by Vinayan (2010) indicates
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Fig. 5. (a) Comparison of the computed Cp against the results of Dinh’s
experiment (1968) and Wu’s theoretical model (1956) @ α=9°, V=6.15 m/s
and σn= 0.318, and (b) Comparison of the obtained vapour cavity profile
against Dinh’s experimental result (1968).

As evident in Fig. 5, the stagnation point is at the leading
edge of the foil and thus the local pressure coefficient at this
point is equal to 1, which is synonymous to the presented
numerical result. Furthermore, favourable agreement
is observed between the numerically obtained pressure
distribution and the results of Dinh’s experiment (1968) and
Wu’s theoretical model (1956). Dinh (1968) recorded the
cavity length of 1.8×chord for the implemented values of input
speed, incident angle and ambient pressure. The cavity length
obtained in the current study is equal to 1.65×chord length (as
shown in Fig.5b), which indicates 8% error. It should be noted
that radius of hydrofoil’s leading edge has also important
effects on the generated cavity length. Since this value is
unknown it is set to be zero, which leads to some errors.

SETTING UP THE COMPUTATIONAL
PROCEDURE
In the current study, the geometry of a wedge-shaped
surface piercing (SP) hydrofoil with the left dead-rise angle
of 120.2° and right dead-rise angle of 55° is considered to
form a blade section, as shown in Fig.6. Based on the above
mentioned dead-rise angles, the pitch angle is found to be
35°. The wedge is situated in a rectangular computational
domain containing water and air separated by free surface
at a specific height. The computational domain is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Initially, the wedge’s apex is located at an undisturbed
free surface level.

the vertical translation of the wedge : two stationary zones
and one moving zone (shown in Fig.7). Dynamic meshing
technique is used in the stationary zones because of their
moving boundaries (Vinayan, (2009)). The effects of mesh size
on the solution are investigated by considering two different
meshing options of 0.4 (Vinayan, (2009)) and 0.5 million
cells. It is shown that increasing the cell number beyond
0.4 million has less than 5% effect on the forces. However
the mesh option of 0.5 million cells yields a smoother free
surface pattern. Accordingly, the mesh option of 0.5 million
cells is adopted for the current study. A schematic diagram
of the generated mesh is illustrated in Fig.7, where the upper
and lower boundaries are kept at constant static pressure
with free slip wall conditions. Upstream and downstream
boundaries are considered as the inlet and outlet, respectively,
as shown in Fig.6.

Fig. 6. The considered computational domain and wedge geometry

Similar to the propeller condition, the incoming flow with
constant velocity (U) enters from an upstream boundary
location. Similar to the Olofsson’s experiments (1993),
numerical simulation in the current paper is conducted in
full-scale condition and the input velocity is set to be 9.39 m/s.
Based on Olofsson’s paper (1993), the characteristic curves of
821-b SPP have been presented for the advance coefficients
in the range of [0.2 to 1.1]. Therefore, the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the wedge water entry is investigated for
this range, as well. Accordingly, by using Eq.12, the value of
blade velocity V can be set for each simulation condition.
Dimensions of the computational domain are selected based
on the work of Shademani and Ghadimi (2016). By considering
the gravity effects, distribution of initial hydrostatic pressure
based on the water depth is implemented. Downstream
location of the computational domain is defined to be an
outflow patch, while “no-slip” condition is set for the wedge
planes. By adjusting the Courant number below unity,
the time step at each blade velocity is prescribed based on
the vertical displacement step which is defined by dy=h/k. The
parameter h is the oblique wedge height and k is the number of
divisions assumed in wedge height. The effect of displacement
step is assessed by subsequent assuming k=40, 60,120, and
180. Based on the comparison of the obtained results against
Olofsson’s experimental data (1993) it is found that decreasing
the displacement step slightly affects the computed forces, but
strongly influences the free surface smoothness. Therefore,
the case of k=120 (dy ~ 0.5 mm) (which shows an error less
than 5% ) is adopted for the targeted analyses in this paper.
A mesh of boundary layer type is used on the wedge sides
to improve the accuracy of the predicted wall function, while
a structured mesh parallel to the undisturbed free surface
level is used for the remaining part of the considered domain.
Three zones are formed in the problem domain in dealing with

Fig. 7. Illustration of different zones in the domain and the generated mesh

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As previously pointed out in the introduction section,
for a constant Froude and Cavitation numbers, the advance
coefficient is the only influential parameter for the ventilation
pattern. Variation of this parameter leads to the three types
of operation conditions. The first subsection (6.1) deals
with ventilation pattern and hydrodynamic forces in fullyventilated operation condition, the second subsection (6.2)
concentrates on the transition condition, and the third
subsection (6.3) focuses on the partial cavitation condition.
The fourth subsection (6.4) deals with combining the obtained
results in a unified curve. To accomplish this, the required
parameters for the targeted analyses are shown in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1. Parameter setting for the performed analyses
Parameter
Advance ratio (J)
Velocity ratio (ε)
Cavitation number (σn)
Froude number (Fr)

Value
0.2 to 1.1
0.12 to 0.64
2.3
6

FULLY VENTILATED OPERATION CONDITION
Fully ventilated operation condition deals with a situation
in which a single cavity covers the entire wedge suction side
(from the leading edge to the trailing edge) during the water
entry process. The obtained pressure distributions and free
surface patterns for ε=0.12-0.29 are shown in Fig.8a and 8b by
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using the dimensionless coordinates x/Vt and y/Vt. Also, the
dimensionless exerted forces as well as the defined efficiency
of the water entry movement are illustrated in Fig. 8d. The
x-component of the cavity wall velocity in the ventilated zone
is presented in Fig. 8c.

a)

TRANSITION CONDITION
While the propeller rotating speed (wedge vertical speed)
declines, the velocity ratio ε increases and the “full ventilation
pattern” is transformed into “transition pattern”. This is the
unstable and fluctuating state in which its hydrodynamic
behaviour highly depends on the wedge geometry, velocity
ratio, and ambient pressure. Based on the observations
made in the current paper, ε in the range from 0.36 to
0.42 corresponds to this operational condition. Isolation
sequences of the leading edge cavity are shown in Fig. 9a and
9b. Pressure distribution curves are also shown in Fig.10a,
while the dimensionless exerted forces and efficiency of the
water entry process are illustrated in Fig.10b.

b)

a)
c)
d)
Fig. 8. (a) Free surface profiles, (b) Pressure distributions, (c) Cavity wall
velocity x-component ux, and (d) Dimensionless forces and water entry
efficiency @ Fr=6, σn=2.3, ε=0.12-0.29.

Based on the numerical results of the free surface profile
at the initial stages of water entry (Fig.8a), it can be observed
that the pressure drop at the wedge’s apex causes an intake
of air into the water zone and consequently separation of
flow from the wedge apex may occur. The separated flow
leads to cavity generation on the wedge’s suction side. In
this condition, only the pressure side of the wedge interacts
with the water, and the resulting force on the wedge is similar
to that of the water entry of a flat plate. As evident from
the pressure distribution curves of Fig.8b, by increasing the
incident angle (decreasing ε) at a constant input speed, the
mean value of Cp increases and thus dimensionless forces
increase, as well (Fig.8d). Contrary to this situation, the
pressure on the ventilated side does not change significantly
from the ambient pressure, and consequently Cp tends to zero
on this side. Larger vertical blade velocity results in stronger
water jet flow on the wedge’s pressure side and causes an
increase in the lost momentum which reduces the efficiency of
water entry process (Fig.8d). Through vertical motion of the
wedge, the volume of the ventilated zone gradually increases
and, as a result, the atmosphere air is sucked into the cavity
from “d” pathway. The width of the pathway depends on the
cavity wall velocity in x- direction, (ux), wedge velocity V and
wedge pitch angle. Variation of the magnitude and direction
of ux (ε,y) on the cavity wall for -1< y/Vt <0 are shown in
Fig.8c. It can be seen that as the wedge velocity V reduces
the average value of ux increases toward the wedge wall and
consequently the volume of the ventilated zone decreases.
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b)

Fig. 9. Ventilated cavity collapse and apex vapour cavity replacement
at different velocity ratios: a) ε=0.38, b) ε=0.42, @ Fr=6 and σn=2.3.

a)

b)

Fig. 10. (a) Pressure distributions, and (b) Dimensionless forces and water
entry efficiency @ Fr=6, σn=2.3, ε=0.36-0.42.

At a constant water advance velocity, a decrease in the
wedge vertical speed would amplify the cavity wall velocity
ux toward the wedge ventilated side, which narrows the air
pathway “d”, as shown in Fig.8c. The narrowed air pathway
causes a pressure drop in the ventilated cavity which can
be observed on the pressure distribution curve of ε =0.36
in Fig.10a. The Cp variation on the pressure side has the
same pattern as in the previous condition. It was pointed
out before that the theoretical results can accurately predict
the Cp pattern on this side (Fig.10a). While the vertical
speed decreases further, top of the ventilated cavity wall
(y/Vt=0) collapses through the wedge wall which traps the
remaining air near the leading edge. As a result of the vertical
displacement of the wedge throughout time and expansion
of the cavity wall, the pressure inside the cavity drops. By
decreasing the pressure value to that of vapour saturation
point in the trapped isolated cavity, water vaporization

process on the cavity wall begins. The velocity ratio which
corresponds to the largest non-ventilated cavity may be called
critical velocity ratio. Increasing the forces exerted on the
wedge sides in transition condition may be due to the fact
that pressure on the wide area of the wedge suction side is
less than the ambient pressure and even at critical advance
ratio it is equal to vapour pressure (Fig.10b).
PARTIAL CAVITATION CONDITION
c)

The last type of water entry pattern deals with high
velocity ratio condition. The obtained results demonstrate
that partially cavitated pattern may happen for the velocity
ratio greater than 0.42. Free surface profile and pressure
distribution along the wedge sides for ε=0.46÷0.64 are
illustrated in Fig.11a, and 11b. Dimensionless exerted forces
and water entry efficiency are also shown in Fig.11c.
While the wedge vertical speed (or propeller rotating
speed) is very low, the ventilated air cavity collapses in the
very initial phase of water entry and only cavitation sheet
is observed near the leading edge, whose volume decreases
through an increase in ε value (Fig.11a). Accordingly, the
pressure distribution on the wedge pressure side has the same
patterns as previously (Figs.11b), while, depending on the
cavity length, pressure on the part of the suction side would
be equal to the vapour pressure.
Since the dimensionless values of Fx and Fy are the
function of flow angle of attack ( Fig. 8d and Fig.11c) through
an increase of ε, the dimensionless values of Fx and Fy are
reduced in both fully-ventilated and partially- cavitated
operation conditions. This is while the efficiency of the blade
section increases when ε rises. This may be attributed to
the reduction of the spray height on the pressure side of the
wedge and consequently the decrease in the wasted energy
as the velocity ratio increases. As a result, the efficiency
should increase in both the modes. However, there is an
exception in the case of partial cavitation mode, where the
impact velocity highly decreases and hence the wetted area
increases considerably in such a way that the efficiency drops.
Such phenomena can be seen for ε=0.64 (Fig.11c).

Fig. 11. a) Free surface profiles, b) Pressure distributions, c) Dimensionless
forces and water entry efficiency @Fr=6, σn=2.3,ε=0.46-0.64.

INVESTIGATION OF THE PROPELLER AND ITS
HYDROFOIL PERFORMANCE CURVES
The purpose of this subsection is to explore the possible
similarity between the performance curve of the studied
hydrofoil section and its original SPP. To this end, the results
are presented based on the incorporation of wedge water entry
and propeller characteristic parameters. For instance, the
velocity ratio which is used to evaluate the wedge performance
pattern has similar application in the propeller investigation.
The experimental curves of 821-b propeller for Fr=6 have been
obtained by Olofsson (1993). Irrespective of the magnitude
of Kt and Kq, the overall trends of their corresponding curves
are illustrated in Fig.12.

Fig. 12. The characteristic curves of 821-b propeller trend @ Fr=6,
from Olofsson’s (1993) experiments.

Through combining the results related to forces and
efficiency at all three velocity ratios in the unified curves,
comprehensive characteristic curves are worked out for the
wedge water entry. The resulting curves are illustrated in
Fig.13. It should be pointed out that in the curves equivalent
value of the advance coefficient is used instead of the velocity
ratio on the x-axis.

a)

b)

Fig. 13. The obtained characteristic curves for the SP hydrofoil water entry
process @Fr=6, σn=2.3.
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Comparison of the curves given in Fig.12 and 13 shows
that the trends of dimensionless forces and efficiency for both
SPP and simplified surface piercing hydrofoil are favourably
similar. However, for the studied hydrofoil, the transition
pattern occurs at the advance coefficient (J=0.66) lower than
that of the SPP 821-b (J=0.9). This discrepancy reveals that
transition point for a 3D blade may not be estimated by the
simulation of its hydrofoil section. Consequently, estimation
of accurate value of transition J for a SPP requires a 3D
modelling of the blade water entry. However, this simulation
shows that some challenging aspects of SPP’s hydrodynamic
performance can be recognized through the study of a simple
thin wedge water entry.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, hydrodynamic behaviour of a surface
piercing hydrofoil is numerically analyzed. The problem
is investigated for a multiphase domain containing water,
vapour, and air. Coupled URANS equation, VOF scheme,
and Zwart’s cavitation model (2004) are used to conduct the
numerical simulation. The investigated wedge (SP hydrofoil)
has the left dead-rise angle of 55° and right dead-rise angle
of 120.2°, which is similar to the Cox’s tested wedge (1971).
Half a million cells and displacement-step of 0.5 mm are
considered in this simulation. Cox’s experimental free surface
profiles (1971) are used to validate the water entry simulation
part, while Dinh’s experimental results (1968) are used for
validation of the implemented cavitation model. Favourable
accordance is observed in both validation cases between the
obtained results and the published experimental data.
Afterwards, water entry process of the wedge is investigated
for a particular range of advance coefficients at specific
Cavitation and Froude numbers. Three ventilation patterns of
fully ventilated, transition, and partially cavitated operation
conditions are detected during the period of increasing
advance coefficients. Free surface profile and pressure
distributions on both sides of the wedge are achieved. The
simulation reveals that for specific Froude and Cavitation
numbers, the stability and collapse of the ventilated air cavity
is highly dependent on the x-component of the cavity wall
velocity. It is also found that the magnitude of this velocity
is dependent on the wedge velocity ratio.
Similar to the propeller characteristic curves, the wedge’s
non-dimensional forces and efficiency curves are prepared.
Comparison of the characteristics curves illustrates that
similar patterns exist between the characteristic curves of
the propeller and wedge water entry.
The future research may involve studying the effects of
Cavitation number on the transition advance coefficient. This
study may become instrumental in better understanding the
transition condition regime of the surface piecing propellers.
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APPLICATION OF VORTEX FLOW MODEL IN PROPELLER-STATOR
SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT
The paper covers basics of the vortex model used for propeller-stator systems. The outline of the design algorithm is given
and the results of its application are shown. The designed propeller-stator system was the subject of model tests run at
the CTO model basin and cavitation tunnel. Stator’s influence on the delivered power required by the propeller and
its revolution rate has been examined by conducting self-propulsion tests with and without stator. The tests performed
in the cavitation tunnel revealed only weak tip vortex cavitation on the propeller. No cavitation was observed on the
stator at the design point. A wide range of the performed tests allowed the authors to identify details of the developed
theory which will require further improvement.
Keywords: Propeller, Wake improving device, Upstream stator, Cavitation,V ortex lattice method

FLUID MOTION MODEL

Applying this potential definition to the mass conservation
equation leads to the Laplace equation:

The equations describing the motion of real fluid are
almost impossible to solve – integrating them analytically
is possible only for some simplified cases. Due to this, the
ideal (incompressible, inviscid) fluid model is still in wide
use. Within this model, the mass conservation equation is:

G
div U

0

(1)

and the momentum conservation equation (Euler equation) is:

G
DU G
= F − grad p
Dt

(2)

Although significantly simplified, these equations are still
hardly solvable. However, it is possible to introduce a scalar
function of velocity potential:

G
grad M U

(3)

G
div U { 'M

0

(4)

The above equation is linear, which means that the
superposition of its individual solutions is still the equation’s
solution. A special class of individual, elementary solutions of
the Laplace equation is known as hydrodynamic singularities.
Each type of hydrodynamic singularities induces a specific
velocity field in the surrounding area. In general case, it may
be expressed as:

G G
U ind r

G G G
Ar e r

(5)

where A is the scalar value depending on the type of singularity,
its strength, and the distance to the calculation point. The
unit vector e is dependent only on the type of singularity and
its position with respect to the calculation point.
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The use of hydrodynamic singularities is a convenient
concept for solving flow problems with discrete panel
approach. The surface of the body immersed in the flow is
divided into small pieces, and at each of them the kinematic
boundary condition for ideal fluid motion is demanded:

G
G G G
U total r x n r




 

 

0

(6)

Singularities of known type are distributed over the
reference surface (which does not necessarily have to coincide
with the surface of the body immersed in the flow). It is
important to have a number of unknowns describing the
singularity strength distribution, and the same number
of panel control points at which the boundary condition
is enforced. It allows to construct the system of linear
equations and exactly determine the strengths of individual
singularities.
It is noteworthy that the hydrodynamic singularities
compose the solution for ideal fluid motion and, consequently,
no viscous effects are taken into account. In most applications,
viscous drag is calculated based on simplified formulas or the
boundary layer analysis. Separation phenomena are omitted,
or just signalized. Especially the latter may lead to unrealistic
results, such as the well-known d’Alembert paradox.
Despite these limitations, the singularity method is quite
useful – especially for slender bodies, such as hydrofoils for
instance, where separation phenomena are in most cases of
minor importance.

  
 


 




   


   ǫ





DESIGN VORTEX MODEL
  
 

ALGORITHM OUTLINE
The design algorithm is arranged as chain of subsequent
logical steps. The starting point is the assumption on stator
blade circulation distribution. It allows to determine the stator
induced velocity field in propeller plane and the stator drag
force, which are basic input data for further steps.
For the assumed stator circulation distribution, an
optimum propeller is designed. Its initial design is prepared
using the lifting line algorithm. Its only purpose is to evaluate
the system efficiency that is expected to be achieved in the
prescribed conditions. If it is satisfactory, the propeller design
algorithm proceeds to a more detailed phase.
Once the propeller geometry is designed, it is possible to
analyse it using the lifting surface model. One of its outputs
is the propeller induced velocity field in stator plane. It serves
as the input for subsequent stator design.
The block diagram presents the outline of the algorithm
adopted for propeller–stator system design:
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the design algorithm

A detailed description of each step of the outlined
algorithm is given further in the paper.
CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
Despite the fact that flow phenomena existing around the
propeller-stator system are very complex, simple singularity
models can still be successfully used [1]. From a wide family
of singularity models, two were adopted in this work, which
were: the lifting line model for the design task, and the lifting
surface for the analysis task. In this section the former model
is described.
The singularity model used for the design task is very
simple. It replaces propeller and stator blades with lifting
lines of variable radial circulation distribution. As it is the

initial theory, some additional simplifications have been
introduced. First of all, the stator is assumed to be lightly
loaded. Consequently, the deformation of its vortex wake
is neglected and the wake is assumed to follow the external
velocity field. This assumption turned out to be acceptable
for low and moderate values of total bound circulations over
the stator blade.
The circulation distribution along stator blades is a priori
assumed to have an elliptical shape. This decision is based on
the well-known conclusion from the Prandtl lifting line theory
on the induced drag minimum for elliptical distribution of
bound circulation.
The propeller itself is assumed to be moderately loaded,
and the propeller induced velocities are taken into account
while calculating the pitch of the propeller vortex wake. It
is assumed to form a true helical surface, whose shape is
determined upon the total velocity field, taking into account
the external wakefield, and stator and propeller induced
velocities. However, the propeller blades are replaced with
lifting lines of radially variable bound circulation distribution.
A general view of the actual vortex model is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Propeller and stator lifting line representation

The circulation distribution along the propeller blade does
not follow any additional assumption – it is determined as
in the classical lifting line algorithm for propeller design
making use of Goldstein factors.
Since the deformations of the stator and propeller vortex
wakes are neglected, there is no need for an iterative process of
stator-propeller coupling. It must be underlined, however, that
this assumption is rather crude and may lead to significant
discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results
- especially for higher propeller/stator loads.

STATOR INDUCED VELOCITIES
The very first step of the design task is to determine the
velocity field induced by the stator in the propeller plane. As
mentioned before, it is assumed that the bound circulation
distribution over stator blades is elliptical. The free stator
vortices are assumed to form flat surfaces, parallel to the
external flow vector. Upon this assumption it is easy to
determine the stator induced velocity field wherever around
it. However, it is possible to make further simplification of
calculations, as the mean velocities at each radius are the same
for one lifting line with maximum bound circulation Γ and for
the set of N lifting lines of the accumulated maximum bound
circulation equal to Γ. This is true as long as all these lifting
lines have the same shape of bound circulation distribution
and the same blade length.
It is convenient to express stator induced velocities as
coefficients:

c

u

L
*MAX

(7)

where u is the induced velocity, L is the length of the stator
blade and ΓMAX is the maximum value of bound circulation
over the lifting line. When using the single lifting line
approach, it shall be set equal to the accumulated value of
maximum bound circulations values of all stator blades.
At the stage of propeller stator system design, the most
important value to be known is the mean value of stator
induced tangential velocity at each propeller radius. The
induced velocities are in general complex functions of
circulation distribution shape and position with respect to
the lifting line. In the case of mean tangential components,
they turned out to be very insensitive to the axial distance
between propeller and stator planes; for a distance larger than
3L their changes are negligible. For further calculations, the
values of c coefficients determined for the relative distance
of 0.5L were used.
Since the viscous effects are neglected, the mean value of
axial induced velocity is equal to zero for each radius. Due
to the presence of the viscous wake behind a body in the real
fluid, it shall have a small negative value. However, there is no
simple and reliable method to determine it and that is why
this effect has been neglected.
Within the flat wake assumption, the values of c coefficients
are independent on ΓMAX and once determined they can be
used for seeking for the optimum value of stator bound
vorticity. From the propeller point of view, the best approach
is to apply as high stator circulation as possible. However,
the stator itself generates a hydrodynamic drag. Its value is
judged based on the simplified formula:

D = 1 .5

L2

πρ
2

V 2 L2
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where L is the lifting force determined using the lifting line
model for stator blades, and V is the ship’s advance speed.
This formula is based on the induced drag experienced by
a finite span hydrofoil with elliptical loading distribution
operating in the ideal fluid.
After prescribing the arbitrarily chosen value of ΓMAX for
the whole stator, the initial propeller design is made. If the
system efficiency, defined as:

η=

(TPROP − DSTATOR )V

(9)

2πnQ

is satisfactory, then the stator circulation value is accepted
as the design parameter.

respectively, the axial and tangential velocity induced by
the stator in its plane.
The stator induced velocities for formula (12) are
determined with the discrete lifting line method, while
the propeller induced axial velocity is determined with the
discrete lifting surface analysis software, as mentioned before.
As the propeller rotates with respect to the stator, its
induced velocity is taken as mean value at considered radius.
However, the wake fraction w and the stator induced velocities
uA,PS and uT,SS are functions of two coordinates: angle (defining
the stator blade angular position with respect to the propeller
shaft axis), and radius (being the stator blade radius).
Subsequently, the local cavitation number is calculated:

V

PROPELLER DESIGN
The propeller design makes use of the very classic lifting
line algorithm, supplemented with lifting surface correction
factors [2]. The only difference, compared to conventional
applications, is taking into account stator induced mean
tangential velocities when calculating advance angles and
coefficients.
At this stage, the propeller induced axial velocities in stator
plane are calculated with the lifting surface software. Stator’s
presence is taken into account by applying stator induced
tangential velocities in propeller plane. The propeller induced
velocities are later used at the stator design stage.

p A  pv  U h  l z g
1
UVW
2

The local blade thickness is initially assumed to be equal to:

t = 0.02 L

§b·
b t¨ ¸
©t¹

CLb

2

*
VW

(10)

where CL is the lift force coefficient, b is the blade width, Γ is
the local bound circulation, and V W is the local total velocity:

VW

VA2  VT2

(11)

where VT and VA are the total tangential and axial velocities,
respectively. They can be written as:

VW

V 1  w  u A, PS  u A, S

2

 uT2 , S

(12)

where V is the ship’s advance speed, w is the wake fraction
at the considered position, u A,PS is the axial velocity induced
by the propeller in stator plane, and u A,SS and uT,SS are,
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(14)

To determine the blade width-to-thickness ratio, cavitation
diagrams are used. This allows us to determine the blade
width b as:

STATOR DESIGN
The stator geometry was designed making use of an
algorithm very similar to the classical propeller lifting line
method [2]. Slight changes were necessary with respect to
the local inflow angle definition, as the stator is not rotating.
The stator design starts with determining the value:

(13)

(15)

and to calculate directly the local lift force coefficient. The
ideal attack angle is determined as:

D0

0.0245C L

(16)

Now, the local inclination angle of stator blade is given as:

§V ·
M arctan¨¨ T ¸¸  D 0
© VA ¹

(17)

and the local camber value is:

f

0.0679 f  C L

(18)

After determining the stator geometry, the stator drag is
estimated from the formulas:

CD

0.008  1.7D 02

(19)

dD 1
= ρVW2 b
dl 2

(20)

where CD is the local drag force coefficient and dD/dl is the
drag force derivative along stator blade span. The overall stator
drag is the sum of particular blade drag forces, obtained by
integrating dD/dl over the span.
The abovementioned method for drag force determination
is also applied to the propeller.

of the propeller. Once the stator circulation distribution is
known, the mean value of the velocity vector (given in the
cylindrical coordinate system) is calculated in the propeller
plane for each radius (assuming that axial variation of stator
induced velocities over propeller axial length is negligible).
With this velocity field known, the propeller circulation
distribution is determined and then the stator circulation
distribution with propeller induced velocities is taken
into account. This propeller-stator circulation coupling is
an iterative process, but it converges very quickly – in 2–3
iterations.

VORTEX MODEL ANALYSIS
The separate vortex model software was applied for the
analysis task, upon the classical vortex lattice approach [2], [3],
[4]. The first of them is used for analysing the propeller alone.
It is meant for determining propeller open water loading
characteristics. In this software, the propeller vortex wake
is allowed to deform under its own induced velocities by
convective manner. The propeller hub is also included, which
allows the user to achieve reasonable results for high values
of advance coefficient. The external wake field may be taken
into account.
Sample results of propeller calculations with this software
are given in Table 1:
Tab. 1. Representative results of lifting surface calculations
J

KTemp

KTcal

10KQemp

10KQcal

ηemp

ηcal

0.500

0.285

0.700

0.200

0.283

0.477

0.464

0.489

0.485

0.213

0.360

0.361

0.632

0.657

0.833

0.146

0.160

0.280

0.283

0.692

0.751

0.900

0.120

0.131

0.239

0.240

0.725

0.783

1.100

0.034

0.034

0.106

0.097

0.575

0.614

These results were obtained for a three-bladed symmetrical
outline propeller [5]. The here presented lifting surface results
are also representative for other propellers. However, better
agreement for higher loads than for the design point is rather
specific for this particular propeller. The overestimated
efficiency values are likely to result from the underestimated
value of viscous drag in the considered case.
This vortex lattice approach was considered capable of
giving acceptable accuracy to be used for analysing propellerstator systems. It is used for determining hydrodynamic
characteristics of the propeller and the propeller induced
velocity field.
Another piece of software was developed as the modification
of the previous one. Initially, the vortex wakes were fixed to
have certain rigid shape and no iterative relaxation was used.
Some attempts were made to allow only the propeller vortex
wake to deform, with the stator vortex fixed as flat surface.
However, such a half-deformative approach turned out to
lead to highly overestimated values of generated thrust force,
so it was given up.
The first step of the VLM analysis comprises determining
the stator blade circulation distribution. It is done based only
on the external velocity field, while neglecting the presence

4 APPLICATION
The ship Nawigator XXI was used as the test case for the
above described algorithm. However, the newly designed
system was not applied in full scale. The original propeller,
which was the four-bladed CP469, served as the stock propeller
during self-propulsion tests. Then, a decision was made that
a new propeller expected to cooperate with the upstream
stator shall be a five-bladed one. The input parameters for
the design task were as following:
– design speed: V = 12.9 knots;
– propeller shaft rotation n = 257.9 rpm;
– required thrust T = 124kN ;
– propeller diameter D = 2260mm;
– stator blade length L=1130mm;
– number of propeller blades Z = 5;
– number of stator blades N=4;
– propeller shaft immersion h = 3500mm;
– average wake fraction coefficient w = 0.362;
Fig. 3. and Fig. 4 show 3D models of the designed propeller
CP745 and stator ST001, respectively.
Main particulars of the propeller are:
– expanded area ratio EAR = 0.7592;
– mean pitch ratio P/D = 0.7500;
– skew angle SKA = 15.85deg.

Fig. 3. Designed controllable pitch propeller CP745
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All models used in the tests were manufactured in the
Ship Hydromechanics Division of CTO S.A. The aft bulb
of the hull model was cut off and replaced with exchangeable
ending. The latter was manufactured in two versions: one
reproducing the original aft bulb geometry and the other –
with stator blades mounted.
WAKEFIELD MEASUREMENT
The wakefield was measured behind the hull model without
and with stator, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.

Fig. 4. Designed stator ST001

The presented propulsion system was manufactured in
model scale and tested. The tests were performed for two
arrangements - with and without stator:

Fig. 7. Non-uniform velocity field behind hull model without stator

Fig. 5. Self-propulsion test arrangement without pre-swirl stator

Fig. 6. Self-propulsion test arrangement with pre-swirl stator
Fig. 8. Non-uniform velocity field behind hull model with stator
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The differential wakefield is shown in Fig. 9. It presents
the difference between velocity fields measured behind the
hull with and without stator.

load without the cooperating propeller is much lower than the
design one, the tangential induced velocities are also small.
Nevertheless, the effect is as desired, and the stator introduces
a non-zero tangential velocity component.
SELF-PROPULSION TEST
The self-propulsion test was performed in two
configurations: with and without stator. The test results for
these two configurations are compared in Table 2.
Tab. 2. Stator influence on propulsion prediction

Fig. 9. Differential wakefield

V[kn]
9.00
10.00

PDo [kW]
225
334

nw/o [rpm]
173.4
196.6

PDw [kW]
218
322

nw [rpm]
169.6
192.6

11.00

504

224.6

475

218.3

12.00
13.00

716
1123

251.5
289.3

680
1077

245.1
282.9

It can be clearly seen that the stator’s presence significantly
affected the propulsion system characteristics. The stator’s
presence allowed to reduce both the required power delivered
to the propeller, and the revolution rate. This brings not
only economical gains, thanks to the reduction in fuel
consumption, but also decreases the risk of cavitation.
CAVITATION TEST

The mean value of the differential wakefield is zero (within
the measuring tolerance). It confirms the conclusion from the
lifting line model that the stator, in general, does not influence
the average axial velocity in the propeller disc.
However, there is no clear tendency in local axial velocity
contribution with respect to particular stator blades (angular
positions: 60, 120, 260 and 350 degrees). We believe that
it results from the fact that the stator was designed to
cooperate with the propeller. The inflow angles on the standalone stator are substantially different, and so is the stator’s
circulation distribution. This conclusion is not contradictory
to the statement on average axial velocity, as it is independent
of the lifting line load distribution.
The differential tangential component of the wakefield is
given in Fig. 10.:

The designed system also underwent the cavitation test. The
input parameters for this test were: KT=0.253 and σ=2.622.
The nominal wakefield in propeller plane was reproduced
with the use of a dummy model equipped with appropriate
wire mesh.
The nominal wakefield applied for the cavitation test was
that measured behind the hull without stator. As the stator
was present in the testing arrangement, it was pointless to
reproduce the wakefield measured behind the hull with the
stator mounted. Fig. 11 compares the nominal wakefields
measured in the towing tank and in the cavitation tunnel.
The thick blue line refers to the towing tank wakefield, and
the thin purple line refers to the cavitation tunnel.
Vx/V
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
0

Fig. 10. Differential wakefield tangential component
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It can be clearly seen that for most part of the measuring
area, there is notable positive contribution from the stator to
the tangential velocity component. However, since the stator
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Fig. 12. Cavitation observation

TIP VORTICES
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Additional cavitation test was performed to visualize
propeller tip vortices. The rotational speed of the propeller
was fixed and the advance speed of water in the cavitation
tunnel was decreased to increase propeller load. The pressure
in the test section was kept at such a level as to obtain stable
cavitating tip vortices.

Fig. 11. Wakefield axial component

Cavitation observation revealed a weak, but stable
cavitating tip vortex.
The presence of the tip vortex on the propeller is likely
to result from an error made within the assumed designed
condition saying that the stator blade should have the
same length as the propeller radius. This error leads to the
intersection of the stator tip vortex with the propeller tip,
which may provoke increased cavitation in this region.
No cavitation was observed on the stator blades. An
attempt to determine stator’s cavitation limits failed, as the
wire mesh applied for modelling the wakefield started to
cavitate long before any form of cavitation became visible
on the stator.

Fig. 13. Tip vortices for KT (from up to down): 0.191; 0.211; 0.243.
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This test was performed to collect the reference material
for further validation of vortex wake relaxation procedures
in the VLM-base propeller analysis software.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The actual vortex model is very robust. However, due to the
applied simplifications it does not give very accurate results.
The main reason for this was identified as neglecting the free
vortex wake deformation. This effect is to be included in
future development of the theory. Moreover, it is planned to
replace the simple lifting line algorithm used for determining
the pitch and camber of both propeller and stator with the
lifting surface model. The presented method can be applied
in designing propeller stator systems. However, the designed
systems should be carefully tested in model scale, especially
in cases of high propeller-stator loads, when the behaviour
of vortex systems may significantly differ from that within
the adopted model.
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OUTLIER DETECTION IN OCEAN WAVE MEASUREMENTS BY USING
UNSUPERVISED DATA MINING METHODS
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ABSTRACT

Outliers are considerably inconsistent and exceptional objects in the data set that do not adapt to expected normal
condition. An outlier in wave measurements may be due to experimental and configuration errors, technical defects
in equipment, variability in the measurement conditions, rare or unknown conditions such as tsunami, windstorm
and etc. To improve the accuracy and reliability of an built ocean wave model, or to extract important and valuable
information from collected wave data, detecting of outlying observations in wave measurements is very important. In
this study, three typical outlier detection algorithms:Box-plot (BP), Local Distance-based Outlier Factor (LDOF), and
Local Outlier Factor (LOF) methods are used to detect outliers in significant wave height (Hs) records. The historical
wave data are taken from National Data Buoy Center (NDBC). Finally, those data points are considered as outlier
identified by at least two methods which are presented and discussed. Then, Hs prediction has been modelled with and
without the presence of outliers by using Regression trees (RTs).

Keywords: ocean wave data, data mining, outlier detection, data correction

INTRODUCTION
Appropriate data collection with the least uncertain
instances is very important in the field and experimental
researches. That is because such data are usually used for
different objectives e.g. validation and calibration of numerical
and mathematical models. Outliers affect the analysis and
their results and also cause perturbation in process of
concluding. Also they contain useful information underlying
the abnormal behaviour. The data can arise from several
different mechanisms or causes, such as human errors, errors
in data recording or collection, environmental conditions,
sampling errors, unusual phenomena in measurement
conditions, faulty or non-calibrated equipment, Incorrect
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assumptions about the distribution of the data [1], natural
variations in the population and etc. So detecting of outlying
observations in collected data is necessary. After detection
of outliers, they can be removed or corrected.
There are different instruments for measuring sea data.
These instruments are able to gather the metrological and
oceanography data such as speed, direction and duration time
of wind, air and water temperature, air pressure and humidity,
density and salinity of sea water, and historical sea water level
changes. Wave buoys are commonly used instruments to this
end [2]. The devices can measure important wave data, such
as height and period. Various factors may cause outliers in the
buoys’ measured values. It is necessary to detect outliers and
remove or correct them before extracting any information
from collected data.

Outlier detection in wave measurements can be used for
automatic identification of hurricanes and typhoons [3, 4],
identification of areas with the influence of storms, which
should be further studied by using appropriate models
with higher accuracy, detect potential height wave energy
resources, awareness of ocean dynamics and climatic
variability, definition of operable conditions in shipping
routes, maintenance and repair strategies for offshore
constructions, extreme wave analysis [5], eliminate data
related to malfunctions of buoys, so the results will be accurate
enough to make them suitable for ocean studies etc. [6].
The main aim of this study is to detect outliers in the
historical data taken from buoys by using some unsupervised
data mining approaches. Unsupervised outlier detection
methods do not require training data, and assume that
normal instances are far more frequent than outliers. So
these techniques are most useful, when training data is not
available. The discussed methods are: Box-plot, LDOF, and
LOF. Here, outliers in measured significant wave heights (Hs)
are selected as a case study. Hs is an average measurement
of the largest one-third of wave heights, which is a useful
way to describe the sea state. This parameter is the basis for
many computations in the coastal and marine engineering.
Therefore its correct measuring is very important.

OUTLIER DETECTION APPROACHES
Outlier detection, also known as anomaly detection or data
cleansing [7], is an important research problem in data mining
and a pre-processing step in any data analysis application
that aims to discover useful abnormal and irregular patterns
hidden in data sets [8, 9]. The discussed methods are presented
below.

In this method only the objects with the highest LDOF values
are regarded outliers. LDOF implementation includes the
following steps:
1) Find -nearest neighbours distance of object p: it equals
the average distance from p to all objects in Nk(p). The
k-nearest neighbours distance of object p is defined as:
ଵ
݀ҧ ሺሻ ൌ σאேೖሺሻ ݀݅ݐݏሺǡ ݍሻ


(1)

where p, and q are some data points in the data set D,
dist(p, q) denotes the distance between point p and q (in
this research Euclidean distance), Nk(p) is the set of the
k-nearest neighbours of object p (excluding p), and k is
a user-specified parameter which is selected according
to the type of problem and nature of data set by trialand-error method, but it is beneficial to use a large
neighbourhood size k. kNN algorithm [12] is used to find
nearest neighbours of object p. In data mining, the kNN
algorithm is a very useful non-parametric method used to
analyze a data object with respect to its nearest neighbours..
2) Find kNN inner distance of object p: given N k(p), the
k-nearest neighbours inner distance of p is defined as
the average distance among objects in Nk(p):

ഥ ሺሻ ൌ
ܦ

ଵ
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(2)

3) Find LDOF of object p: the local distance-based outlier
factor of p is defined as:

ܨܱܦܮ ሺሻ ൌ
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(3)

If ܨܱܦܮ ሺሻ>1, it means that p is outside its neighbourhoods
and can be an outlier candidate.

LOCAL OUTLIER FACTOR (LOF)
BOX-PLOT (BP)
Box-plot test [10] is the commonly used outlier test for
normal distributions. It is a useful type of graph used to show
the shape of distribution by using the five major attributes:
smallest non-outlier observation (Min), lower quartile
(Q1), median, upper quartile (Q3), and largest non-outlier
observation (Max). The quantity Q3 − Q1 is called the Inter
Quartile Range (IQR). A box-plot is constructed by drawing
a box between the upper and lower quartiles with a solid line
drawn across the box to locate the median. In this method
a data point will be labelled as an outlier if it is located 1.5 ×
IQR times lower than Q1 or 1.5 × IQR times higher than Q3.

LOCAL DISTANCE-BASED OUTLIER
FACTOR (LDOF)
LDOF [11] is a distance – based method which uses the
relative location of an object to its neighbours to determine
the degree to which the object deviates from its neighbourhood.

LOF is the first major density-based outlier detection
method proposed by Kriegel and Ng [13]. It is possible to
detect local outliers by assigning an outlier score (LOF) to
any given data point depending on its distance from its local
neighbourhood. Assume that p, q and are some data points
in the data set D, LOF is computed in following procedure:
1) Find k_distance of object p: given a positive integer userspecified parameter k, k_distance(p), is defined as the
distance between object p and object o, denoted with
dist(p,o), such that:
i) for at least k objects o'  D\{p} it holds that dist(p, o')
< dist(p, o), and
ii) for at most k–1 objects o’  D\{p} it holds that dist(p, o')
< dist(p, o).
2) Find k_distance neighbourhood of object k_distance
neighbourhood of p contains every object whose distance
from p is not greater than the k_distance, i.e:

ܰ ሺሻ ൌ ሼܦ א ݍሼሽȁ݀݅ݐݏሺǡ ݍሻ  ̴݇݀݅݁ܿ݊ܽݐݏሽ
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4) Find local reachability density of object p: the local
reachability density of p is defined as:
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The LOF of an object reflects the density contrast between
its density and those of its neighbourhood. So LOFk(p)
captures the degree of a point being an outlier. If the LOF
value becomes larger, then the degree of outlierness will be
risen. In general, if LOFk(p) were be close to 1, then object p
is normal; and if LOFk(p) were be larger than 1, object p is
outlier candidate.
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5) Find local outlier factor of object p: the LOF(p) is defined
as:
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3) Find reachability distance of object p w.r.t. object o: The
reachability distance of object p with respect to object o
is defined as:
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Fig. 1 Histogram bar plot of Hs with 20 bins of all the studied stations

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
DATA AND STUDY AREA
The historical wave data were taken from National Data
Buoy Center (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov). Tab. 1 shows the
main characteristics of four buoys considered in this study
at the Western coast of the USA. All historical data were
collected in the year 2015. Missing records are removed from
all the studied stations. The statistics and histogram bar plot
with 20 bins of Hs data sets are presented in Tab. 2 and Fig. 1.

In this section, the effectiveness of the three above
mentioned outlier detection methods when applied on Hs
data sets, is investigated. At first, outliers in all the data sets are
detected individually by each method, then those data points
are considered as outlier identified by at least two methods.
All algorithms were implemented in Matlab software. The
results of Box-plot method are shown in Tab. 3.

Tab. 1. Buoy’s geographic coordinates and description
Station 46011
(34°57'22" N 121°1'7" W)

Characteristics
Site elevation

Station 46028
(35°42'42" N 121°51'30" W)

Station 46042
(36°47’29" N 122°27'6" W)

Station 46054
(34°15’53" N 120°28'37" W)

sea level

sea level

sea level

sea level

Air temperature height

4 m above site elevation

4 m above site elevation

4 m above site elevation

4 m above site elevation

Anemometer height

5 m above site elevation

5 m above site elevation

5 m above site elevation

5 m above site elevation

Barometer elevation

sea level

sea level

sea level

sea level

0.6 m below water line

0.6 m below water line

0.6 m below water line

0.6 m below water line

464.8 m

1036 m

2098 m

382.3 m

Sea temperature depth
Water depth

Tab. 2. Statistics of Hs(m) data sets corresponding to all the studied stations
Station
46011
46028
46042
46054

46

Number
of instances
5355
3593
5714
8700

Max

Min

Mean

Median

Std

7.08
5.14
8.92
7.08

0.66
0.56
0.63
0.69

1.9098
2.0372
2.0724
1.8481

1.66
1.95
1.87
1.69

0.9308
0.7468
0.9865
0.7610
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To implement LDOF to data sets it is necessary to
determine the neighbourhood size k. Based on the rule for
selecting k value, suggested by Zhang and et al., k = 150 was
assumed in all data sets. The data points with LDOF > 1 (Eq.
3) are considered outliers. Fig. 2 demonstrates the LDOF
coefficient values in all the data sets along with the threshold
limit value (horizontal line). The data points falling above the
horizontal line have been considered the outlier candidates.
The experimental results are listed in Tab. 3.

Station 46028
4

3

3

LDOF values

4

2
1

0

2
1

0

0

4000
2000
Data Point

0

Station 46042

4

3

3

2
1

0

2000
1000
Data Point

3000

Station 46054

4

LDOF values

As mentioned above, outliers are patterns which deviate
from an expected normal behaviour. This definition looks
simple but is highly challenging because it is difficult to define
what is the normal behaviour or a normal region. Some of
the difficulties are: the uncertainty in the exact boundary
between normal and abnormal behaviour, the absence of
a comprehensive definition of outliers, various definitions
of outliers in the different science fields and applications,
natural behaviours of the studied phenomenon in certain
circumstances which tends to be similar to the actual outliers,
availability of labelled data, and other additional factors.
Due to the challenges, the outlier detection problem is not
easy and is usually problematic. For this reason, most of the
existing outlier detection techniques lead to different results,
based on their formulation, definition of outliers and type
of outliers to be detected. This matter is also observed in
this study because different approaches produce different
results, as seen in Tab. 3. Based on this table, Box-plot method
detected more objects as being outlier; In fact, the sensitivity
of this method was higher than other methods. However,
depending on the parameters of each method, their sensitivity
may also change. For example in LOF method, if threshold
parameter is selected lower, more objects will be selected as
being outlier. However, it is possible that some normal data
are considered to be outliers by this method. Hence the right
choice of each method parameters is always very important
and may be changing the results. To detect potential outliers,

Station 46011

LDOF values

COMPRESSION OF RESULTS

it is better to consider data points to be outlier candidates
which are detected by most methods. In fact, such data are
most likely to be considered outliers. In this research the
voting method is used to better detect the outliers . Voting
is not a new method and uses the results of other methods to
detect outliers. In the voting method, outliers are data points
which have been selected as the outlier by most methods. As
a result, the voting method leads to more accurate and reliable
results. To implement voting into results of the discussed
outlier detection methods, those data points are considered
as outlier which have been identified by at least two methods.
The voting results are presented in Tab. 3. The final outlier
candidates detected in all data sets, obtained by voting,
are presented in Fig. 5. In this figure detected outliers are
distinguished with circle marks.
After detecting outliers the reason of their occurrence
should be carefully investigated because outliers in ocean
wave measurements result from various reasons such as
meteorological events like windstorm, or fail to function
properly in sensor data streams, rare phenomena like
tsunami, defects occurring in measurement devices and
data transmission, etc. This way, valuable information can
be achieved from the detection of outliers.

LDOF values

Similar LDOF method, to implement LOF for data sets
requires to determine the neighbourhood size k to compute
the density in the neighbourhood of data points. The value of
this parameter is application-dependent and selected based on
the nature of studied data sets. A heuristic method is proposed
to pick the right k values for the LOF computation [13]. Its
authors provided several guidelines for picking the range of
k values. Following such guidelines, k = 100 is selected for
lower bound and k = 500 for upper bound in the experiments.
Fig. 3 shows the mean of data point LOF values of all data
sets, with increasing k at the step of 20. It can be seen from
this figure that for all the data sets the mean LOF values
change a little and is almost stable when the k value is higher
than 220. In fact, if k value is selected from the range of
[150, 500], the mean LOF values and thus the results will not
change much. For this reason and to reduce the amount of
calculations and computation time, k is set to 220 for all data
sets. In the LOF method, the data points with LOF > 1 (Eq. 7)
are considered outliers. Here, the number 1.9 is considered
a threshold for Stations 46011, 46028 and 46042, and number
2.15 - for Station 46054 by trial and error method. A data
point is labelled an outlier if its LOF coefficient exceeds the
thresholds. Tab. 3 provides the results of LOF method applied
to the data sets. LOF coefficients of data sets are plotted in
Fig. 4. The data points falling above the horizontal line have
been considered the outlier candidates.
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2000 4000 6000 8000
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Fig. 2 LDOF coefficients for all the studied stations
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Outlier detection is one of the major issues in preparing
the data for data mining classification and prediction
problems. In this study to show the importance of outlier
detection in the ocean wave studies, significant wave height
prediction using wave parameters is considered with and
without the presence of outliers. Regression trees (RTs) [14]
are used to model Hs. Tab. 4 shows details of the predictive
variables for this problem. In all created models, the output
variable is WVHT (Hs), and other variables are considered
inputs. In this research two error criterion measurements
are considered in order to evaluate the performance of the
created models, namely , the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R 2), according to
the following equations:

Fig. 3 Mean of data point LOF values with different k, for all the studied stations
Station 46011
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Tab. 3. Number of outliers in Hs data sets, detected by all methods
Station

BP

LDOF

LOF

Voting

46011

271

69

81

69

(9)
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where n represents the total number of instances, while Ti
and Oi represent the experimental and predicted values,
respectively; T and O are the average values of these data.
Regression trees are the well-known predictive modelling
approaches in data mining, which are built through a process
known as binary recursive partitioning. It is necessary to set
a series of parameters for the training of regression trees, such
as tree depth etc. The optimal architecture of the developed
RTs is presented in Tab. 5. The choice of the tuning parameters
comes from preliminary tests carried out on the studied data
sets. RTs results are presented in Tab. 6. Also in this case
the experimental results demonstrated that after removing
outliers the accuracy of the created models is increased.
Tab. 4. Variables used in the experiments
Acronym

Fig. 4 LOF coefficients of all the studied stations
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Predictive variable

Unit

WDIR

Wind direction

WSPD

Wind speed

[degree]
[m/s]

GST

Gust speed

[m/s]

WVHT

Significant wave height

[m]

DPD

Dominant wave period

[sec]

APD

Average period

[sec]

46028

69

78

6

1

PRES

Atmospheric pressure

[hPa]

46042

269

82

18

48

ATMP

Air temperature

[°C]

46054

299

67

83

71

WTMP

Water temperature

[°C]

Sum

908

296

188

189

48
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Fig. 5 Final outliers detected in all the studied stations by using voting method
Tab.5. RTs selected structure for all the studied stations
Parameter
Tree maximum depth
Minimum leaf
Minimum parent
Split Criterion

Setup
Automatic
1
10
Mean Squared Error

Tab. 6. Comparative performance of the Hs estimation by the RTs with and
without the presence of outliers
With outliers
Station

RMSE
(m)

46011

Without outliers

R2

RMSE
(m)

R2

0.1530

0.9697

0.1410

0.9729

46028

0.1434

0.9629

0.1433

0.9630

46042

0.1709

0.9651

0.1697

0.9699

46054

0.1375

0.9640

0.1310

0.9673

Mean

0.1512

0.9654

0.1462

0.9683

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the outlier detection problem in data of
the significant ocean wave height Hs was presented and
discussed. Three outlier detection approaches, i.e. the Boxplot, LDOF, and LOF, were described and their performance
were compared. Box plot can be used for one- dimensional
data sets, while LDOF and LOF are methods for identifying
outliers in multi-dimensional data sets , which utilize data
density estimation concepts. Based on the experiments, the
mentioned methods presented different results. Each method
has several parameters which specify its performance. Input

parameters have great influence on the outlier detection
performance and should be carefully selected based on the
nature of studied data sets. Based on the obtained results
it can be stated that the LOF and Box plot were of low and
high sensitivity in outlier detection in studied data sets,
respectively. In this research the voting method was used to
achieve a better outlier identification. The experiment shows
that the voting method can achieve a high performance in
detecting outliers, compared to other methods. In general,
outliers are caused due to an error or rare behaviour of
studied phenomenon containing valuable information about
some unexpected events. For example, it is possible to detect
tsunami by recognizing the outliers. In Hs measurements
the outlying observations are mostly related to the presence
of typhoons and/or hurricanes, which must be removed to
avoid wrong analysis of incorrect results and create accurate
analytical and numerical models. To demonstrate the effect of
outliers in wave measurement data collection, the significant
wave height was modelled based on metrological and wave
parameters. The results showed that the accuracy of the
created models increased in case of absence of outliers. So far,
many outlier detection methods which can be used to detect
outliers in ocean wave measurements have been proposed
by researchers. Experimental results demonstrated that the
proposed approach is capable to better detect outliers. It is
suggested that outliers should be identified before any analysis
and deduction of data sets by using the presented procedure.
A future direction of research is to apply this procedure to
multi-dimensional data sets of sea variables with the use of
different outlier detection methods.
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ABSTRACT

The Mediterranean Sea has seen an increase of ports hosting cruise ships during the first fifteen years of the 21st century.
The increase in cruise ship presence in Mediterranean ports is associated with the dynamism of cruise traffic in recent
years, with an average annual growth of 7.45% for cruise passengers worldwide during the period of 1990-2015. Cruise
traffic is a maritime business that is primarily composed of two elements, maritime affairs and tourism. This article
focuses on the maritime component. With the growth of the cruise industry, cruise lines have been forced to seek new
ports to meet demand in an attempt to create differentiated products based on the ports that compose the itinerary.
The itinerary system of cruise traffic makes the cruise ports depend on one another to design an itinerary. This feature
results in both complex geographic relationships in the design of a cruise itinerary and complex competitive/cooperative
relationships between ports. The aim of this article is to present the hierarchic picture of a sample of 29 cruise ports
in the Western Mediterranean region during the period of 2000-2015. To achieve this goal, a port size classification is
proposed and a shift-share analysis at the inter- and intra-group size level is applied. Moreover, concentration measures
are used to determine the changes in the levels of market concentration. Furthermore, a dynamic model is proposed
to determine the competitive or cooperative relationships between cruise ports. The proposed model is applied to the
largest ports with data from the 2001-2015 period.

Keywords: cruise ports; Mediterranean ports; hierarchic patterns; coopetition; shift-share analysis

INTRODUCTION
Between the 1990s and 2015, the cruise industry exhibited
extremely dynamic behaviour and high growth rates. In 2015,
approximately 23 million people vacationed on cruise ships
[4]. This figure is more than threefold higher than the number
in 2000 (7.2 million passengers), and sixfold higher than in
1990 (3.8 million passengers). Moreover, the forecasts are
positive — an average annual growth rate of 3.3% is expected
for the period of 2016-2019 [5]. While the global financial
crisis of 2008-09 had a major impact on maritime cargo
shipping, for example, in 2009, the global containerised cargo
rate fell by 9.0% compared to 2008, whereas worldwide cruise

passengers grew by 9.1% [26]. Cruise lines and cruise ports
continued experiencing steadily rising numbers of passengers.
The cruise industry is composed of two overall components:
maritime affairs and tourism. The maritime component is
represented by cruise ships and cruise ports. Cruise ships have
a dual function — the function of the vast majority of vessels,
shipping, and as an accommodation and entertainment
facility with a sophisticated design, which leads to their
description as floating hotels and marine resorts. Cruise
ports are a key element in drawing up an itinerary as they
connect the ship and tourist destinations. With the growth
of the cruise industry, cruise ports have been increasing in
importance. The tourism component is composed of the
leisure and entertainment facilities on board cruise ships
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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and the tourist hinterland of each port of call that passengers
visit on cruises.
The vast majority of research studies on the cruise industry
thus far have focused on the tourism component. However,
in recent years, this trend has changed. Research studies
associated with the maritime component of the cruise
industry have increased, focusing mainly on cruise ports.
Some of these studies include the following themes: relevant
factors in the site selection of cruise terminals [9], the cruise
industry’s selection criteria for being a homeport [10, 1], the
incentive mechanism in concession agreements for cruise
terminal activities [27] and determinants of cruise traffic
that is registered by a port [3, 6]. This paper focuses on the
maritime component of the cruise industry, specifically on
cruise ports.
The core element of the cruise industry is its itinerary
system, which involves selling a set of ports and destinations
that comprise the itinerary rather than a single destination
or port. In 2015, three cruise regions accounted for 67% of
the deployed capacity. The Caribbean was the main region,
with a share of 36%, followed by the Mediterranean and
Northern Europe, with 20% and 11% of the deployed capacity,
respectively. In the period 2004-2014, Europe was the driving
force for cruising: the total number of passengers increased by
136.2% as further interest in cruises in the region provided the
incentive for cruise lines to create more itineraries throughout
the continent, especially in the Mediterranean Sea [19]. During
the first 15 years of the 21st century, the Mediterranean was
the most dynamic region, with an average annual growth rate
of 9.4%. The Western Mediterranean had the largest cruising
activity, with 70% of cruise passenger movements occurring
during the period of 2000-2015 [13, 16]. In this section of the
Mediterranean Sea are the tourist powerhouses of Italy and
Spain with the highest and second highest cruising activity,
respectively, in the Mediterranean basin.
With the growth in the cruise business, cruise lines have
had to seek new ports to meet demand and satisfy first-time
cruise passengers and repeat cruise passengers by attempting
to offer differentiated products based on the ports that
comprise the itinerary. This article analyses a sample of
29 Western Mediterranean ports in seven countries. The
purposes of the article are as follows: (a) to determine patterns
of change in the cruise traffic of the ports in the sample during
the period of 2000-2015, (b) to sort the destinations by port
size to identify the distribution of the observed evolution and
to identify the size with the best results in cruise activity, and
(c) to determine the cooperative/competitive relationships
among the largest ports that combine homeport passenger
movements and transit passenger movements. The main
contributions of this study, from a cruise itinerary viewpoint,
are as follows: (1) an analysis of a sample of ports belonging to
seven countries, (2) the presentation of a model to determine
the cooperative/competitive relationships between cruise
ports, and (3) the identification of the best group sizes and
the relationships with other ports to offer better information
to cruise port managers that would be useful for developing
future strategies for cruise business.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to a literature review of cruise ports,
spatial dependence in the configuration of a cruise itinerary
and the concept of coopetition. Section 3 presents the analysis
methodology. In section 4, the main results and its discussion
are presented. Section 5 concludes the paper.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In cruise shipping, the port is very important for all
stages of the cruise ship operation. Ports serve as bases for
embarkation and debarkation — homeports — but they
also serve as intermediate destinations — ports of call —
for shore excursions and resupply along the cruise route
[12]. In designing an itinerary, first, the cruise line selects
the destination region. The next step involves selecting the
homeport(s), depending on whether the itinerary is open or
closed, from which the itinerary will be developed. Closed
itineraries only have one homeport because the itinerary
starts and ends at this port; in this case, the itinerary is
a closed loop. Open itineraries have two homeports — the
itinerary starts and ends at different ports. Ports of call are
then needed to complete the itinerary. According to Marti
[11], the geographic concepts of ‘site’ and ‘situation’ can
contribute to a better understanding of the cruise-ship port
selection process. ‘Site’, a physical factor, is obviously of
great significance to the origin and evolution of cruise ports.
‘Situation’ can comprise either physical or cultural qualities.
The location of embarkation ports relative to destination ports
in addition to vessel speed and the number of days allocated
to complete each round-trip voyage also governs the number
of ports that can be visited [11].
In a set of ports of call, there may be a mix of ‘must-see’
ports/marquee ports and discovery ports; each type differs
according to the tourism attractiveness of the port. ‘Mustsee’ locations/marquee ports are world-famous ports that are
absolutely necessary for every itinerary. A discovery port is
one that is not world-famous but offers the sense of discovering
an unknown treasure [22]. In addition, some discovery ports
feature technical calls to obtain a balance between sailing
time and shore time, especially between two ‘must-see’ port
calls. Some ports — homeport or ports of calls — are marquee
destinations. The concept of marquee destinations is related to
tourist attractions located outside the port city and is linked
to the port — for example, Civitavecchia (Rome), Livorno
(Florence, Pisa) or Motril (Granada). ‘Must-see’ locations/
marquee ports/destinations underline that the concept of
itineraries is still bound to the concept of the destination and
that itineraries can be more effectively sold if they include
some specific destinations [21] because these destinations
attract passengers and generate the most sales for the cruise
itinerary.
The decision for a cruise line to call at a specific port or,
more importantly, to establish a homeport for their vessels
depends on whether the area in which the port is located is
attractive for cruise itineraries. A port cannot be attractive

if it is not located close to or in an area where there are other
available cruise ports with which to design an itinerary.
Thus, a cruise port needs to be located close to or within an
area where cruise ships operate [12]. The above geographic
constraint can be referred to as a geographic constraint at
the global level in terms of designing an itinerary, but there
is also a strong spatial dependence on the configuration
of a cruise itinerary within the cruise destination region or
the specific sector of a cruise destination. This geographical
dependence results in a negative spatial relationship with
the range of short distances between ports, which becomes
positive at intermediate distances and negative again at
large distances [7]. Cruise ports need one another to survive
according to a ‘mutual benefit’ principle [1]. Additionally, the
optimisation of sailing distances in designing an itinerary
is a key question because fuel costs have a major impact on
the total shipping costs because fuel consumption has an
exponential dependence on sailing speed.
The presence of sufficient port-specific and port-related
infrastructures, the absence of intense use that may lead to
congestion and process disruption, and the modernisation of
infrastructures and processes to provide efficient and effective
port services are key to including a port as part of an itinerary.
While principal cruise ports serve derived demand, their own
competitiveness is, to a certain degree, a draw for attracting
cruise calls. In seeking to develop a new product, cruise lines
have added and continue to search for new cruise ports to add
to itineraries and attract land-based holidaymakers or cruises
that wish to return [19]. Rodrigue and Notteboom [21] note
that the cruise industry works in a ‘supply push mechanism’ as
cruise lines aim to generate demand for cruises by providing
new products (itineraries) with a larger and more diversified
range of ships. Therefore, the cruise industry continually needs
to introduce new itineraries and ships with new amenities
and destinations as well as redeploying older and smaller
vessels on other itineraries [1]. Furthermore, cruise lines
wish to create itineraries that include ports of different sizes,
as each type of port provides different types of experiences
by blending different types of attractiveness and permitting
future passengers to select from among various options to
access the departing port [19]. In addition, cruise lines in the
process to seek new destinations keep in mind the geopolitical
factors and institutional stability of the cruise destination
and, also, the security level of ports and tourist hinterlands
in order to provide ‘secure-comfortable’ itineraries. These
factors influence both the sustained development of a cruise
destination and the success of a particular itinerary.
Strong growth in Mediterranean cruises in the past several
years has increased congestion at several ports, both on the
maritime side (piers) and on the land side (adjacent touristic
districts). This may create constraints in the establishment
of itineraries because only a limited number of slots to visit
ports of call may be available; adding ports of call may require
additional costs and even a bidding process to guarantee
access [21]. The possibility of being included in itineraries that
involve several ports is a vital parameter, particularly for the
development of a non-marquee cruise port [19].

Cruise ports compete within the limits of certain
geographic regions. These limits are mainly shaped according
to the location of the regional homeports [1]. There is an
interdependent relationship between cruise ports; it is
necessary to see these ports of call from the point of view of the
itineraries as a whole rather than as isolated destinations. This
then leads to complex relationships between the cruise ports.
Competition and cooperation simultaneously occur between
two or more rival ports in a given market. The competition
is more intense between ports of the same category [19]. In
the case of cruising, the close relationship that is necessary
between ports to create attractive itineraries can be described
as the perfect case of ‘coopetition’. Branderburger and Nalebuff
[2] defined ‘coopetition’ as a mix of the verbs ‘cooperation’
and ‘competition’ to describe the ‘win–win’ strategy used by
ports that are very close to one another and must cooperate
and compete simultaneously for a sustainable market share.
Furthermore, according to Song [24], cooperation is an action
by which ports work together to further the general interest
of all ports and in which ports increase their market power
through collaboration.
This phenomenon has long been observed in cargo ports,
especially container ports. Song [23] states that ‘coopetition’
is a way of collaborating to compete. Such collaboration
may prevent mutually destructive competition between
players. A strategic alliance can strengthen both partners
against outsiders even if it weakens partner individually
[8]. Furthermore, a collaborative strategy is more additive
than a competitive strategy. Interfirm ‘coopetition’ is highly
compatible, and mutually beneficial strategies with different
objectives can be strengthened when players work together.
This approach can be applied in the configuration of a cruise
itinerary with ports of different sizes, technical features
and tourist attractiveness. Furthermore, port coopetition
results in stronger bargaining powers against governmentmandated trade, investment barriers, mega-carriers and
shipping alliances [23]. Bearing this background in mind,
the methodology for classifying the ports in the sample
according to size is presented next to analyse the evolution
of cruise traffic in these ports and the proposed cooperation/
competition dynamic model.

METHODOLOGY
The criterion used to select the ports in the sample is the
registration of more than 7500 average total cruise passenger
movements per year between 2000 and 2015; 29 ports meet
this criterion. Regarding the cruise activity in the Western
Mediterranean Sea, 48 ports in 2015 registered cruise
passenger movements [16]. The criterion chosen to classify
ports by size is associated with the annual cruise passenger
movements. In the literature, one can find the following
classification structures according to size. MedCruise used
a classification that is divided in two categories, Category
A and Category B. Category A is composed of ports with
traffic from more than 130,000 cruise passengers in 2013,
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more than 80,000 cruise passengers in 2014 and more than
100,000 cruise passengers in 2015. Category B is composed
of ports with traffic from less than 130,000 cruise passengers
in 2013, less than 80,000 cruise passengers in 2014 and less
than 100,000 cruise passengers in 2015 [14, 15, 16]. Rodriguez
et al. [22] proposed a classification that is divided into five
sizes: ‘small’ (less than 100,000 passenger movements/year),
‘medium’ (100,000 to less than 250,000 passenger movements/
year), ‘large’ (250,000 to less than 500,000 passenger
movements/year), ‘very large’ (500,000 to 1 million
passenger movements/year), and ‘huge’ (more than 1 million
passenger movements/year). Furthermore, Pallis [19] applied
a similar classification to the latter that was structured based
on five sizes and with the same cruise passenger movements
for each size; the difference lies in the name of the largest
size, ‘major’. The classification proposed in this paper follows
an approach similar to the latter two, which is structured as
follows. ‘Small’ (less than 100,000 passenger movements/
year), ‘medium’ (100,000 to 500,000 passenger
movements/year), and ‘major’ (more than 500,000 passenger
movements/year).
Once the 29 ports of the sample are classified by size,
the next step of the analysis consists of carrying out a shiftshare analysis to determine the changes in cruise passenger
movements that are registered at the intergroup and
intragroup level. This analysis is performed to identify the
size with the best results and, within each size group, the
individual behaviour of each port.
Shift-share analyses have been used extensively to analyse
the differences between regional and national growth rates in
variables such as export growth, employment and productivity
[28]. The ‘share’ effect reflects the expected growth of cruise
passenger movements in a seaport if it were to simply maintain
its market share and, as a consequence, evolves in the same
way as the port size group as a whole (the same growth rate
as the groups). The total ‘shift’ reflects the total number of
cruise passenger movements that a port has actually lost to or
won from competing ports in the same port size group, with
the expected cruise passenger movements (share effect) as a
reference. The sum of the shift effects of all ports/size groups
considered equals zero. The components of the shift-share
analysis can be calculated with the following expressions:

ܴܩܵܤܣ ൌ  ܺܣܷܴܲܥ௧భ െ ܺܣܷܴܲܥ௧బ
ൌ  ܵܧܴܣܪ  ܵܶܨܫܪ
σ

ܵܧܴܣܪ ൌ  ൬σసభ

ோభ
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where ABSGRi is the absolute growth of cruise passenger
movements in port i for the period t0-t1, SHAREi is the shareeffect of port i for the period t0-t1 that is expressed in cruise
passenger movements, SHIFTi is the total shift of port i for the
period t0-t1 that is expressed in cruise passenger movements,
CRUPAXi is the cruise passenger movements of port i, and
n is the number of ports in each size group.
Next, two measures of market concentration are applied to
calculate the distribution of the changes in cruise traffic in the
sample of Western Mediterranean ports. Furthermore, the aim
of the concentration analysis aims to determine whether the gain
or loss obtained in the shift-share changes the concentration of
the Western Mediterranean cruise port market. The measure is
applied to the whole sample. The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index
(HHI) and Gini coefficient (G) are used. The HHI is useful for
identifying the degree of concentration within a port system
[18]. The HHI is calculated as

ே

 ܫܪܪൌ  ܵଶ ǡ

(4)

ୀଵ

where HHI is the concentration index for the cruise port
sample, Si is the market share for port i of the port sample
and N is the number of ports in port sample. If the total traffic
structure is completely dominated by one specific cruise port,
the index has a maximum value of one (full concentration).
If, on the other hand, the traffic structure within the port
sample is equally divided among all cruise ports such that
no seaport dominance exists, the index equals its minimum
value of l/n.
The Gini coefficient is a widely used index that measures the
percentage departure from a perfectly uniform distribution
[18]. The G coefficient is calculated as follows,

 ܩൌͳ
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where N is the number of cruise market share observations
(i.e., number of ports); is the arithmetic mean of the market
share; and are the market share numbers in decreasing order.
If all the ports in the port sample have the same market share,
the Gini coefficient will equal zero. In the event that one port
accounts for the total cruise market share (full concentration),
the Gini coefficient equals unity.
The last step of the analysis consists of establishing
a dynamic model to determine the cooperative/competitive
relationships between the ports of the size with the best results
that have both homeport passengers and transit passengers.
The application of the model aims to determine the type of
relationship that prevails between the best sized ports. The
calculation premise used to formulate the dynamic model
assumes that the market shares of the ports are interrelated,
i.e., that there is a linear relationship between the market
shares registered by the ports. This calculation premise is made
because there is high spatial interdependence between ports in

designing cruise itineraries and because ports depend on each
other; the product offered by the cruise industry is the entire
itinerary and not just a single port or destination. Therefore,
the market share of each port is selected as a dynamic variable.
Similar approaches are applied in cooperative/competitive
dynamic models for container ports that share the same
hinterland [25]. The model is as follows:

݀ݔ
ൌ ܣᇱ ݔݔሺͲሻ ൌ ݔ
݀ݐ

(6)

where t is time, x is the vector of market shares, is the system
matrix for identification, and x0 is the vector of the initial
values. By applying simple difference approximations for
the derivatives obtained, for each time step ǻW, the following
relationships are calculated:

ܾ ൌ ݔܣ

ܾ ݔ ؠାଵ െ ݔ  ؠ ܣοܣݐᇱ Ǥ

(7)

The model can be reformulated as

ܾ ൌ ܺ ܽ.

(8)

Next, if the observed market shares are taken as the
solution, then an overdetermined system, Eq. (9), is obtained,
which may be solved by the least-square method. The sum
of the squares of the errors should be minimal; see Eqs. (10)
and (11).
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ports that are connected by a positive coefficient as cooperative
and ports connected by a negative coefficient as competitive.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The application of the proposed classification in three size
categories, which is partially based on Rodrigue et al. [22]
and Pallis [19], as mentioned in the methodology section,
to the sample of the ports yields the following results. The
‘medium’ group is the largest, with 14 ports in seven countries:
Cádiz, Cannes-Antibes, Gibraltar, Ibiza, La Goulette, La
Spezia, Málaga, Messina, Monaco, Palermo, Toulon, Valencia,
Valletta and Villefranche. This is followed by the ‘major’
group, with eight ports in three countries: Barcelona,
Civitavecchia, Genoa, Livorno, Marseille, Naples, Palma de
Mallorca and Savona. The remaining seven ports of the sample
are encompassed in the ‘small’ group: Alicante, Almería,
Cagliari, Cartagena, Mahón, Motril and Nice.
The first stage of the shift-share analysis consisted of an
intergroup analysis by size group. The net result for the whole
period of 2001-2015 yields ‘major’ ports as the best size, with
a positive shift of 659,019 passenger movements. This gain has
been at the expense of ‘medium’ and ‘small’ ports because
both saw a negative shift over the period. The former saw a
decrease of 568,718 passenger movements and the latter a
decrease of 90,301 passenger movements. The general trend
throughout the period was that the year in which the ‘major’
ports won passenger movements was when ‘medium’ ports
lost movements and vice versa; see Figure 1.

(9)

where m and n are the sub-indices of the interrelated ports.
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Minimization yields a system of equations,

 ݔܣ ்ܣൌ ܾ ்ܣ,

(12)

from which a can be calculated. The model proposed is tested
with the market shares of ports of the best size that combine
both homeport passenger movements and transit passenger
movements in the period of 2001-2015. Only off-diagonal
coefficients are interpreted; the interpretation criterion is

Fig. 1. Shift analysis for three size groups for Western Mediterranean
cruise ports

The second stage of the shift-share analysis consisted of
an intragroup analysis to determine the behavioural pattern
of each port within the group. Among ‘major’ ports, Marseille
had the greatest gain; see Figure 2. This gain is the picture of
the growth in the French source market, in which the number
of French cruise passengers in 2015 was approximately three
times the number registered in 2003. In addition, the creation
of French brands/cruise lines — such as Croisières de France
(CDF), which belongs to the Royal Caribbean Cruises Limited
group — is also influential. Furthermore, Marseille is the
main gateway to Mediterranean itineraries for the French
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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source market. Source markets, whenever possible, prefer to
embark at national ports. Moreover, since 2009, there has been
a private terminal operator that is integrated from three cruise
lines: Costa Crociere, 40%; MSC, 40%; and Louis Cruises,
20% [27]. According to Esteve-Perez and Garcia-Sanchez [6],
the intervention of a private terminal operator has a positive
bearing on the number of cruise passengers. In Marseille, this
effect has been observed: from 2010, an increase in passenger
movements has been registered.
Civitavecchia and Barcelona are also high-ranking ports.
Civitavecchia is a gateway port to the must-see destination
of Rome. The high tourist attractiveness of this destination
makes Civitavecchia one of the attraction poles for cruises
in the Western Mediterranean. Moreover, since 2006, there
has been an intervention of private terminal operators in
Civitavecchia that are integrated three cruise lines, each
with a share of 33.33%: Costa Crociere, RCCL and MSC [27].
Barcelona is a must-see port in the Western Mediterranean
with a market share of 14.49% during the period of 20002015, the highest share in the sample of 29 ports. In
addition, since 2000, Barcelona has had private terminal
operators for its cruise terminals. This port, coupled with
Civitavecchia, constitutes the two main attraction poles for
Western Mediterranean itineraries. The success of the two
ports can be associated with two concepts: high tourism
attractiveness (Barcelona and Rome) and adequate cruise
infrastructures that are adapted to the growth of the cruise
industry. Barcelona and Civitavecchia are ports that generate
greater sales for certain itineraries.
The positive shift from Palma de Mallorca is associated
with its ‘must-see’ port character and its strategic geographical
position in the Central Western Mediterranean. The low gains
recorded are mainly associated with losses for seven years in
a row, from 2003 to 2009, and two years in a row, from 2011
to 2012, switching to wins during 2013-2015.

serves as an alternative to Genoa due to the short distance
that separates them (19 nautical miles).
In the ‘medium’ group, two behaviour patterns are seen.
A set of ten ports is located in the spectrum of a shift of +/100,000 passenger movements, in which six have losses and
the remaining four have wins. The second behaviour pattern
is characterised by a shift of higher magnitude; see Figure 3.
La Spezia is the port with the largest gain; its geographical
proximity to Livorno, coupled with congestion symptoms
recorded in Livorno in recent years, make it an alternative to
the Livorno dock — hence a noteworthy gain is seen. Valencia
is the second port with higher gains. In recent years, there
has been an increase in cruise infrastructure in the port of
Valencia. The average annual growth of this maritime traffic
was 44.55% during the period of 2000-2015. Valencia also
acts as a homeport mainly for the Spaniard source market.
More specifically, Valencia acts as a homeport for Spaniards
living in the centre of the Iberian Peninsula due to the good
connections via high-speed railways and motorways between
the centre of Spain and Valencia.
The loss of 846,781 cruise passenger movements in La
Goulette is extremely significant. The causes of this loss are
associated with the political instability associated with the
Arab Spring during 2010 and 2011 and the terrorist attacks in
Tunis in March 2015. These events resulted in a remarkable
loss of 667,499 passenger movements in 2011 and 420,427
passenger movements in 2015. Villefranche experienced a
negative shift of 349,176 cruise passenger movements. The
reasons for this loss are associated with the high growth
of Marseille and its lack of berthing facilities. The call at
Villefranche requires the use of anchoring and tendering
services. The trend of increases in the sizes of cruise ships
that have been put into service in recent years means that
port facilities must adapt to the new generation of megacruise ships.

Fig. 2. Intragroup shift analysis for the ‘major’ group, net results for period
2001-2015

Fig. 3. Intragroup shift analysis for the ‘medium’ group, net results
for period 2001-2015

In contrast, the ports of Genoa, Livorno and Naples
recorded losses. In both Genoa and Livorno, signs of
congestion are seen in the last period of the analysis. In fact,
these data are associated with gains from Savona, which

Regarding ‘small’ group, only two ports have seen
increasing shifts in the period of 2000-2015; see Figure 4.
Cagliari has had the highest gains; its growth rate during
this period was 36.82%. A partial influence for this gain is the
reconfiguration of itineraries that had calls in La Goulette,
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as lots of calls were cancelled after the terrorist attacks in
Tunis in 2015 and part of the vessels were redirected to
Cagliari. Also, the reconfiguration of these itineraries has
mostly benefited Valletta and the ports of Sicily and Sardinia.
These changes in the itineraries respond to the search for
‘secure-comfortable’ calls. Furthermore, in Cagliari, a
private terminal operator has been operating since 2012. The
company terminal operator is a partnership between RCCL
and Venezia Terminal Passeggeri Spa [19]. In 2013 and 2015,
Cagliari registered positive net shifts of 61,591 and 175,127
cruise passenger movements, highlighting the positive effect
of the intervention of a private terminal operator. Cartagena
developed a number of commercial strategies to promote
cruise traffic on their docks during the period of 2000-2015,
and the sample shows growth of 20.03% during 2000-2015. In
addition, in 2016, the milestone of becoming an interporting
port for Princess Cruises was attained.
Nice has seen the highest negative shift of the ‘small’
group, with a loss of 161,779 cruise passenger movements.
Nice can be affected negatively by the growth of Marseille
and the technical limitations of its cruise port facilities. The
maximum ship dimension per berth in Nice is 210 meters in
length; anchorage is also available [17]. The vast majority of
contemporary cruise vessels cannot call at this port because
the ship lengths are greater than 210 meters. In this particular
case, the call would require anchoring and use tendering
services.

Fig. 4. Intragroup shift analysis for the ‘small’ group, net results
for period 2001-2015

The shift data obtained indicate that the process of win
or loss between ports is not based on removing market
participants; all ports require one other because the cruise
industry sells itineraries rather than single port destinations.
In addition, it should be kept in mind that the sample of ports
analysed is part of the Western Mediterranean cruise port
market. Then, some traffic might have shifted to other ports,
like North Corsican ports and North Sardinian ports, that
are situated in the Western Mediterranean but are not part
of the sample of ports analysed.
Figure 5 shows the Herfindahl-Hirschman indices and
Gini coefficient values for the entire sample of ports. The
Herfindahl-Hirschman indices for the entire Western
Mediterranean are extremely stable over time, with an average

value of 0.073 during the period of 2000-2015. Changes in
the values of HHI, with an average annual increase of 0.57%,
indicate a modest trend towards a less evenly distributed
market. Pallis and Arapi [20] obtained similar results for the
Western Mediterranean sector by applying HHI to cruise
passenger movements that are registered between 2005 and
2014.
The values of the Gini coefficient confirm the conclusions
obtained by the HHI regarding the evolution of cruise port
market concentrations; see Figure 5. Since 2000, the entire
sample of ports has remained virtually at the same level of
concentration with minor fluctuations towards concentration,
with an average annual change rate of 0.32%.

Fig. 5. Values of HHI and G coefficients for the whole sample of ports for
period 2000-2015

Among the ports of the ‘major’ group, six have registered
both homeport and transit passenger movements: Barcelona,
Civitavecchia, Genoa, Marseille, Palma de Mallorca and
Savona. Coopetition can be performed at the inter- and intraitinerary levels, which is why the study of coopetition models
focus on ports sharing homeport traffic and transit traffic.
Therefore, the dynamic model is created with these six ports
while focusing on the three main ports via market share:
Barcelona, Civitavecchia and Palma de Mallorca. The first
application of the dynamic model only focuses on these three
ports because they are must-see ports, gateways to worldfamous tourist destinations, leaders throughout the period in
accumulating two-thirds of the market share of ‘major’ ports
that combine homeport and transit traffic, and have more
than one million average cruise passenger movements during
the period of 2001-2015. The application of the model seeks to
determine the type of relationships that predominate among
the largest ‘major’ ports. Particularising the dynamic model
proposed in equation (9) with the six ports that comprise the
analysis yields the following results.
Barcelona shows high degree of cooperation with the
other ports, both for homeport traffic and port-of-call traffic.
This result can be interpreted as follows: if the remaining
ports experience more cruise traffic, Barcelona hosts more
transit ship calls or more itineraries that start and/or end at
Barcelona with calls in other ports. Moreover, Barcelona is
the main homeport and the second port of call of the six ports
under analysis, with an average market share of 31.3% and
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25.6%, respectively, during 2001-2015. Thus, it has significant
bargaining power to concentrate itineraries in its berths.
Barcelona has excellent cruise infrastructures for hosting
homeport operations with high numbers of cruise passengers.
In addition, these cruise facilities are adapted for megacruise ships. Furthermore, the high tourism attractiveness of
Barcelona makes this port one of the favourite calls for cruise
lines in attempting to garner greater sales of the itinerary.
Transit traffic represented 45.5% of all cruise traffic registered
in Barcelona during 2001-2015.
The results of these calculations for the homeport are
shown in Table 1.
Table 2 shows the results with transit cruise passenger
movements.

traffic. Palma de Mallorca is the second homeport and the
third port of call for the six ports under analysis, with a market
share of 17.1% and 17.9%, respectively, during 2001-2015.
Palma de Mallorca has competitive homeport relationships
with its closest geographically ports, Barcelona and Marseille,
because they constitute alternative gateways to itineraries
in the northwestern sector of the Western Mediterranean.
The share of homeport traffic in Palma de Mallorca is 47.5%.
On the other hand, the growth of transit calls in Barcelona,
Marseille, Savona and Genoa benefit Palma de Mallorca
because it hosts more transit calls as a result. The competitive
relationship with Civitavecchia may be associated with the
fact that Palma de Mallorca and Civitavecchia are the most
geographically distant (459 nautical miles).

Tab. 1. Cooperative/competitive relationships among the largest ‘major’ Western Mediterranean ports for the homeport category during the period of 2001-2015
Barcelona
Barcelona
Civitavecchia

Cooperative
(0.083)

Palma de Mallorca

Competitive
(-0.340)

Civitavecchia

Palma de Mallorca

Marseille

Savona

Genoa

Cooperative
(0.510)

Cooperative
(0.353)

Cooperative
(0.145)

Cooperative
(0.084)

Cooperative
(0.314)

Cooperative
(0.089)

Cooperative
(0.195)

Cooperative
(0.274)

Competitive
(-0.054)

Competitive
(-0.300)

Cooperative
(0.403)

Cooperative
(0.760)

Cooperative
(0.135)

Note: coefficient values in brackets.
Tab. 2. Cooperative/competitive relationships among the largest ‘major’ Western Mediterranean ports for the transit category during the period of 2001-2015
Barcelona
Barcelona
Civitavecchia

Cooperative
(0.190)

Palma de Mallorca

Cooperative
(0.456)

Civitavecchia

Palma de Mallorca

Marseille

Savona

Genoa

Cooperative
(0.046)

Cooperative
(0.291)

Cooperative
(0.079)

Competitive
(-0.405)

Cooperative
(0.305)

Cooperative
(0.527)

Competitive
(-0.490)

Cooperative
(0.308)

Competitive
(-0.597)

Cooperative
(0.802)

Cooperative
(0.216)

Cooperative
(0.168)

Competitive
(-0.333)

Note: coefficient values in brackets.

Civitavecchia has high degree of cooperation with other
ports in terms of homeport traffic; however, the cooperation
degree is slightly lower for port of call traffic. Thus, the positive
development of cruise traffic in the other ports has a positive
effect on Civitavecchia. This is the main port of call and the
third homeport among the six ports of analysis, with a market
share of 29.9% and 16.6%, respectively, during 2001-2015.
The high tourism attractiveness of the ‘must-see’ destination
of Rome generates 65.4% of cruise traffic in Civitavecchia
as transit traffic. Thus, it has significant bargaining power
in concentrating itineraries in its berths, mainly as transit
calls. Moreover, the competitive relationship with Marseille
can be related with the high share of transit traffic in the two
ports: Marseille has 71.1% transit traffic. Both ports have the
highest shares of transit traffic. Genoa is the geographically
closest port under analysis with respect to Civitavecchia
(205 nautical miles); therefore, the competitive relationship
obtained can be related to this geography factor.
Palma de Mallorca shows a high degree of cooperation in
transit traffic, which is slightly lower in terms of homeport
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CONCLUSIONS
The dynamism of the cruise industry requires that cruise
lines seek new ports to design new itineraries and meet
demand. The increased supply of itineraries attempts to create
differentiated products based on ports that comprise the
itinerary. The design of new itineraries is always performed
with the idea that the cruise industry sells itineraries rather
than single ports/destinations. The Western Mediterranean
is a pole of attraction for cruise itineraries that are associated
with its tourist attractions, which has allowed a greater
number of ports to host cruise ships. The size classification
proposed in this paper reveals the significant heterogeneity
of cruise ports in the Western Mediterranean based on the
passenger movements recorded.
‘Major’ ports grew at the expense of ‘medium’ and ‘small’
ports during the period of 2001-2015. ‘Major’ ports thus
show hierarchical dominance over the ‘medium’ and ‘small’
categories. The results of the shift-share analysis highlight that

the process of gain or loss does not seek to destroy market
participants but rather reduce their market shares because
ports need each other to generate itineraries. Among the
causes of the most important losses are geopolitical instability
events and a lack of adequate facilities for the new generation
of large cruise ships and mega-cruise ships that have been put
into service in recent years. Mega-cruise ships have had an
increasing presence in the cruise fleet. If the cruise facilities
of ports are not adapted to the new large sizes, their cruise
business strategies should be reoriented to smaller sizes, which
are primarily associated with luxury, upper premium and
premium segments rather than contemporary segments.
The positive shifts have the intervention of a private terminal
operator in several ports as a common element in recent years.
Moreover, in some cases, the private terminal operator is a
cruise line or a cruise line partnership, indicating a process
of vertical integration in the cruise industry. Furthermore, in
2012, losses in 15 of the 29 ports analysed can be attributed
to the effects of the Costa Concordia ship disaster.
The concentration in the sample of 29 ports during the first
15 years of the 21st century has remained stable over time,
according to the changes in the values of HHI and G. The
concentration analysis allows us to determine that the gains of
‘major’ ports is not so high (8.5% of the average total passenger
movements of this port group during 2000-2015) as to vary the
concentration. The concentration does not vary significantly
because ports need one another. The central element around
which the cruise industry is structured, the itineraries,
has led to complex cooperative/competitive relationships
between ports. These relationships can be seen at the inter- or
intra-itinerary level. The results obtained show cooperative
relationships between the three largest cruise ports of the
‘major’ group. Therefore, the largest ‘major’ ports perceive
other ports as collaborators based on the principle that the
element marketed by the cruise industry is the itinerary.
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AN OPTIMIZATION APPROACH TO THE INTERMODAL
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK IN FRUIT COLD CHAIN,
CONSIDERING COST, QUALITY DEGRADATION AND CARBON
DIOXIDE FOOTPRINT
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ABSTRACT
This model optimizes port hinterland intermodal refrigerated container flows , considering both cost and quality
degradation, which is distinctive from the previous literature content in a way that it quantifies the influence of carbon
dioxide (CO2) emission in different setting temperature on intermodal network planning. The primary contribution
of this paper is that the model is beneficial not only to shippers and customers for the novel service design, but also
offer , for policy-makers of the government, insights to develop inland transport infrastructures in consideration
of intermodal transportation. The majority of models of multimodal system have been established with an objective
of cost minimization for normal commodities. As the food quality is possible to be influenced by varying duration time
required for the storage and transportation, and transportation accompanied with refrigeration producing more CO2
emission, this paper aims to address cost minimization and quality degradation minimization within the constraint
of CO2 footprint. To achieve this aim, we put the quality degradation model in a mixed-integer linear programming
model used for intermodal network planning for cold chain. The example of Dalian Port and Yingkou Port offer insight
into trade-offs between transportation temperature and transport mode considering CO2 footprint. Furthermore, the
model can offer a useful reference for other regions with the demand for different imported food, which requires an
uninterrupted cold chain during the transportation and storage.

Keywords: intermodal transport network; quality model; refrigerated container; fruit cold chain; integer linear programming

INTRODUCTION
Global fruit and vegetable production has experienced
remarkable growth with the rate of some 6 percent per
annum over the past two decades. Transportation and
storage of fresh fruits and fresh vegetables are challenging
and risky operations due to the highly perishable nature of
such products. Distribution of fresh products falls in the
category of cold chains in which the products are conserved at
low temperature. For 20% amount of the fruits and vegetables,
an efficient cold chain is essential to preserve their quality
and to their shelf life in order to reduce food losses. Moreover,

lots of other food cargoes, such as seafood, dairy product, red
wine and chocolate, are also traded across borders via cold
chain transport. Compared with most supply chains, food
cold chain is often more difficult and complex to manage
because food is perishable and has a short shelf life.
Due to the rapid development of food cold chain and the
enormous success of containerization, the use of refrigerated
containers has shown a continuous growth during the past
two decades. The massive growth of trade in refrigerated
containers depends on many factors, mostly economic and
technological. In China, to integrate into the Belt and Road
(B&R) Initiative actively, Dalian Port and Yingkou Port have
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opened up some new international logistic channels, such as
Liaoning-Manchuria-Europe Channel, Liaoning-Sea-Europe
and China-South Korea-Russia. Especially, Dalian Port has
opened a new domestic cold-chain model with refrigerated
container train for sea-rail intermodal transport.
Intermodal transport is a term used to describe the
movement of goods in an identical loading unit or vehicle
which uses various modes of transport (road, rail, air and sea)
successively without any handling of the freights themselves
during transfers between modes. It can save time and money
by integrating freight, simplifying complex loading and
unloading steps, and protecting freight from extreme weather
and damage (Min, 1991).
The scheduling of intermodal network for normal
commodities has drawn a lot of interest in academic
research field. The majority of models of intermodal network
scheduling have been established with a single objective, such
as cost minimization (Iannone and Thore, 2010; Wang and
Yun, 2013), time minimization (Zhang et al., 2010) and CO2
emission (Liao et al., 2009). Some other authors integrated
transit time, storage time or transportation distance into
the multiple target system with a cost minimization (Yang
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Lam and Gu, 2016; Rahimi et
al., 2008). However, with the food quality in the cold chain
logistics gaining increasing attention, very few papers studied
the design of intermodal network for refrigerated containers
and took the quality level of the food in the refrigerated
containers into consideration in targets of the optimization.
For individual refrigerated containers, approximately 19% of
the energy use related to its journey is used for refrigeration
purposes (Fitzgerald et al., 2011). Due to the importance
of refrigeration and transportation to CO2 footprint, the
environmental protection has become a key concern in
the cold chain logistics.
Taking the research gaps into account, this paper develops
a novel optimization model for the scheduling of the
intermodal network of a container port hinterland. The final
aim of this model is to put forward an innovative intermodal
network scheduling which can help the shipper to achieve
cost minimization, quality degradation minimization, and
CO2 footprint to better meet market needs.

Where q is the quality, k – the rate of decay, and n – the
power factor. For food where quality degradation is related to
microbial growth (e.g., meat and fish), the quality degradation
follows the first-order reactions shown by the line F in Fig. 1,
while other food (e.g., fresh fruits and vegetables) follow the
zero-order reactions shown by the line Z.
Prediction of food quality is a complicated problem
because of the range and diversity of food features and their
transport and storage conditions. Plenty of models have been
established for specific kinds of food (Vankerschaver et al.,
1996; McDonald and Sun, 1999; Lukasse and Polderdijk,
2003). From the above mentioned models we can know that
temperature is a leading factor affecting food quality in supply
chains. The rate of quality degradation k is dependent on
the Arrhenius equation:

k

k0  exp >  Ea RT @

(2)

where k0 is a constant, Ea – the activation energy, R – the
gas constant, and T – the absolute temperature.
We can estimate the food quality at a certain location,
based on Eq. (1) dependent on an initial quality q0 , time
interval ti , degradation rate ki (related to Ti ), getting:
m

q

q0  ¦ ki ti

(3)

i 1

for zero-order reactions and:

q

ª m
º
q0  exp « ¦ ki ti »
¬ i1
¼

(4)

for first-order reactions.
Substituting the Eq. (2) we get:
m

q0  ¦ k0ti  exp >  Ea RTi @

(5)

ª m
º
q0  exp « ¦ k0ti  exp >  Ea RTi @»
¬ i1
¼

(6)

q

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

i 1

and:
QUALITY DEGRADATION PROBLEM
Generally, quality degradation of food in transport and
storage is dependent on time t, temperature T, and other
constants (activation energy and gas constant), which can
be described by the equation:

dq
dt
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(1)

q

For a given temperature, according to above given
equations we can get the quality change during a time period,
which leads to the quality change 'q for a time period W
and temperature T :

'q W , T

k0W  exp >  Ea RT @

(7)

Fig. 1. Illustration of quality degradation
Fig. 3. The intermodal transport route from FP1 to C1 (see Notation, Sets)

PROBLEM OF PORT HINTERLAND INTERMODAL
NETWORK SCHEDULING
The intermodal network in food cold chain is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Refrigerated containers with fresh food are shipped
from foreign seaports to domestic ones. After discharge at the
domestic ports, refrigerated containers can be transferred to
distribution centres in inland cities by rail or truck (Fig. 3).
Without rail facilities, refrigerated containers could also be
transported from ports to inland cities all the way by truck.

A BI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
1) Notation
Indices

Description

i

Node index

i, j

Index of pair ( i, j ), referring to an arc from node i to node j

q

Quality index

k

Temperature index

Sets

Description

FP

Set of foreign ports

DP

Set of domestic ports

RP

Set of railway dry ports

C

Set of inland cities

N

Set of all nodes: N =FP * DP * RP * C

A

Set of all arcs: A=AFPDP * ADPRP * ARPC * ADPC , for each
˄i, j  AXY ), ( i, j ) denotes the arc from i  X and j  Y , and
X , Y  {FP, DP, RP, C}

Transport cost minimization and quality degradation
minimization are included in the objective of this model. In
actual realities, transport cost and quality degradation should
be used to deal with the optimization by decision makers.
Decision
variable
Fig. 2. The intermodal transport network of a container port hinterland

fni , j ,q ,k

Description
Flow quantities in TEU on arc ( i, j ) with temperature
level k , quality level q at the starting node i , i, j  A

Parameter Description
Average CO2 emission limitation of this network per TEU
G
in kg

ui , j

Distance from node ni to n j in km, i, j  A
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Parameter Description

fi , j ,k

CHCi

SFi

Cost for storing one TEU in facility i ,

CS

Cost for import container per TEU, including customs
clearance cost, container inspection fee, document fee,
and port security fee, etc.

ni  DP * RP

Transportation CO2 emission from node
temperature k in kg per TEU, i, j  A
Storage CO2 emission in node
TEU, ni  DP * RP

ni

ni

to

nj

with

with temperature

Quality degradation in facility i , ni  DP * RP

k

k

(9)

per

per TEU per

¦¦ ¦

fni , j ,q ,k

¦¦ ¦

fni , j ,q ,k

k

Initial quality

ni in TEU, ni  FP

Container supply quantity of node

DMM i

Container demand quantity of node ni in TEU, ni  C

CAPi

Container throughput capacity of node

TTPij

Transportation time from node ni to
TEU, i, j  A

THTi

Container handling time in node

ni  DP * RP

ni

in TEU,

k

n j in hours per

per TEU,

Container storage time in node ni per TEU,

ni  DP * RP

q ( i , j ) A

k

¦¦ fn

i , j ,q ,k

i

SPM iˈni  FP

DMM jˈn j  C

(10)

(11)

fni , j ,q ,k d CAPiˈni  DP * RP

(12)

CEQi , j ,k +CESi ,k u fni , j ,q ,k y ¦ SPM i d G

(13)

q ( i , j ) A

¦¦ ¦
k

ni

q t qmin ( i , j ) A

¦¦ ¦

Minimum quality level for products

ni  DP * RP

q ( i , j ) A

k

Quality degradation on arc i, j , i, j  A

SPM i

TSTi

·
¸
¸ y SPM
i
¸ ¦
iF
¸¸
¹

with the constraints:

'qi ,k

qmin

'qi , j ,k
§
¨ ¦¦ ¦ fni , j ,q ,k u
q0
k
q ( i , j ) A
MinimiseQualD ¨
¨
'q
fni , j ,q ,k u i ,k
¨¨ +¦¦
¦
q0
© k q (i , j )ADPC * ADPRP * ARPC

n  DP RP

Quality degradation with temperature
hour

q0

(8)

MinimiseTransC

'qk

'qi , j ,k

·
¸
¸
¸
¸ y SPM
i
¸ ¦
¸ iF
¸
¸
¸
¹

ni  DP * RP

Cooling cost for facility i at temperature level k ,

CESi ,k

§ ¦¦ ¦ fni , j ,q ,k u ui , j u fi , j ,k
¨ k q i , j A
¨
¨  ¦¦ ¦ fni , j ,q ,k u CHCi  CHC j
¨ k q i , j A
¨
¦ gi,k u fni, j ,q,k  SFi u fni, j ,q,k
¨ ¦¦
¨ k q i , j A
¨  ¦¦ ¦ fni , j ,q ,k u CS
¨ k q i , j A
FPDP
©

Container handing cost in node ni per TEU,

gi ,k

CEQi , j ,k

3) Model formulation
Two objective functions:

Cost for transporting one TEU per km on arc i, j at
temperature level k , i, j  A

iF

¦¦ fn
k

ˈni  FP * DP * RP, n j  DP * RP q (14)

j ,l , q -'q j ,k 'q j ,l ,k , k

l

Δqi ,k =(THTi × 2 + TSTi ) × Δqkˈ∀ni ∈ DP * RP 

'qi , j ,k =TTPij u 'qk , (i, j )  A

fni , j ,q ,k  Z  , (i, j )  A, q, k  {k1 , k2 ,..., kn }

(15)
(16)
(17)

are formulated.
2) Model assumptions
To facilitate the modelling, we make the following
assumptions:
• The goods in different pallets in one refrigerated container
are in the same temperature.
• There are only one-way (inbound) flows for the intermodal
network in food cold chain.
• There is sufficient capacity of transportation market to
meet the demand of available vehicles for refrigerated
container transport.
• The uncertainty of quality loss for the items in port area
is ignored. Although there are some probable situations
leading to quality loss during loading, intra-port
transporting, switching-on/off the container to/from
an electricity source, veterinary and custom inspection
(Filina-Dawidowicz, 2014), container handlings in port
area during intermodal transportation are relatively
consistent.
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4) Corresponding explanations
The model can be applied to the intermodal transportation
network design in food cold chain. We take the inbound
container flows in the formulation of this model. The
objective function (8) minimizes unit costs of refrigerated
containers flowing through the network, which includes
costs of: transportation, refrigeration , terminal handling
, storage and customs clearance. The objective function (9)
minimizes total unit quality degradation including the loss
in transportation and storage. The definition of average
quality degradation is used in this model. The total quality
degradation is the sum of loss of food in each refrigerated
container routing through all the network. Then the total
loss is divided by the total container amount to get the unit
quality degradation. The constraint (10) and (11) are supply
and demand constraints of refrigerated containers. The
constraint (12) specifies the capacity of each transport nodes.
The constraint (13) represents the CO2 emission restrictions
regulated by the government. The constraint (14) reflects the

balance of cargo in flows and out flows at each node with
quality degradation. The constraint (15) and (16) represent
the quality degradation in a node and on an arc, respectively.
The constraint (17) is the non-negativity constraint and
integer restriction on the decision variables.
Similar to the viewpoint about capacity constraint
expressed by H.J. Kim et al. (2008), we calculate the capacity
of each domestic port by:

CAPi =D i u CAPi *

(18)

where D i is the proportion of the cargo volume related to
the intermodal transport among the total throughput at port
i and CAPi * is the capacity corresponding to the transport
of refrigerated containers of the port gotten after removing
the trans-shipment cargoes.
This model is a bi-objective MILP problem including
minimizing cost and quality degradation simultaneously
and the CO2 emission requirements are set as a constraint in
this model. The model was implemented in IBM ILOG CPLEX
Optimization Studio 12.6 which is an optimization software
program. Though large-scale cases need some meta-heuristic
algorithms, most medium or small-size problems can be
solved directly and efficiently by the CPLEX solver. The test
runs were performed on a 3.50Ghz Xeon PC (with 16.0 GB
RAM). The network resulted in a problem instance with tens
of thousands of constraints and a few ten thousand variables
(around 1500 integer) and was solvable well within limits
acceptable for decision support in the industrial practice.

MODEL APPLICATION AND ILLUSTRATIVE
CASE STUDY
In this section a case study on the refrigerated container
cargo shipment in China is performed. As China strives
to achieve more regional cooperation, its “Belt and Road”
initiative will not only drive domestic development but
will also influence its foreign policy. At sea, it will focus
on jointly building smooth, secure and efficient transport
routes connecting major sea ports and increase connectivity
of customs clearance, reloading and multimodal transport
between countries.
In this case we set the hinterland area of Dalian Port and
Yingkou Port in Northeast China as the backyard of our
study. As the most important container port in Northeast
China, Dalian Port cooperates with more than 100 container
shipping lines. Over 90 percent of the international containers
in three north-eastern provinces need to be trans-shipped in
Dalian Port. Not far away from Dalian Port, Yingkou Port
was ranked as the 9th container port since 2015. We choose
two domestic ports , Dalian Port and Yingkou Port, as an
example. Rapid container traffic growth has taken place in the
two ports over the past ten years. In this example two foreign
ports , i.e. Laem Chabang and Manila are involved in China’s
international cold chain trade for bananas. According to the

hinterland situation, we include two main inland transport
modes, namely, truck and rail.
The selected hinterland areas of Dalian and Yingkou ports
include Liaoning Province, Jilin Province and Heilongjiang
Province. Nine big cities are chosen as inland city nodes. Based
on the current situation of transportation infrastructure
in Northeast China, we consider two railroad dry ports in
Shenyang and Changchun. Data on distance parameters
were collected from “SeaRates.com”, “www.12306.cn” and
“www.amap.com”.
We assume that refrigerated container is 100% laden for
import, and customs clearance cost amounts to $100 per TEU.
Other port handling cost is $160 per TEU. Every inland city
has its own demand in accordance with the different urban
development level. Other parameters are given in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1. Transport parameters
Mode
Variable transportation cost ($/km)
Average speed (km/h)
CO2 footprint (kg/ton × km)

Ship
0.2
40
0.084

Rail
0.5
40
0.208

Truck
1.5
60
0.796

QUALITY DEGRADATION
Investing more resources in preservation efforts, by using
a faster transportation mode or lower setting temperature,
helps to keep quality degradation to a minimum (Cai
et al., 2010). Although palletized bananas have been
mainly transported on specialized vessels in the past, the
transportation mode is shifting to refrigerated containers
on shipping companies’ vessels, which allows to take a more
flexible reaction to fluctuating market volumes. For bananas,
colour and weight are two important factors determining
quality, green life and market value. According to the
quality degradation of fruits ( see Sec. 2.1), the quality is
a linear function of temperature. The optimum temperature
range for bananas is between 10 qC ~15 qC . The green life
period of bananas for each temperature option (take 11 qC
, 13 qC and 15 qC just to distinguish the effect of different
temperature on cost and CO2 emission in the optimum range)
is shown in Tab. 2 (Jedermann et al., 2014).
Tab. 2. Estimated quality degradation for bananas at different temperature levels
Temperature (qC )
Green life period (days)
Quality degradation per day ( 'q )

11

13

15

52

45

38

0.96%

1.104%

1.316%

RELATIVE COOLING COST AND CO2 FOOTPRINT
The cost of transportation depends on the setting
temperature. We take the thermal characteristics of cooling
processes into consideration in order to determine the cost.
The coefficient of performance (COP) for refrigeration is
calculated as follows (Wang, 2000).

COP =

QL
W

TL
TH  TL
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Where W is the input energy, QL – the amount of heat
transferred from a lower temperature environment to a higher
one, TH – higher temperature and TL – lower temperature
– both measured in Kelvin. The COP means that , for each
unit of energy drawn from an electricity source, the coolant
can absorb as much as COP units of heat from the inside
of the refrigerator. For example, if TH =298K (25qC) , and
TL =284K (11qC) , then COP is 20.29.
If we assume the cost of electric energy at 11 qC equal to 1,
then the relative cost at other temperature can be calculated
by multiplying the cost with the ratio of COP. For instance,
with the COP at 11 qC (20.29) and the COP at 13 qC (23.83),
we get the ratio of 20.29/23.83=0.85. The results for other
temperature levels are shown in Tab. 3.
Tab. 3. The relative transportation cost and CO2 footprint values for different
temperature values , using 11 °C as a reference
Temperature (°C)
Relative transportation costs
Relative CO2 footprint

11

13

15

1

0.85

0.70

THE SCENARIO WITH BI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
To analyze the trade-offs between transport cost and
quality degradation, we give the results of the bi-objective
optimization shown in Fig. 4, 5 and 6. When transport cost
is the only objective, the railway transport mode with the
highest setting temperature which generates the lowest CO2
emission is the most preferred one. When quality degradation
is the only objective, the truck transport mode with the lowest
setting temperature which generates the highest CO2 emission
is the most preferred.
The usage rate of truck is still higher while the usage rate
of train is relatively low because many cities do not have railway
links to domestic ports or the capacity of existing railway
dry ports is limited with the growing rail-sea intermodal
transportation volumes. The inland transportation network of
Dalian Port and Yingkou Port is composed of railway, highway
and state roads, which covers the whole Northeast China
hinterland. The capacity of railway dry port will keep pace
with the increasing of transportation demand for containers
according to the economic and social development planning.
In the sea leg, optimization objectives also affect the route
for cargo. Dalian Port is an integral part of Dalian Northeast
Asian International Shipping Centre. For import containers
to the port hinterland, many shipping lines call Dalian Port
first and then Yingkou Port, or link Dalian and Yingkou ports
with feeder services. If a customer needs to receive cargoes
at a lower quality loss, container must be discharged at Dalian
Port and then trucked to Yingkou, otherwise his containers
can be discharged at Yingkou Port.

on CO2 emission. In order to illustrate the impact of G value,
we obtain modelling results at four sets of G value. In CO2
requirements I, II and III, G values are set to 20830 kg,
22370 kg and 23910 kg, respectively. In CO2 requirements
IV, G value is set to 32040 kg or more. When G value is greater
than 32040 kg (When this result is obtained, we take some
other small values at equal intervals just to contrast the effect
of CO2 emission on modelling results), the change of G value
will not impact the Pareto Frontier.
We can note that the usage of train increases and the setting
temperature rises when G value decreases. The usage of truck
increases and the setting temperature decreases when G value
increases. This finding is in conformity with the common
sense that train is more environmentally friendly than truck
and higher temperature causes less greenhouse emissions.
It is noted that a small change in CO2 emissions will have
a significant effect on the results. The sea transport distance
takes a primary share in the total intermodal chain’s mileage
because majority of CO2 emission is from the sea transport.
Thus, addressing environmental protection into intermodal
network design, we can reduce the truck mileage for inland
transport, which can also save cost. However there must
be done substantial improvements in inland intermodal
transport infrastructures, including railways and dry ports.
Tab. 4. Transport quantity via railroad ports
Usage (TEU)
Railway dry Capacity
port
(TEU) G= 20830kg G= 22370kg G= 23910kg

G≥32040kg

Shenyang

600

600

0

0

Changchun

450

450

450

209

0
0

Total

1050

1050

450

209

0

Fig. 4. Modelling results at CO2 Emission Constraint I (G=20830 kg)

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CO2 EMISSION
RESTRICTIONS
According to Sec. 2.3, G represents the average CO2
emission limitation per TEU which reflects the restriction
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Fig. 5. Modelling results at CO2 Emission Constraint II (G=22370 kg)

A  Bx  C / y  Dx 2  E / y 2  Fx / y

Z

(20)

Gx 3 +H / y 3  Ix / y 2  Jx 2 / y

where : Z is the transportation cost, x - the average quality
degradation and y - the ambient temperature. A, B, C, D, E,
F, G, H, I, J are parameters of the fitting equation (20). The
fitting parameters of the three-dimensional curved surface
are shown in Tab. 6.
Tab. 6. Fitting parameters of three-dimensional curved surface
Fig. 6. Modelling results at CO2 Emission Constraint III (G=23910 kg)

A
3.33×10

FITTING ANALYSIS IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Based on the description given in Sec. 3.2 , it is known that
we use 25 qC as the ambient temperature. However, there will
be different ambient temperatures in different seasons with
global periodic climate change. Relative transportation costs
and relative CO2 footprint in different ambient temperatures
are shown in Tab. 5.
Fig. 7 summarizes the results for four different ambient
temperatures. It clearly shows that the increase in ambient
temperature leads to the increase in cost under the same
average quality degradation. The difference between the
ambient temperature and the temperature in refrigerated
containers has an obvious effect on cost because the higher the
temperature difference the more energy burnt by the vehicle.
Tab. 5.

The relative transportation cost and CO2 footprint values , using
11 °C as the reference for different ambient temperatures

Ambient temperature (°C)

Relative
transportation costs or
Relative CO2 footprint

Setting Temperature (°C)
11
13
15

21

1

0.79

0.59

23

1

0.83

0.66

25

1

0.85

0.70

27

1

0.87

0.74

The outlining characters of the three-dimensional curved
surface are analyzed. Based on the fitting curved surface,
a new calculating method for the cost is presented ( Eq. 20 ).

B
4

C
3

-5.29×10

-8.79×10

D
5

773.88

E

F

G

H

3.20×107

-1.04×105

-38.37

-2.39×107

I

J

R2

-3.03×105

7.23×103

0.994

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research has provided a novel approach to the
intermodal network design problem for refrigerated
container shipment considered from the tactical level point
of view , based on an optimization model. The shippers
need to know how to optimize transport planning based on
customer requirements and transportation infrastructure.
In the market driven business environment, they have to
optimize total cost and also to meet quality requirement given
by customers. Especially for high value-added products, they
have to take fully the influence of temperature and time on
the quality of commodities into account. In the meantime,
they are required to comply with CO2 emission restrictions
as commodity refrigeration produces more CO2 emission
during transportation. Roads and railways are the most
common modes for container land transportation with their
imperfections and suitability. As discussed in the former
sensitivity analysis, the CO2 emission restriction for cold chain
transportation in the intermodal network can be adjusted to
accommodate different situations. First, the shippers should
utilize railways as the primary transportation mode and set the
higher temperature to lower cost and CO2 emissions whenever
inland railways are available. Second, they are recommended
to use trucks and set lower temperature selectively when
quality of commodities is a major concern from the side of
customers. Third, tighter environment regulations on CO2
emissions favour rail transport and higher temperature
setting, and a little change in the CO2 emission restriction will
have a significant impact on the range of feasible solutions.
Thus, the shipper ought to adopt a better approach by flexible
taking cost, quality and CO2 emission into consideration for
the intermodal network planning. The preference choices
of the model for the cold chain design (Sea-Rail Transport
and Sea-Road Transport) are a combination of these factors

Fig. 7. Modelling results for different ambient temperatures
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for the mutual relationship among transportation modes,
quantities and setting temperatures.
Furthermore, shippers can use the optimization model
for investment and service planning before they enter a new
market. In the numerical example, Harbin-Dalian Railway,
G1 Highway, G2 Highway and other important passages serve
as a corridor linking coastal ports in Liaoning Province and
Northeast China hinterland. Actually, the Chinese government
has realized that insufficient transport infrastructure hinders
the economic development of Northeast China. The central
committee of the Communist Party of China, announced
a plan to revitalize the old industrial base of Northeast China,
largely focusing on its transport facilities. Li Keqiang stressed
that the government should invest more in public facilities
such as transport, water projects and railways, and also called
for innovation in investment and financing – to attract more
social investment.
There are some contributions made by this research
not only to the academic field but also the transportation
industry. As an academic contribution, this model fills the
gaps in the subject-matter literature, because it optimizes
port- hinterland intermodal flows of refrigerated containers
considering both cost and quality degradation. Moreover, this
study is distinctive from the previous literature in a way that
it quantifies the influence of CO2 emission in different setting
temperatures on intermodal network planning. Also, the
numerical example provides an illustration of the intermodal
network planning in Northeast China. Furthermore, the
model can offer a useful reference for other regions with
the demand for different imported food which requires
an uninterrupted cold chain during the transportation
and storage. The primary contribution of this paper is that
the model is beneficial not only to shippers and customers
for the novel service design, but also offer insights for the
governmental policy-makers to attract attention to developing
inland transport infrastructure when considering intermodal
transportation.
There are also some limitations in this study. On one hand,
the uncertainty factors, such as demand, supply and transit
time have not been considered in this study. On the other
hand, in this model we do not combine the inbound and
outbound container flows, which means that the developed
formula represents only one-way flow. All of these issues are
valuable research directions to be undertaken in the future.
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SELECTION OF MAIN ENGINES FOR HOPPER SUCTION DREDGERS
WITH THE USE OF PROBABILITY MODELS

Damian Bocheński
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new original method of selection of main engines for hopper suction dredgers with regard
to probabilistic models. It was proposed to use the normal distribution to describe the operational loads of the main
receivers. The principles for determination of parameters of load distribution and design power of the main engines
were formulated. Lastly, the principles of selection of the size and number of main engines has been proposed.

Keywords: hoppers suction dredgers, main engines, design

INTRODUCTION
The selection of main engines for hopper suction dredgers,
due to the large number of main types of energy receivers
and the significant variability of energy demand in particular
the operating states, is one of the most difficult tasks in the
design of marine power plants.
On the hopper suction dredgers one can find four main
types of energy receivers, which are [9]:
– receivers for self-propulsion, dredging and maneuvering
(propulsors and bow thrusters),
– receivers connected with the break-up, grounding and
transport of the soil (dredge pumps and jet pumps).
On the hopper suction dredges, very often the drive
of several major energy consumers is used by one main
engine (centralized drive of main power receivers). In many
cases, the main engine may have a nominal power less than
the combined power of the main power receivers (this is the
result of variability of the load of this type of main receivers
during the work involved in dredging works).
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Design of dredger power systems requires the use
of appropriate pre-design methods when deciding on the
size and number of main and auxiliary engines.
In currently used shipbuilding engine design methods
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and in the recommendations of
marine engine manufacturers [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], deterministic
methods are used for the selection of main engines . This is
based on the assumptions used for calculations, established
working conditions and related equipment parameters
corresponding to the most unfavorable energy situation.
According to the author, significant advances in dredging
machine initialization methods and in solving a number
of exploitation problems are due to the use of probabilistic
models containing random variables or random functions.
Probabilistic models will better describe the complex and
variable realities of dredger operation, which are strongly
influenced by casual factors rather than deterministic models.
On the basis of the author’s research, published in [3,
4, 6, 9], it can be assumed that to describe the operating
load power of the main power dredgers receivers (or groups

of auxiliary energy receivers), which are random variables
one may be use normal or close to normal distribution.
Additionally, there is the possibility of assuming independence
between the simultaneous power loads of the main power
receivers.
The justification for assuming that load distributions of
these receivers (or groups of receivers) can be described by
normal distribution (or close to normal) is the fact that their
load affects many randomly varying volumes. For example,
they may be external conditions (winds, currents, waves,
etc.), dredging conditions (bottom shape, length of pipelines,
type of dredging). They significantly affect the load of the
main receivers. Power loads are dependent on the demand
generated by numerous (about several hundred) auxiliary
energy receivers operating independently.

OPERATIONAL LOADS OF MAIN POWER
RECEIVERS
The main energy receivers of the hopper suction dredgers
are characterized by different power loads in the individual
jobs of the “dredging” work [3,4,5,9]. Therefore, the
confirmation of the assumption concerning the normality
of load distributions of the main energy receivers of dredgers
was related to the construction of models of their exploitation
loads, taking into account the components of state of
“dredging works” [9].
As regards dredger suction dredgers, “dredging works”
are divided into the following works [9]:
In regards to hopper suction dredgers, “dredging works”
are divided into the following works [9]:
– loading (the dredger moves at 2-3 knots with lowered
suction pipes, loading of the hopper with dredge pumps, the
jet pumps help to break the soil to the bottom, positioning
the dredger using the bow thrusters);
– sailing between places of loading and unloading (dredger
moving at the speed of several knots, distance from several
to over 100NM);
– unloading of the hopper (unloading by pumping the
excavated material with the dredge pumps, jet pumps
diluting the ground in the hopper, dynamic positioning
the dredger with the bow thrusters).
The results of in-service research have allowed us to
develop methods of forecasting operational loads of main
dredger energy receivers [7, 8, 9]. These studies have identified
the relationship between the load distribution parameters of
us
the main dredger receivers ( N MR ), σMR) and their nominal
us nom
useful power ( N MR ) .
The useful power of the dredge and jet pumps is determined
by the dependence [4,9]:

where:
w
– dredge pump pressure specified for water,
PDP
w
QDP
– volume efficiency of the dredge pump specified for
water,
PJP – pressure of the jet pump,
Q JP – volume efficiency of the jet pump.
The power of the propulsor can be considered the towing
us
power of the dredger hull N HD expressed in dependence [7, 9]:
us
N HD
= RHD ⋅ v DR

where:
RHD – dredger hull resistance at assumed speed of movement,
vDR – assumed speed of movement.
In the design assumptions for the needs of the shipowner
for the hopper suction dredges, only the required speed of
the dredger v DR is given. As a result, it is necessary to look
for the possibility of determining the drag resistance of
the dredger hull. The author proposes the use of modified
Admiralty method [1, 9], where the size of the suction hopper
dredger will be the capacity of the hopper VHP .
In the case of bow thrusters, useful power output use has
been abandoned (not given in the technical dossier dredgers)
in favor of nominal power thrusters, always given in the
dredgers technical specification.
Tab. 1 gives linear regression equations describing the
parameters of load distributions of main energy receivers
of hopper suction dredger for individual works belonging
to the state of “dredging works” [7, 8, 9].
Tab. 1. Linear regression equations that determine the load distribution
parameters of the main power receivers of the hopper suction dredgers
during the work involved in dredging works
Main
receiver

Work type

(1)

Form of dependence

Sailing between load ( N ) = 7,57 + 0,014 ⋅ [(VHP ) ⋅ (v DR ) ]
sail
Propulsors and unload places
σ PR
= − 6,64 + 0,0024 ⋅ [(VHP ) 2 / 3 ⋅ (v DR ) 2,5 ]
of the main
mn load
( N PR
) = 18,41 + 0,01 ⋅ [(VHP ) 2 / 3 ⋅ (v DR ) 2 ]
drive
Loading
load
2/3
2
mn sail
PR

2/3

2,5

σ PR = − 5,32 + 0,0015 ⋅ [(VHP )

(N

Loading
Dredge
pumps

)

load
DP

= 1,32 ⋅ ( N

us
DP

= 0,041 ⋅ ( N

us
DP

load

(N )

unloading
Jet
pumps

σ

mn
DP

mn unload
DP

Loading and
unloading

σ

unload
DP

N

)

⋅ (v DR ) ]

− 26 ,34

load

+ 17 ,1

= 0,712⋅ ( N )

us unload
DP

= 0,076 ⋅ ( N
mn
JP

)

load

us unload
DP

= 0 ,89 ⋅ N

)

us
JP

+ 2,43

+ 22,01

+ 6 , 46

us
σ JP = 0,036 ⋅ N JP
+ 2,57
mn
nom
( N BT
) = 0,685 ⋅ N BT

Loading
Bow
thrusters

nom
σ BT = 0,1 ⋅ N BT
mn
nom
( N BT
) = 0,503 ⋅ N BT

unloading
us
w
w
½°
N DP
= PDP
⋅ QDP
¾
us
N JP = PJP ⋅ QJP °¿

(2)

nomĪ
σ BT = 0,09 ⋅ N BT

Acceptable ranges of variable values independent of the
equations given in tab. 1 are shown in tab. 2.
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Tab 2. Acceptable ranges of variable values independent of the equations given
in tab. 1
Independent variable

Value range

VHP

350–13700 m3

ν DR

9–15,5 knots

us load
( N DP
)

68,2–1817 kW

us unload
( N DP
)

203,5–5084 kW

us
( N JP
)

25–1290 kW

nom
N BT

350–1000 kW

OPERATION PARAMETERS OF MAIN
ENGINE LOADS
In general, the main engine of the main propulsion system
maintains the main drive for the energy receivers and may,
to a certain extent, cover the energy demand generated
by the groups of auxiliary electric power generators. The
parameters of the total load distribution of the main engines
for the considered operating state, according to the general
principle determining the parameters of the combined normal
distribution [1, 9], will be:
mn
os
mn
N MR
⋅ λos
N EL
,i ⋅ λMR ,i
GP
=¦
+ ϕe ⋅
TM
ηGP ⋅ηGB
(η MR ) i
i =1

½
°
°
¾
os
os
n
σ MR ,i ⋅ λMR ,i 2
σ EL ⋅ λGP 2 °
) + (ϕ e ⋅
)
σ ME ,Σ = ¦ (
TM
ηGP ⋅ηGB °¿
(η MR
)i
i =1
n

N

mn
ME ,Σ

(3)

where:

mn
N ME
,Σ , σ ME ,Σ – mean value and standard deviation of the

mn
N MR
,i , σ MR ,i

mn
N EL
, σ EL

Me

λosMR ,i , λosGP
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normal total load distribution of the main
engine,
– mean value and standard deviation of the
normal load distribution of the i-th main
receiver,
– mean value and standard deviation of the
normal distribution of electricity demand
generated by all groups of auxiliary receivers,
the method of determining the electrical
demand of the hopper suction dredgers is
presented in [2,9],
– coefficient determining the share of electrical
power demand covered by generators (or
power hydraulics pumps) driven by the
main engine,
– coefficients determining the share of working
time of the i-th main energy receiver, e.g.
generator or pump driven by the main
engine in the considered operating state,
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TM
(η MR
)i

– efficiency of the power transmission system
to drive the i-th main power receiver,
η GP ,η GB
– generator (pump) efficiency, gearbox
efficiency.
Parameters of load distribution with the power of the
main engines refer to the engine operating time during the
dr
= λdr
“dredging” condition ( τ ME
ME ⋅ τ dr ), to the power of the
main engine coupler (main engine couplings). In the case of
hopper suction dredgers, “dredging works” are to be divided
into three works performed during these activities: loading,
hydraulic unloading and moving between the loading and
unloading sites. Hence, the operating time of the main engines
load
unload
sail
for this type of dredgers will be defined as: τ ME
,τ ME
,τ ME
.
The impact of variants of energy system solutions is
TM
expressed in different, depending on the variant, values (η MR
)i
of individual major energy consumers. Major receivers of this
kind may, in certain applications, be driven in a variety of
complex power transmission systems. The efficiency of such
a system (composed of j elements loaded simultaneously – the
serial functional structure) is [9]:

n

TM
η MR
= ∏ (η j )

(4)

j =1

where: K j – efficiency of the j-th power transmission system
element.
Each applied element of this system is characterized
by a specific course of its performance depending on
the load being transferred. Knowing the performance
characteristics of the individual components of a complex
power transmission system, it is possible to determine the
course of the power transmission performance across the
TM
TM
power range ( N MR
) min ÷ ( N MR
) max using the relationship (4).
If the efficiency difference of the power transmission
TM
system Δη MR
is small (generally no more than 5-10% [9]),
TM
then the mean (η MR
) mn of the efficiency can be used. The
average value is calculated as the weighted average [9]:
n

(η

TM
MR

) mn =

¦ (η

TM
MR

) i ⋅ pi

i =1

n

¦ pi

,

(5)

i =1

where:
TM
(η MR
) i – Performance of the power transmission system in
TM
TM
) min ÷ ( N MR
) max ,
the i-th range ( N MR
– load frequency in the i-th main receiver load range.
pi
The coefficient Me in equation (3) informs the variant
of the solution of the dredging power system in the sense
of the principles of electric power generation by the main
propulsion system, to cover its demand for auxiliary energy
receivers. The value of this factor 0 d M e d 1 [9].

Definitely most of the power solutions of hopper suction
dredgers are the power plants characterized by a high degree
of centralization of the drive of main receivers and a high
degree of integration of power systems. In such systems
there is one main engine, or equivalent main engine multiengine, to drive all the main dredgers present in the dredge,
simultaneously covering the electricity demand generated by
the auxiliary energy receivers. Trapezoidal suction dredges
are commonly used for twin-screw propulsion systems, so
there are no single-engine propulsion systems.
In this case, we can talk about four possible variants of the
power plant solutions for hopper suction dredgers:
– variant I in which all the energy needed to drive all the
main receivers as well as the auxiliary energy receivers
is generated by 2-3 generating sets (diesel-electric power
station) – fig. 1;
– variant II, in which propulsors of the main propulsion
are driven by two main engines in the diesel-mechanical
systems (through mechanical transmissions), and the
remaining main propulsors of the propulsion are driven
by diesel-electric systems (fig. 2);
– variant III, in which two main energy receivers: main
propulsors and dredge pumps, are driven by two main
engines in the diesel-mechanical systems; the other energy
receivers are driven by diesel-electric systems (fig. 3);
– variant IV, where up to three main energy receivers (main
propulsors, dredge and jet pumps) are driven by two
main engines in the diesel-mechanical systems, and bow
thrusters are driven by diesel-electricity system. One main
engine drives propulsion through the gearbox and the
other through a multi-speed gear pump, the second engine
also propels the propulsor and uses a second gearbox to
propel the jet pumps (fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of variant II of the power plant; ME – main engine,
PR – propulsor, DP – dredge pump, JP – jet pump, BT – bow thruster
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of variant III of the power plant; ME – main engine,
PR – propulsor, DP – dredge pump, JP – jet pump, BT – bow thruster
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of variant IV of the power plant; ME – main engine,
PR – propulsor, DP – dredge pump, JP – jet pump, BT – bow thruster

M
DP

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of variant I of the power plant; GS – gensets,
ME – main engine, PR – propulsor, DP – dredge pump, JP – jet pump,
BT – bow thruster

By limiting to these four variants of the engine room
solutions of the hopper suction dredgers, dependencies (3) can
be transformed into dependencies describing the parameters
of the load distribution of the main engines for the three
works belonging to the “dredging” state. For variants I, II
and III these will be [9]:
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SELECTION OF NUMBER AND SIZE OF
MAIN ENGINES

– loading ground cargo hold
mn
½
N EL
⋅ λload
GP
ηGP ⋅ηGB °°
¾
σ load ⋅ λload
σ ⋅ λload
σ load ⋅ λload
σ load ⋅ λload
σ load ⋅ λload
(σ ME ) load = ( PR TM PR ) 2 + ( DP TM DP ) 2 +( JP TM JP ) 2 + ( BT TM BT ) 2 +(ϕ e ⋅ EL GP ) 2 °
η PR
η DP
η JP
η BT
ηGP ⋅ηGB °¿
mn load
( N ME
) =

mn load
( N PR
) ⋅ λload
PR
TM
η PR

+

mn load
( N DP
) ⋅ λload
DP
TM
η DP

+

mn
( N JP
) ⋅ λload
JP
TM
η JP

+

mn
( N BT
) ⋅ λload
BT
TM
η BT

+ϕ e ⋅

(6)

The design value (nominal) of power of the main engine
in the case of a single-engine powertrain can be determined
from the dependence [9]:

– hydraulic unloading
y
(N

mn unload
ME

)

(σ ME ) unload

g
Ğr unload
⋅ λunload
( N DP
)
DP

mn
( N JP
) ⋅ λunload
JP

mn
( N BT
) ⋅ λunload
BT

N mn ⋅ λunload
+ ϕ e ⋅ EL GP
ηGP ⋅η GB

½
=
+
+
°
TM
TM
TM
η DP
η JP
η BT
°
¾
unload
unload
unload
unload
unload
unload
unload
σ
σ ⋅λ
⋅λ
σ
σ
⋅λ
⋅λ
= ( DP TM DP ) 2 + ( JP TM JP ) 2 + ( BT TM BT ) 2 + (ϕ e ⋅ EL GP ) 2 °
η DP
η JP
η BT
ηGP ⋅ηGB °¿

nom design
( N ME
)
=

(7)

– moving between loading and unloading
mn sail
( N PR
) ⋅ λsail
PR

mn
sail
N EL
⋅ λGP
ηGP ⋅ηGB

½
°
°
¾.
sail
sail
sail
σ ⋅λ
σ ⋅λ
= ( PR TM PR ) 2 + (ϕ e ⋅ EL GP ) 2 °
η PR
ηGP ⋅ηGB °¿

mn sail
( N ME
) =

.

(σ ME ) sail

η

TM
PR

+ ϕe ⋅

(8)

For variant IV for moving between loading and unloading
relation (8) is valid, for the other two works applies
dependency [9]:
– loading ground cargo hold
mn load
N mn ⋅ λload ½
( N PR
) ⋅ λload
( N mn ) load ⋅ λload
PR
+ DP TM DP + ϕ e ⋅ EL GP °
TM
η DP
2 ⋅ η PR
2 ⋅ ηGP ⋅ ηGB °
¾
σ load ⋅ λload
σ ⋅ λload
σ load ⋅ λload
(σ ME ) load
= ( PR TMPR ) 2 + ( DPGTM DP ) 2 + (ϕ e ⋅ EL GP ) 2 °
I
η DP
2 ⋅η PR
2 ⋅ηGP ⋅ηGB °¿

mn load
( N ME
)I =

mn load
( N mn ) ⋅ λload ( N mn ) ⋅ λload
N mn ⋅ λload
( N PR
) ⋅ λload
PR
+ JP TM JP + BT TM BT +ϕ e ⋅ EL GP
TM
2 ⋅ η PR
2 ⋅ηGP ⋅ ηGB
η JP
η BT

½
°
°
¾
load
load
load
σ JP
σ EL ⋅ λload
⋅ λload
σ PR
σ BT
⋅ λload
⋅ λload
load
2
2
2
2°
JP
GP
PR
BT
ϕ
(σ ME ) II = (
)
(
)
(
)
(
)
+
+
+
⋅
e
TM
TM
TM
2 ⋅η PR
2 ⋅ηGP ⋅ηGB °¿
η JP
η BT
mn load
( N ME
) II =

(9)

(10)

– hydraulic unloading

(σ ME ) unload
I

mn
( N JP
) ⋅ λunload
JP

TM
DP

+ ϕe ⋅

mn
N EL
⋅ λunload
GP
2 ⋅η GP ⋅η GB

mn
( N BT
) ⋅ λunload
BT

(11)

+

+ ϕe ⋅

(13)

In the case of a group consisting of several engines, the
power given by the relation (13) allows to determine the total
nom design
)
nominal power (design) of the main engines (¦ N ME
. This value corresponds to the combined nominal power
of the largest number of operating engines and to the drive
of certain main receivers and suspended generators.
mn design
)
The dependent (13) value ( N ME
is determined on the
mn
basis of the operating values N ME of the main engines tested
max
nom
[6,7,9], taking into account the value of the ratio N ME / N ME
(which is the ratio of the maximum operating power of the
main motors to their nominal power) and the acceptance at
an appropriate level of main engine power reserve ΔN ME . The
value of this reserve depends on the operating conditions and
the nature of the load changes driven by the main engine of
the main power receivers. The value ΔN ME of power systems
with a high degree of centralization of the main receivers
and a high degree of integration of power systems is 0.15 [9],
mn design
hence the value ( N ME
can be assumed to be 0.65-0.7 [9].
)
The second way to determine the design value of the
nominal power of the main engine is to determine it from
the dependence [9]:
nom design
mn
( N ME
)
= ( N ME
+ β ME ⋅ σ ME ) + ΔN ME

(14)

where:
β ME – coefficient of relative range of maximum loads,
acceptance of value E 3 allows to determine the
maximum load with probability 0,997;
ΔN ME – reserve power of the main engine.
For variants I, II and III the number of main engines in
the case of the selection of identical engines, their calculated
nominal power will be [9]:

mn
N EL
⋅ λunload
GP
2 ⋅η GP ⋅η GB

½
°
TM
TM
η JP
η BT
°
¾ (12)
unload
unload
unload
unload
unload
σ JP ⋅ λJP
σ EL ⋅ λGP 2 °
σ BT ⋅ λBT 2
2
ϕ
)
(
)
(
)
= (
+
+
⋅
e
TM
TM
η JP
η BT
2 ⋅η GP ⋅ηGB °¿

mn unload
( N ME
) II
=

(σ ME ) unload
II

mn unload
( N DP
)
⋅ λunload
DP

½
°
η
°
¾
unload
unload
unload
σ EL ⋅ λGP 2 °
σ DP ⋅ λDP 2
) + (ϕ e ⋅
)
= (
TM
2 ⋅η GP ⋅ηGB °¿
η DP

Ğr unload
( N ME
)I
=

mn
N ME
mn design
( N ME
)

nom design
( N ME
)m =

where: m

nom design
(¦ N ME
)

m

(15)

1,2,...

In the case of selection of engines of different sizes (variant
I only) [9]:
n

¦ (N
m =1
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nom design
ME m

)

nom design
= (¦ N ME
)

(16)

In case of variant IV we can say that we have two different
single-engine power trains in which the nominal power of the
main engine is determined by the dependence (13).
It should be noted, that if one analyzes different variants
of drive solutions for major energy receivers, the values
nom design
will differ from one another because
( N ME
)
TM
of different efficiency values (η MR ) m (bypassing the potential
demand for auxiliary power receivers). This means that the
analyzed variants of the main propulsion drive solutions will
be equivalent in nominal power to the main receivers and
will differ by the total nominal power of the main engines.

¦

CONCLUSIONS
The presented method can be applied in design practice,
mainly at the initial stages of designing hopper suction
dredgers. The advantages of the method are:
– the use of probabilistic models, better describing the
complex and variable realities of exploitation of dredgers,
– use experimental research to build the above models,
– the need to know only those parameters that are given in
the ship’s design assumptions.
Using the proposed method, one can analyze many different
variants of the engine solutions in different configurations
of the main engines. The objective of choosing the best
solution is to use the economic efficiency indicator method,
which will take into account the investment and operating
costs of the variants.
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SELECTED PROBLEMS OF SENSITIVITY AND RELIABILITY
OF A JACK-UP PLATFORM
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with sensitivity and reliability applications to numerical studies of an off-shore platform model.
Structural parameters and sea conditions are referred to the Baltic jack-up drilling platform. The sudy aims at the
influence of particular basic variables on static and dynamic response as well as the probability of failure due to water
waves and wind loads. The paper presents the sensitivity approach to a generalized eigenvalue problem and evaluation
of the performace functions. The first order time-invariant problems of structural reliability analysis are under concern.

Keywords: Random variables, Structural reliability, Simulation methods, Offshore structures

INTRODUCTION
Off-shore platforms belong to the group of structures that
work in strong technological and environmental regimes.
Methods of probabilistic engineering mechanics applied in
the analysis of these structures seem to be the most versatile
[1]. This observation comes from the non-deterministic nature
of the sea environment, exposing the platform structures to
extreme sea waves, wind, current, seismic actions, ice, loads,
ship collisions, technological impacts due to drilling works,
etc. The requirements of severe environmental conditions and
growing expectations of strong offshore industry contribute to
the development of various structural systems, consequently
invented, designed and operated on the basis of safety factor
idea [2]. Valuable views on different offshore engineering
problems can be found in [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9].
The paper presents a numerical approach to sensitivity and
reliability problems of the Baltic steel drilling platform. This is

a jack-up type platform, originally intended to operate under
the Baltic Sea (Fig. 1). In a thirty-year period the platform
has been involved in intensive exploration within the Polish
Baltic zone, contributing in the development of oil and gas
industry in Poland.
Key structural action has been recently undertaken for
the structural rearrangement of the platform in order to
implement its new drilling stationary functions.
In the analysis of offshore structures there are many
engineering problems of high importance, e.g. the structuresea-subsoil interactions, determination of hydrodynamic,
aerodynamic and seismic loads, determination of subsoil
parameters, fatigue analysis, safety evaluation, etc. Due to
the complexity of the mentioned problems no exact solutions
are available, therefore, in order to asses the risk of failure of
offshore platforms, approximate procedures must be used.
In the paper structural sensitivity theory, e.g. [10], [11] and
structural reliability analysis [1], [12] are applied.
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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solution and spectral properties of the load process ( the
spectral approach was used in the papers of Jesień, 1987 and
Rozmarynowski, 1990). The performance functions, created
with the help of sensitivity-directed software, express either
maximum horizontal deck displacement or flexural loadbearing capacity of the beam cross-section.
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Figure 2 presents the discrete model with 72 degrees of
freedom and all structural, subsoil, wave and wind parameters
used in the analysis [13].
DESCRIPTION OF LOADS

Fig. 1. General view of the Baltic drilling platform (dimensions in meters)

A numerical example deals with sensitivity and reliability
computations due to parameters of the Baltic drilling platform
[13], [14]. Thus it is the example of real engineering tasks with
VWUXFWXUDOVSHFL¿FDWLRQVRIDQH[LVWLQJV\VWHP
Sensitivity analysis of the structural response (i.e.
displacements, internal forces, reactions, free vibration
frequency of space frames and trusses) was performed
due to variations of the basic (design) variables [15] was
performed. Global structural geometry, cross-sectiona
dimensions, material constants, support spring constants
as well as external loads define basic variables. The computer
program for statics and harmonic vibrations of space frames
was developed. The sensitivity approach makes it possible to
formulate performance functions (failure functions) further
applied in reliability analysis. The first order approximation of
failure probability is linearization of the performance surface
in the domain of standard normal variables, i.e. replacing it
by a hyperplane. The design point on the limit-state surface
is the point of minimum distance to the origin. Two methods
are used in searching the design point, i.e. the method known
as the HL-RF method [16] and the directional simulation
method, where failure probability in each sample is computed
conditionally in a direction in the standard normal space
[17] and [18]. These two methods are employed in the author
software (cf. [19]).

STRUCTURAL MODEL
The platform is discretized by means of the Finite Element
Method [20]. Linear space beam or truss models can be used.
Structural parameters (i.e. geometry of the structure, crosssectional dimensions, length of elements, material constants
and support spring constants) and the external loads are
considered basic variables. Reliability analysis employs
random modelling of the external loads and the subsoil
parameters. Loads are assumed point forces with random
intensities acting at nodes of the discrete model. Statistical
parameters of the load intensity distribution, i.e. the mean
value and standard deviation are defined on the basis of static
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Specification of random loads, i.e. names, distribution
types, mean values and standard deviations of the
corresponding random variables are shown in the Table 1.
The subscript in each variable indicates the appropriate node
number due to FEM discretization.
The mean values of particular random variables are
evaluated on the basis of static analysis of the Baltic platform
[21]. The standard deviations of the wind and wave loads in the
considered case are computed using spectral characteristics
of the load processes (cf. [13] and [14]. The coefficient of
variation of the self-weight was assumed 10%. Fig.2 incudes
the following wave field data parameters: H , T , L , are mean
height, mean period and mean length for long-crested waves,
respectively; C M' , C M'' , CD are empirical inertia and drag
coefficients of the Morison equation [22].
In the case of slender enough and vertical cylinders, fixed
in the sea bottom, the equation takes the form:
d PH x, t

S d ° ª

d PHI x, t  dPHD x, t

wv n x, t
 CMcc
® «CMc
4 °¯ «¬
wt
1
 dCD v n x, t  q n x, t
2

U

2

§ wv n x, t wq n x, t · º

¨
¸»
wt
wt
©
¹ »¼

(1)

½
v n x, t  q n x, t ¾ dx
¿

where dPH x, t is the wave force (the hydrodynamic
load vector) normal to the local axis Ox of the cylinder of
a length dx. This force is aligned with the direction of wave
propagation. dPHI is the inertia force and dPHD denotes the
drag force; ρ is the density of water; d is the diameter of
the submerged cylinder; subscript n denotes “normal” to the
cylinder axis; v x, t stands for the water particle velocity
in the undisturbed wave field; q x,t defines the cylinder
response (velocity); C Mcc is the added mass coefficient – part of
the Eqn. (1), involving the cylinder acceleration, complements
suitable terms of the structural mass matrix; w wt denotes the
partial derivative.
The last term of the Morison Eqn. (1) is non-linear, it
represents the hydrodynamic drag forces. This term was
studied in detail in [14]. If the analysis covers static (and free
undamped vibration) computations, the following terms from
Eqn. (1) are required:
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THE SUBSOIL PROPERTIES

where l is the element length; g stands for the acceleration of
gravity; Vi denotes the volume of the submerged element
associated with the i-th node of the discrete model; H is the
wave height and:
KI

l 2
cosh k x  h
1
§ 2S t ·
sin ¨ 
k ³
¸ dx
2 l 2 cosh kh
© T ¹

where k 2S L , h is the depth of the sea, x indicates the local
axis variable , T denotes the wave period; Ai is the projected
area of the submerged element:
KD

empirical coefficients in the Davenport’s formula expressing
the cross-spectral density of the along-wind fluctuating
velocity [23], CDA is the drag coefficient .

The subsoil parameters are assumed deterministic
or random. In both variants the subsoil is assumed a
homogeneous linear half-space defined by shear modulus G
and Poisson’s ratio Q . It is assumed that in the second variant
of the subsoil model, shear modulus is random, whereas
Poisson’s ratio is deterministic. The soil-structure interaction
is simulated by a system of springs. The mean values and the
variances of the spring coefficients are [13], [24]:

l 2
cosh 2 k x  h
1
§ 2S t ·
§ 2S t ·
k ³
cos ¨
¸ cos ¨
¸ dx
4 l 2 sinh kh cosh kh
© T ¹
© T ¹

The engineering applications of Eqns. (2) direct the
investigation to extreme values. Additionally, these extremes
do not occur simultaneously. The appropriate factor to reduce
their combination depends on the ratio C M d CD H . The
inertia and drag forces obtained this way (after integration
from the sea bottom to the free sea elevation, with respect
to the length of the beam finite elements) results in the load
mean values.
DZ specified in Fig. 2 is an equivalent diameter of the
platform leg composed of four cylinders, each of diameter d.
Wind field data parameters (Fig. 2): V 10 is the mean speed
at a height of 10m above the surface; F denotes the surface
drag coefficient, L is the length scale of turbulence, a , b , c are
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(5)

7
wave
direction

(2)

(6)

(8)

KiXR

KiYR

V K2

X

(12)

40m

7.11r06
R

1 Q

2

(9)

11
34.2m

16r02

V K2 V

V G2 , V K2

1 Q

(3)

V2,
2 G

28.44r06V G2

T

STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS:
1. Element stiffnesses
EA [ MN ]

Deck
Legs

GJs ¬ª MNm 2 ¼º
ହ

ͺǤͶͲ ή ͳͲ
0. 79 ∗ 105

EJ ¬ª MNm2 ¼º


ͳǤͻͶ ή ͳͲ

6.86 ∗10

5

2. 53∗ 10 6
8. 93∗ 10 5

2. Lumped masses (translational)
Node

10

18.8m

2 Q

V2,
2 G

where the superscripts H, V, R and T denote horizontal,
vertical, flexural and torsional components of the spring
stiffnesses, respectively; r0 is the radius of the disc, E x
denotes mathematical expectation and V G2 is the variance
of shear modulus G, i stands for the node number at the
bottom. It results in the values shown in Table 2.

12

8

18.8m

8r0
4r0
V
E G , KiZ
E G ,
2 Q
1 Q
8r03
16r03
T
E G , KiZ
E G
3(1 Q )
3

64r02

V K2 H

9

(7)

5

KiYH

Part

6

(1)

KiXH

1 (2, 3)
4 (5, 6)
7 (8, 9)
10 (11, 12)
Total
Hydrodynamic masses
Deck exploitation mass

Mass Mg
300
1800
310
160
2570x3=7710
550
1700

WAVE FIELD PARAMETERS:
SUBSOIL PARAMETERS:
E = 60MPa, ν = 0.4, E ( G ) = 21.4MPa

σ G = 10,7 MPa

H = 14m, T = 10s, L = 180m

CM′ = CM′′ = CD = 1
WIND FIELD PARAMETERS:
V 10 = 40 m s, L = 1200m, χ = 0.005, a = b = c = 1, C DA = 1,
Dz = 4 m

Fig. 2. Space beam discrete model of the platform
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SENSITIVITY OF THE EIGENVALUE
PROBLEM
The solution to the generalised eigenproblem of the model
in Fig. 2 provides to the following natural frequencies (see
Table 4). The sensitivity analysis deals with the first natural
frequency and the corresponding eigenmode, this is presented
in Fig. 3

Z

Y

12 in terms of the assumed variations, i.e. G K10 Z 0.2 K10 Z
, G K11Z 0.2 K10 Z , G K12 Z 0.1K10 Z , the comparative
sensitivity computations are depicted in Fig. 5.
The direct eigenmode solution indicated in Fig. 5 is
an alternative approach used in the study to compare the
sensitivity results.
Generally, the first-order variations of the structural
response (i.e. displacements, cross-sectional forces, support
reactions, free vibration frequencies) due to variations of the
basic (design) variables (i.e. loads, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s
ratio, mass density constant, sectional shear distribution
factor or cross-sectiona dimensions) can be analysed with
the help of the author software developed for statics and
harmonic vibrations of space frames.

X

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
12

In the reliability analysis assumptions upon the
performance functions are required. In the paper these
functions are assumed to take the following two conditions:

10
11
߱ଵ ൌ ʹǤͳʹ  ݀ܽݎΤݏ

Displacement barrier (stiffness condition):

Fig. 3. The analysed first eigenfrequency and eigenmode

g1 d p , X

In the present example the support spring constraints in
nodes 10, 11 i 12 were taken into account as design variables.
The variation of natural frequency is as follows

GZ1
Z1

n

¦ WIj
j 1

G xj
xj

(4)

where WIj stands for the first-order sensitivity coefficient
of the design variable x j . The sensitivity coefficients for
the spring stiffnesses at the indicated nodes are collected
in Table 3.
According to Fig. 3 the first eigenmode, shows flexural
deformation type along the OX axis, the sensitivity coefficients
are presented in Table 3 for perpendicular directions, i.e. KY
(nodes 10, 11, 12) and K Z (node 12), as well as for rotations
along the OX axis, i.e. KφX and the OZ axis, i.e. KφZ , are equal
zero.
The framed sensitivity coefficients in Table 3 reveal the
influences of rotational and translational springs, i.e. KφY and
K Z , on variations of the first eigenfrequency and eigenmode.
The obtained results are drawn in Fig. 4 with respect to the
node no 10. Similar results were obtained for the remaining
support nodes, i.e. no 11 and no 12.
Aditionally, Fig. 4 shows that the eigenmode sensitivity is
highly affected by translational spring variation, the impact of
the rotational one is lower. This is a key practical conclusion,
while one of the platform legs meets a weak subsoil layer,
a consequent, sudden break may cause structural instability.
Limitting the set of design variables to these related to the
vertical components of spring supports in nodes 10, 11 and
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1

q X

(5)

dp

where XT is the vector of random variables including: vave
and wind loads described in Table 1, where Q X i denotes
the coefficient of variation of the random variable X i , selfweight loads modelled by the normal distribution with the
mean values computed with the help of lumped masses data
presented in Fig. 2 and the coefficient of variation equal 10%
and spring stifnesses replaced by the normal distribution
with the mean values shown in Table 2 and the coefficient of
variation 50% , q X denotes the response (displacement)
function, d p is the maximum allowable drift of the platform.
Cross-section capacity condition:
ª M X
°
g 2 ( M p , N p , X) 1  ® «
°¯ «¬ M p

D

º 1 ªN X
» «
»¼
«¬ N p

º
»
»¼

D2

½
°
¾
°¿

(6)

in which D1 and D 2 are constant coefficients, M ( X) and
N X are the bending moment and axial force, M p WR pl ,
N p AR pl , where W and A are section modulus and crosssection area, R pl is the yield stress. The parameters of the
performace functions in Eqs. (5) and (6), i.e. d p , W , A and
R pl can be generally considered random variables.
In the example the yield stress is assumed Gaussian
random variable of the following statistical characteristics:
E R pl

VR

pl

250 MPa ,
0.125  E R pl

31.25MPa

deck node Nr 6 (Fig. 2) and S X ^M X , N X ` in Eq.
(6). Let Taylor’s series expansion of S X exist at the mean
value point P X E X :
S ( X)

n § wS ·
S (PX )  ¦ i 1 ¨
¸  X i  P Xi  < ( X)
© w Xi ¹

a0  ¦

n
aX
i 1 i i

(7)

 < ( X)

where <( X) represents the higher-order terms.
The coefficients in Eq. (7) can be computed in several ways
including direct differentiation method, iterative perturbation
algorithms [26], [27] and sensitivity methods, i.e. the adjoint
method [10] with the use of finite-element procedures. In
the paper the sensitivity approach was applied. It yields the
statement that the influence of the self-weight variability of
loads on the structural response is negligible. It means that
the space of basic random variables can be reduced to those
representing wind and wave loads and spring stiffnesses. It is
assumed that random variables are uncorrelated or correlated.
A basic problem within structural reliability is to evaluate
the probability of failure:

Pfi

Fig. 4. Sensitivity coefficients of the first eigenmode for the node Nr 10

Z
Y

X

Sensitivity analysis
Direct eigenmode solution
Fig. 5. Comparison of the results

The remaining parameters are taken arbitrarily, based
on structural data, i.e. W 1.27 m3 , A 0.38m 2 and
D1 1, D 2 2 (cf. [25]).
Assume that S X is the following general function of
the response variables, i.e. S X q6Y X in Eq. (5), where
q6Y X is the horizontal displacement in Y-direction at the

P ¬ª gi X d 0 ¼º

³

f x dx

(8)

gi X d 0

where f x stands for the joint probability density function
of x  X , gi X , i=1,2, are the performance functions
formulated such that gi X d 0 defines failure of the
structure and gi X ! 0 denotes its survival. To set up
the joint probability distribution the Nataf ’s multivariate
distribution model with determined marginal distributions
and covariances between them was implemented [28].
The main results of the reliability computation for the
platform numerical model presented in Fig. 2 are given in
Table 5 and Table 6, where First Order Reliability Method
(FORM) and Second Order Reliability Method (SORM)
were employed. Probabilities of separate failure modes are
presented for uncorrelated and correlated random variables
representing wind and wave loads. The maximum allowable
displacement was assumed d p 0.5m .
The HL-RF method originally proposed by Hasofer and
Lind and extended by Rackwitz and Fiessler was applied in
the presented analysis because experience shows [16] that this
method requires small amounts of storage and computation in
each step, moreover, in most situations this method converges
rapidly.
The Monte Carlo directional simulation method (MCDS)
was applied herein in order to compare the results of the
HL-RF method. The method is generally applicable for timeinvariant reliability integration. The importance sampling
technique used in directional sampling in the case of convex
polyhedral failure [17] set results in considerably reduced
number of trials. In the analysed numerical example the
number of trials did not exceed 1000.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

9. Bai Y., Bai Q.: Subsea engineering handbook. Elsevier, 2012.

The paper presents the first-order sensitivity and timeinvariant reliability approaches of the Baltic drilling platform
subjected to wind and wave loads. On the basis of the analysis,
it is possible to formulate the following conclusions.
1. All random variables do not act equally on structural
reliability. Sensitivity methods may be practically used
to quantify the influence of each basic random variable.
In the numerical example presented, the self-weight took
a negligible influence on response variations. Thus the
space of basic random variables was considerably reduced.
2. The data in the numerical example made the displacementbased performance function (stiffness condition) decisive
in the structural safety assessment.
3. The probability of the first failure mode increases when the
correlation coefficient between the wind and wave loads
increases. An opposite tendency one can observe in the
second failure mode.
5. Greater probabilities of failure were obtained when the
subsoil model has random parameters (cf. Table 6 and
[29]).
6. In the considered problem the directional simulation
method worked well, compared to the HL-RF method.
The limit of 1000 trials was sufficient to achieve accepted
convergence. Simulations by classical Monte Carlo method
required ten times more trials.

10. Haug E. J., Choi K. K. and Komkov V.: Design Sensitivity
Analysis of Structural Systems. Academic Press, New York,
1986.
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Tab. 1. Random variables Xi and their statistical parameters X0i, vXi
Xi variable1

Name

Distribution

X0i = E(Xi) [kN]

vXi

Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6,

Wind load

Gumbel

280.6

1.25.

Y7, Y8, Y9,

Wave load

Log-normal

446.

2.60

Y10, Y11, Y12,

Wave load

Log-normal

290.6

2.60

Tab. 2. Mean values of stifnesses of the suport springs
Type of the spring displacement

Stifness

Translational horizontal KiX, KiY [Mn/m]

783.3

Translational vertical KiZ [Mn/m]

1044.4

Rotational horizontal KiRX , KiRY [Mn/m]

37204.2

Rotational vertical KiRZ [Mn/m]

44645.0

Tab. 3 Sensitivity coefficients of the eigenfrequency
Spring constraint
KX

Node 10
0.00589

Node 11
0.00589

Node 12
0.00457

KY

0.00003

0.00003

0.00000

KZ

0.05536

0.05536

0.00000

KφX

0.00015

0.00015

0.00000

KφY

0.10694

0.10694

0.09590

KφZ

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

Tab. 4. Natural frequencies of the model with elastic supports.
ω1 = 2.162 rad/s

ω2 = 2.163

ω3 = 3.445

ω4 = 9.434

Tab. 5. Probabilities of failure modes, dp = 0.5m, deterministic spring stiffnesses. FORM
Method

Correlation coefficient between wind and wave loads
0.0
P f1

0.20
P f2

−3

HL-RF∙

1.413∙10

MCDS2

1.585∙10−3

1.693∙10

P f1
−5

1.823∙10−5

P f2
−3

1.593∙10−5

2.879∙10−3

1.691∙10−5

2.550∙10

Tab. 6. Probabilities of failure modes, dp = 0.5m, random spring stiffnesses. FORM/SORM
Method

Correlation coefficient between wind and wave loads
0.0
P f1

HL-RF
MCDS and IB

3

0.20
P f2

2.343∙10

−3

2.485∙10

−3

P f1

1.593∙10

−3

1.572∙10

−3

P f2

4.055∙10

−3

1.530∙10−3

4.379∙10

−3

1.394∙10−3

________
Footnotes:
1
Subscript indices of the variables reffer to the node Nr indicated in Fig. 2.
2
MCDS denotes Monte Carlo Directional Simulation method.
3
The probabilities Pf2 were obtaineed by applying improved Breitung (IB) formula [30].
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CONCEPT OF DEVICE TO INSPECT INTERNAL TECHNICAL
CONDITION OF MARINE PIPELINE

Danuta Warnke
Gdańsk University of Technology, Poland

ABSTRACT

The article presents a concept of the device to inspect technical condition of the interior of a marine pipeline. The
design assumption was that the vehicle would be built for a specific existing pipeline, which is the Nord Stream gas
pipeline. Based on the analysis of operating parameters and dimensions of the pipeline, the economic diameter and
the medium flow velocity were calculated. The shape of the structure was proposed, and the measuring instruments
and materials for manufacturing the vehicle were selected. The problems of energy supply during vehicle operation,
and its installation inside the pipeline were solved.
Keywords: Nord Stream, marine pipeline, PIG-s inspection

INTRODUCTION
Pipeline diagnostics has never been an easy task, especially
when the diagnosed object is situated at the bottom of the
Baltic Sea. Due to different pipe diameters and types
of transported media, each pipeline should have its individual
inspection vehicle. The goal of the present work was working
out a concept of the device to inspect technical condition
of the Nord Stream gas pipeline.
The pipelines can be divided into three categories:
a) Raw material pipelineas – for transporting crude oil or gas;
b) Product pipelines – for transporting finished products
to storage and distribution points;
c) Technological pipelines – such as cooling installations in
nuclear refineries, for instance.
The Nord Stream pipeline belongs to the first category.
Modern pipelines offer the possibility of checking their
technical condition from inside, without disconnecting
them from service (so-called In Line Inspection). The
inspection devices, co-called “smart PIGs”, find places on
pipe walls which need careful monitoring or repair. Smart

pistons are intended to perform two basic functions, which
are inspection of pipeline interior and removal of deposits
and dirt [1]. The pipeline can be cleaned mechanically
or chemically. Here, three types of drives for cleaning devices
can be named:
a) mechanical drive (for instance a rope tied to pull the access
eye along the pipe),
b) hydraulic drive (medium is used as the drive for smart
pistons),
c) pneumatic drive (with compressed air as the driving
medium).
The designed device will have hydraulic drive.
In general, external offshore diagnostics can be done by
divers, but at larger depths unmanned devices are used which
are remotely controlled from the ship. Internal inspection
of the pipeline is usually done using probes and smart pistons,
also referred to as PIGs [8].
A list of detected inner damages of the pipeline includes:
a) corrosion,
b) material losses,
c) shape changes,
d) cracks.
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A similar list of the detected external pipeline damages
includes:
a) corrosion,
b) mechanical damages caused by marine vehicles or animals,
c) human error – material defects, badly prepared foundation.
There are several types of smart pistons used for inspecting
inner walls. Their division can base on the used measuring
technology:
a) Mechanical devices – which inspect changes of inner
geometry and/or mechanical damages;
b) Magnetic devices – making use of magnetic field technology
to assess corrosion and cracks;
c) Ultrasound devices – used for measuring pipe wall
thickness;
d) Electromagnetic devices – making use of so-called Foucault
currents [19].
The designed device belongs to the first group: mechanical
inspection devices.

aid of cleaning PIGs, having the form of a sphere, or a double
piston [2]. Their task is to remove methane hydrates created
as a result of connection of methane and water molecules.
This connection of molecules is facilitated by low temperature
and high-pressure which occur in each marine pipeline. The
creation of hydrated decreases the transporting cross-section.
Another method to eliminate methane hydrates is removal
of water from the transported medium, or adding methanol
or ethylene glycol to the medium. The amounts of hydrate
deposits are to be monitored and removed at least once a year.
Attention should also be paid to the starting and finishing
stations used for inserting the vehicle in the pipeline and
removing it. A standard scheme of inserting the device in the
pipeline is shown in Fig. 2 and described below:

STRUCTURE
OF TYPICAL MECHANICAL PIG

Fig. 2 Stages of placing the device Dacon [16]

Fig. 1 Structure of typical PIG [18]

The medium flowing in the pipeline drives the device, due
to the presence of tightly fitting elements – collars. A large
number of cleaning brushes are usually used in oil pipelines,
in which more impurities are collected than in gas pipelines
[4]. Distance meters are used for determining the current
position of the device. The used transmitting antenna makes
it possible to localise the PIG in an emergency situation.
Searching for the lost device is rather troublesome, as the
signal transmitted by the antenna is relatively low. That is why
this method works well in ground pipelines. All electronics
of the device is placed inside the tight casing, which should
also have space for a relatively large battery supplying the
deck computer used for recording signals coming from the
measuring sensors. The length of the diagnostic devices can
reach as much as 4 m. The larger the number of measuring
segments, the more precise image of inner pipeline walls is
recorded. A longer device is more likely to be wedged inside
the pipe, therefore the pipeline is to be cleaned up before
inserting the smart piston into it. This can be done with the
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Phase one: Standard pipeline operation. The medium flows
in the direction indicated by the red arrow.
Phase two: Opening the hatch and inserting the diagnostic
device.
Phase three: Closing the right large valve. The gas flow
direction changes, which is indicated by the red arrow in
Frame 3. The inflowing medium drives the inserted diagnostic
device. After opening the left large valve, PIG leaves the
driving station and moves with the medium.
Phase four: Opening the right valve to return to the initial
flow [17].

PARAMETERS OF THE NORD STREAM
GAS PIPELINE
Marine pipelines are extremely difficult to inspect. The
Nord Stream gas pipeline has been laid at the bottom of the
Baltic Sea and its task is to transport natural gas from Russia
to Europe. This extremely large structure consists of two
identical legs. The length of a single leg is 1224 km, the inner
diameter is 1.153 m, and the thickness of walls varies from
27mm to 41mm. When designing the pipeline, the pressure
drop of the transported medium was taken into account
which resulted in different wall thicknesses. The gas flow is
generated by a set of compressors situated at the pipeline inlet.

Laying the entire two-leg pipeline from Vyborg to Greifswald
required the use of 202 000 pipe segments of 24 000 kg in
weight each.

The economically justified inner diameter of the pipeline
was calculated using formula (2) (with the temperature
expressed in Kelvin degrees):
 ሺሻ ൌ Ͳǡ͵ͻ ή ͳͲିଶ ή  ǡସସ଼ ή



ǡଵଷଶ

ǡଶହ
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(2)

where:
Dek(g) economically justified inner diameter of the pipeline
[m]
Mn volumetric gas flow rate (flow capacity of the pipeline)
in normal conditions Tn =273,15 K (tn = 0 °C), Pn = pat
= 101,325 kPa) [mn3/h,
Gn
relative gas density in normal conditions (Tn = 273,15 K
(tn = 0 °C), pn = 101,325 kPa) (G = 1 for air)[−]
μd(g) dynamic viscosity coefficient of gas [MPa ∙ s],
T
absolute gas temperature [K]
Z
gas compressibility ratio [–],

Fig. 3 The Nord Stream route [5]

P
Natural gas is a mixture of light saturated hydrocarbons,
mainly methane. Since the molecular formula of the medium
(natural gas) transported via the Nord Stream pipeline is
a protected secret, the design calculations were to be preceded
by molecular weight assessment of the flowing gas. The
informational catalogue of DNV says that this is a dry gas with
low sulphur content (95% methane content, the minimum).
Table 1 collates the molecular weight assessment according to
PGNiG (Polish Petroleum and Gas Mining) for high-methane
natural gas [14,15].

absolute gas pressure [kPa].

Based on the Nord Stream report by DNV, the outlet
gas temperature was assumed constant and equal to –1 °C.
Changing to Kelvin degrees gives:

 ܂ൌ ʹ͵ǡͳͷ  ሺെͳሻ ൌ ૠǡ ۹

(3)

The assumed pressure value needed in formula (1) is the
arithmetic mean of the pipeline inlet and outlet pressures:

۾ൌ

ECONOMIC DIAMETER
The reliable input data used in economic diameter and gas
flow velocity calculations corresponded to the calculation
model described in [13].
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Table 1. Assessing molecular weight of the deposit, acc. to [2]
Volumetric fraction
Molecular weight
Relative density of gas
of gas component in
fraction of gas
component
unit volume of mixture component in mixture
Gn
(acc. to PGNiG)
(Mcg)
[–]
x vg[–]
[kg/mol]

Gas mixture
component

Molecular weight ofgas
component
Mcg

Methane

16,14

0,56

Ethane

30,07

1,04

Propane

44,10

1,52

Butane

58,12

2,01

Nitrogen

28,01

Carbon dioxide

44,01

0,978

15,785

0,545

0,010

1,323

0,046

0,97

0,010

0,280

0,010

1,52

0,002

0,088

0,003

1,000

Mcg(m) = 17,476

Gn(m) = 0,603

Total

୬

ൌ

Relative density
fraction of gas
component in mixture
(Gn)i
[–]

Mcg

gmolecular weight of gas [kg/kmol],

Gn

relative density fraction in the mixture [-].

ୡ M
molecular weight of air 28,964 [kg/kmol],
(1)
cp
(m)
ୡ୮ Mcg(m) molecular weight of mixture of gases [kg/kmol],
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The DNV report on Nord Stream construction says that
the flow capacity of one pipeline leg in normal conditions is:

ሺͶͲԨ ή ͳǡͺሻ  ͵ʹ ൌ ͳͲͶԬ
b) Outlet temperature:

୬ ଷ
 ܖۻൌ ʹǡͷ ቈ


୬ ଷ
ൌ ͵ǡͳͶ ቈ


 ܖܕ
ൌ ૢૢǡ  ቈ

ܐ

a) Inlet temperature:

ሺെͳԨ ή ͳǡͺሻ  ͵ʹ ൌ ͵ͲǡʹԬ
(5)

The pseudocritical parameters of the gas mixture were
calculated as:
୬ౝ

 ሺ୮ሻ ൌ ሺ୩୰ ሻ୧ ή ሺ୴ ሻ୧

The relative density of gas in normal conditions is:

ୡ ͳǡͶ Ȁ
ൌ

൨
ୡ୮ ʹͺǡͻͶ Ȁ
ൌ ǡ ሾȂ ሿ

۵ ܖൌ

The dynamic viscosity coefficient values are:
a) Beginning of the route: Vyborg. Maximal operating
temperature:

୫ୟ୶ ൌ ͶͲԨ ൌ ͵ͳ͵ǡͳͷ
Ɋ ሺ୲ሻ ൌ ǡ ૢሾ ή ሿ
(the value read from Diagram 1)

b) End of route: Greifswald. Minimal operating temperature:

୫୧୬ ൌ െͳԨ ൌ ʹʹǡͳͷ
Ɋ

ሺ୲ሻ

ൌ ǡ ૠሾ ή ሿ

(the value read from Diagram 1)

(6)

୧ୀଵ
୬ౝ

 ሺ୮ሻ ൌ ሺ୩୰ ሻ୧ ή ሺ୴ ሻ୧

(7)

୧ୀଵ

Tkr(p) pseudocritical temperature of natural gas as the
mixture of gas hydrocarbon substances [K],
Pkr(p) absolute pseudocritical pressure of natural gas as the
mixture of gas hydrocarbon substances [Mpa]m
(Tkr)i absolute critical temperature of i-th natural gas
component [K]
(Pkr)i absolute critical pressure of i-th natural gas component,
[MPa],
(xvg)i volumetric fraction of i-th gas component in the
mixture [–].
Critical parameters of particular natural gas components
are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Selected physical parameters of hydrocarbons and other compounds [13]
Name

Critical temperature

Critical pressure

Methane

191,11

4,64

Ethane

305,0

4,88

Propane

370,0

4,25

Butane

425,56

3,80

Nitrogen

126,11

3,39

Carbon dioxide

304,44

7,40

͵Ͳͷ  ͵Ͳ  Ͷʹͷǡͷ
͵
 ͲǡͲͳ ή ͳʹǡͳͳ  ͲǡͲͲʹ ή ͵ͲͶǡͶͶ
ൌ ૢǡ ሾ۹ሿ

୩୰ ሺ୮ሻ ൌ Ͳǡͻͺ ή ͳͻͳǡͳͳ  ͲǡͲͳ ή

Ͷǡͺͺ  Ͷǡʹͷ  ͵ǡͺͲ

͵
ͲǡͲͳ ή ͵ǡ͵ͻ  ͲǡͲͲʹ ή ǡͶͲ ൌ ǡ  ሾ܉۾ۻሿ

୩୰ ሺ୮ሻ ൌ Ͳǡͻͺ ή ͶǡͶ  ͲǡͲͳ ή

Diagram 1. Dynamic viscosity coefficient of gas vs. temperature and molecular
weight of gas at atmospheric pressure [13].

To read the data from Diagram 1, the temperature was to
be recalculated to Fahrenheit degrees:
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The calculated values of the reduced temperature and
pressure are:

 ሺ୮ଵሻ ൌ

ଵ



ሺ୮ሻ

ൌ

͵ͳ͵ǡͳͷ
ൌ ͳǡ͵
ͳͻʹǡͶͶ

(2)



ሺ୮ଵሻ

ൌ

ଵ

 ሺ୮ሻ

ʹʹ
ൌ
ൌ Ͷǡͷ
Ͷǡ͵

(2)
ୣ୩ ሺሻ

where:
T1
inlet temperature,
P1
inlet pressure,
Tzr(p1) reduced pseudocritical temperature of natural gas
at pipeline inlet [–]
Pzr(p1) reduced pseudocritical pressure of natural gas
at pipeline inlet [–]

Diagram 2. Effect of the reduced pressure and reduced temperature
on the dynamic viscosity coefficient of gas [13].

The read value of the dynamic viscosity coefficient of gas is:

ܴఓ ൌ ߤௗ ሺ௧ሻ Ȁߤௗ ሺ௧ሻ ൌ ǡ 

(8)

where:
μd(gtp) dynamic viscosity coefficient of gas at temperature T
and pressure P [MPa · s]
μd(gt) dynamic viscosity coefficient of gas at temperature T
and standard pressure Pst = 101 325 [mPa ∙ s]
The viscosity coefficient in flow conditions was assessed as:
ૄ ܌ሺሻ  ؠɊୢ ሺ୲୮ሻ ൌ  ஜ ή Ɋୢ ሺ୲ሻ ൌ ͳǡ ή Ɋୢ ሺ୲ሻ ൌ ͳǡ ή ͲǡͲͳͳͻ ൌ ǡ ૢሾ ܉۾ܕή ܛሿ
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Unlike liquid media, the transported natural gas is
compressible, therefore of high importance is placing in
the above formula real temperature and pressure values, as
they are the only parameters reflecting real flow conditions
in the pipeline, while the remaining parameters refer to
normal conditions, i.e.: (Tn = 273,15 K (tn = 0 °C), Pn = pat =
101,325 kPa). The volume of the transported gas depends on
its temperatre and pressure, therefore normal calculating
conditions were introduced to standardise particular
parameters and thus provide opportunities for comparing,
for instance, volumetric flow rates or densities with other gas
media. The inner diameter of the Nord Stream gas pipeline
is 1,153 m, while the calculated economic diameter was only
0,67 m. That means that the real diameter is larger by 41,9%
than the economic diameter. This discrepancy can result from
calculating the economic diameter with the aid of the formula
created based on the steel pipeline production costs recorded
in the USA in 1975. For gas pipelines produced in those years
the formula worked very well, with the difference between
real and economic diameter not exceeding a few percent.
The author of [13] quotes that the steel pipe production cost
increased by 5% until 1998, while the cost of electrical energy,
taken into account in the formula, increased by 10%. The
Nord Stream pipeline is an undersea pipeline, which has
been built since 2010. The production costs were extremely
high, and the predicted operation time is equal to 50 years.
In case of such investment projects, in the initial phase
the economically justified diameter is calculated based on
material costs, operating time, etc., and only in the next phase
the operating diameter is calculated. These two diameter
values can differ.

The compressibility ratio of the real gas was read from
Diagram 3.

GAS FLOW VELOCITY IN NORD STREAM
PIPELINE
The medium flow velocity in the Nord Stream gas pipeline
was calculated from formula (9) [2]:

୬ ή  ή 
 ൌ Ͳǡͳ͵ͳ ή ͳͲିଷ ή ቌ
ቍ
ሺሻ ଶ
 ή ቀ୵ ቁ

Diagram 3. Gas compressibility ratio vs. reduced pressure and temperature [13].

The read value: Z= 0,855
The economic diameter of the pipeline was calculated
from the formula:

(9)

where:
vg
natural gas flow velocity [m/s],
Mn
volumetric gas flow rate [m3/h],
T
absolute gas temperature [K],
Z
gas compressibility ratio [–],
P
absolute gas pressure [kPa],
ሺሻ
୵ inner diameter of pipeline [m].
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The diagnostic PIG is assumed to move with the same
velocity as that of the transported medium (here: natural gas).

ELEMENTS OF DESIGNED DEVICE
The diameter of the designed device is equal to the inner
diameter of the Nord Stream pipeline. This condition is
essential, as the measuring, cleaning and driving elements
should be in tight contact with the pipeline wall to work
properly. The length of the device mainly results from space
requirements for the container with electronics and the
battery for supplying measuring instruments during the
inspection. The calculated capacity of the battery is 28,8 kWh,
and its weight is 274,28 kg. The battery consists of 4 packages
of 178 small batteries and 1 package of 67 small batteries.
The energy stored in the battery is sufficient for 4 days of
device operation.
The designed smart device consists of four indispensable
sections.

b) Overall diagnostics and precise location of places which
need intervention,
c) Location of hydrate concentration places.
The number of functions and tasks directly affects the
number of segments used in the device. The first element is
the cleaning seal. It is situated in the front part of the vehicle
and its task is to collect tarnishes and dirt remaining after the
previous cleaning. This element consists of three discs, which
makes its structure more rigid and the cleaning process more
precise. The discs have empty space in the centre, to limit
the mass of the device. Moreover, this space plays the role
of a container for collected dirt, thanks to which the wedges
of the cleaning discs will not get clogged. The second element
of the device is the section with the glued strain gauge bridges.
It detects dents, lumpy tarnish and dirt on pipeline walls. The
perimeter of this section contains 90 measuring loop-like
elements mounted every 4 degrees around the perimeter of
the device casing.

Fig. 5 Measuring element [10]

The error of perimeter imperfection detection was
calculated in the following way:
Length along perimeter:

Fig. 4. Complete diagnostic device [10]
1 – cleaning seal, 2 – measuring element, 3 – driving seal, 4 – distance gauge.

a)
b)
c)
a)

Functions performed by the device include:
pipeline cleaning from dirt,
measuring the covered distance,
detecting gas pipeline diameter changes.
Planned tasks:
PIG is expected to perform internal inspection of the
pipeline for which it was built. The inspection consists in
detecting material losses, cracks, and/or tarnishes. Fast
detection of defects will make it possible to avoid gas
pipeline unsealing and the resultant ecological disaster,
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where:
r
inner diameter of pipeline,
90
number of measuring elements,
20mm width of measuring element,
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The width of the gaps between the measuring elements is
equal to 20,24 mm. This accuracy is sufficient for detecting

significant defects. A strain gauge bridge is glued to each
measuring element. Proper selection and arrangement
of these bridges enables to detect pipeline diameter changes,
and further precise analysis of the detected pits, tarnishes and
corrosion, and the current condition of welded joints. High
sensitivity of strain gauge bridges provides opportunities
for precise tracking of changes on pipeline walls [11]. The
third part of the inspection device is the sealing element. It
prevents the natural gas from seeping behind the element,
thanks to which the entire mass of gas presses into the front
wall of the inspection device and moves it downstream.
The fourth section of the device consists of rolls, mounted
every 90 degrees and fitting to the gas pipeline walls. The
motion of the designed device makes the rolls rotate, and
thus measure the distance covered by the PIG. Figure 6 shows
the positions of the measuring rolls and inductive sensors.

Fig. 6 The distance meter [10].

The inductive sensor is screwed into the fork (measuring
roll handle), at a distance of 4 mm from the pin. This distance
is sufficient for safe counting of the number of sensor’s
meetings with the pin. Each disc with the rolls has 3 metal
pins, fastened every 120 degrees. Counting the average
number of revolutions recorded by 4 rolls makes it possible
to calculate precisely the current position of the device. The
device project assumes installing the sensor IS-12-H1-S1 made
by Simex [12]. The measuring rolls work in difficult conditions
and they should be reliable and resistant to damages. When
selecting this element, it is advisable to take into account rolls
used in forklift trucks. They reveal good adhesion and low
abrasibility, and are offered in many sizes on the marker. The
rolls selected for the device project were made by Elesa-Ganter
[20]. Along with the measuring elements, the potentiometer
is used for detecting pipeline diameter changes (dents, welds,
thick tarnish). However, in this case it also plays another
function. Each diameter change may cause vibrations or
jumps of the rolls measuring the distance covered by the
device, which may lead to the accumulation of errors in device
position estimation. In this situation the potentiometer helps
to identify and properly correct the accumulated position
errors [6,7]. The inspection device is also equipped with
a spring shock absorber, the task of which is to keep four
forks in such a position that all measuring rolls are pressed
to pipeline walls. Proper tension of the spring keeps the

forks in correct positions, and thus makes the rolls be in
tight contact with the walls. The designed shock absorber
consists of the spring, a piston and a mandrel screwed into
it. Its casing is assumed to be airtight, to protect the shock
absorber interior from fouling. The number of movements
of the PIG device is limited, as the pipeline in which it moves
constitutes a sort of track for it. The device is solely driven by
the medium flowing in the pipeline. The only independent
movement which PIG can make is changing the rotation angle
around its own axis, which is facilitated by axial symmetry
of the device along its length. Theoretically, the rotational
position of the inspection probe can be measured using
oscillatory or liquid inclinometers. They work well on slow
ships, where the reading of the measuring element is obtained
directly. Nevertheless, for higher speeds and accuracies, other
types of inclinometers are recommended. A place for this
measuring instrument is provided in the airtight container for
electronics. The project assumes the use of one-dimensional
inclinometer IS1SP360-BL produced by WObit. Its measuring
range is up to 360 degrees, and its accuracy is very high.
The sensor is factory calibrated. According to the producer,
it works very well in difficult conditions. The natural gas
pressure in the Nord Stream pipeline is sufficiently high to
introduce the PIG device for inspection purposes. However,
to move properly, the device should have a relevant “driving
surface”, which means that the gas flowing in the pipeline
should press the inspection device evenly and thus generate
a relevant driving force. The speed of motion of the inspection
device is assumed to be approximately equal to that of the
flowing medium. The role of driving surface is played in the
device by the driving seal. It is in permanent tight contact with
pipeline walls, thus blocking the pipeline cross section and
generating the maximum driving force. A set of three discs is
also mounted in the front part of the device body. They have
two tasks to perform, which are driving and cleaning. Since
the gas pipeline is not as heavily fouled as the oil pipeline,
a decision was made to resign from installing cleaning brushes
on the device body.

SUMMARY
The designed inspection device consists of three decouplable
segments, which means that it can be disassembled into
three main parts: stern part with the driving seal and
instrumentation, middle part with the measuring elements,
and front part with a set of polyurethane discs. The three-part
structure was designed with an intention of easy replacement
of individual elements. The system of measuring elements
distributed around the device perimeter has a wide inspection
range. Substantial damages should be detected. Indeed, the
measuring elements will be subject to wear, which first
of all means abrasion of measuring element shields. When
their thickness decreases to the height of the countersunk
head of the fastening rivet, the polyurethane shield is to be
replaced. The external potentiometer is also exposed to quick
damage. Acting within a small angular range, it is exposed
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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to so-called “erasing wear”. That is why of high importance
is visual examination of the device after each inspection
operation. As for the distance meter, its fastening on the steel
fork can be replaced by laminate elements, which reveal high
strength and material elasticity. The designed inspection
device had no assumed weight limits, therefore the applied
mechanical structure of the distance meter support has no
contraindications concerning its use. What is more, it is
relatively simple and cheap to manufacture. When selecting
the inclinometer, of high importance was to know its structure
and principle of operation. The pipeline will be a sort of screen
for the inclinometer, therefore its operation should base on
the acceleration due to gravity. The inclinometer selected
for the project is reliable and relatively small, and has a wide
operating range.
Based on simple solutions, a device was designed which
performs cleaning and inspection tasks in functional and
reliable way. Its servicing should not pose a problem, as all
elements are easily replaceable. Moreover, by using smaller
or larger sealing discs and different sizes of measuring
element shock absorbers, the designed PIG device can be
easily adapted for operation in pipelines with other inner
diameters. Here, the only limitation is the diameter of the
container for electronics and battery.
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INVESTIGATION METHOD AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
PRESSURE LOSSES IN HYDRAULIC ROTARY MOTOR

Agnieszka Maczyszyn
Gdańsk University of Technology, Poland

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a way of determining the coefficient k8 of the pressure losses ΔpMp (flow drag) in internal ducts
of SWSB-63 hydraulic motor. The coefficient is determined at a flow rate equal to the theoretical capacity QPt of the
pump feeding the motor , the losses are related to the nominal pressure pn in the hydraulic system. The investigations
followed a model of energy performance of hydraulic rotary motor, proposed by Z. Paszota.

Keywords: hydrostatic drive, power values of energy losses, hydraulic rotary motor, pressure losses, pressure efficiency

INTRODUCTION
Basic units of hydraulic systems are : drive and control
systems. Drive systems are composed of pump units serving as
converters of mechanical energy into liquid flow energy, units
of hydraulic motors serving simultaneously as consumers
of liquid flow energy and converters of the energy into
mechanical one , as well as control units ,e.g. those controlling
motion speed or direction. The three groups are mutually
connected by conduits and supplemented by auxiliary units.
The hydraulic rotary motors are used in hydrostatic drives
which – in case of marine applications – can transfer large
amounts of power and simultaneously have compact structure
resulting in a small area required for their location on deck.
This is one of many advantages of hydrostatic drive.
The pressure losses ΔpMp in internal ducts of hydraulic
motor have a great influence on total efficiency of displacement
machine , which in turn impacts working parameters of
hydrostatic system.
Pressure losses constitute drag of working medium flow
through internal ducts and distributor of displacement
machine, hydraulic motor in this case. Geometry of the ducts

is characteristic for a given design solution. The losses ΔpMp
in the motor result to a large degree from local pressure losses
which arise from changes in flowing flux direction and velocity.
The pressure losses ΔpMp depend mainly on the flow rate QM
of oil and its viscosity v [7].
The pressure losses ΔpMp can be expressed as follows :
ǻS0S ǻS0SǻS0S = f(QMȞ

(1)

where:
ΔpMp1 - pressure losses in inlet duct ( occurring between
liquid inflow point to hydraulic motor and working
chambers);
ΔpMp2 - pressure losses in outlet duct (occurring between
working chambers and liquid outflow point from
hydraulic motor).
In general, the pressure losses power 'PMp is the product of
the pressure loss 'pMp and liquid flow rate QM , namely:
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(2)

conduit was described by the following empirical formula
according to Blasius:

The power 'PMp of pressure losses in hydraulic motor is
sum of the power 'PMp1 of pressure losses in inlet duct and the
power 'PMp2 of pressure losses in outlet duct of the motor :

(8)

(3)

Substituting the relation (8) into the Darcy-Weisbach
formula (6) and transforming the so obtained relation into
a function of flow rate, one achieves the following :

'30S 'S0S40.

As a result, the formula describing the power 'PMp of
pressure losses in hydraulic motor takes the form as follows :

(4)

In rotary motor in which the liquid flow rate QM2 in outlet
duct is practically equal to the liquid flow rate QM in inlet duct
(i.e. the motor absorbing capacity QM) o QM2 = QM1=QM,
the pressure losses power 'PMp in the motor takes the form:
(5)

KNOWN METHODS FOR DESCRIPTION OF
PRESSURE LOSSES

(9)

According to the relation (9), in case of a not fully developed
flow the pressure losses does not depend , a. o., on the viscosity
v and the liquid flow rate Q. The power exponents which
appear in this formula , take , for various flow conditions
(e.g. conduit roughness), values different from those given
in the formula (9).
The fourth zone is characteristic of a fully developed
turbulent flow. In this zone the linear drag coefficient λ
depends only on the relative roughness defined by the ratio
ε/d of the absolute roughness ε and the conduit internal
diameter d. Flows at so large values of Reynolds number rather
do not happen in hydrostatic drives. In case of fully developed
turbulent flow, λ has a constant value independent on Re.

The pressure losses ΔpMp in ducts presented in Fig. 3 make
it possible to determine the value of the exponent aνp equal
to ~0,25 for the motor absorbing capacity QMt . The obtained
value allows to state that we deal with a not fully developed
flow. It can be confirmed by the fact that , according to the
Darcy-Weisbach formula for fully developed turbulent flow,
the expression for pressure losses is of the following form:
(6)

where:
λ - stands for linear drag coefficient which varies depending
on value of Reynolds number (Re),
l - the length of the pipe [m];
d - diameter of the pipe [m];
ρ – fluid density [kgm-3],
v – linear speed of fluid [ms-1].
Transforming the relation (10) into a function depending
on the flow rate Q , one obtains the formula:
(7)

In the dependence of the linear drag coefficient λ on Re,
presented in [9], four zones are distinguished. In the first

Fig. 1 Relation between the pressure loss Δp and the flow rate Q [3]

In Fig. 1 the above considered relations which describe
pressure losses in function of flow rate are depicted as follows:
for laminar flow - by a linear function dependent also on
oil viscosity, and for fully developed turbulent flow – by a
square function.
In the literature sources [10 ÷ 14] another way of
determining the pressure losses ΔpMp in displacement
machine internal ducts can be found , as follows :

zone for Re < Rekr laminar flow occurs ( where λ is described
). In the second ( transition)

(10)

zone liquid flow is unstable , i.e. either laminar or turbulent
flow may happen. Transition from laminar flow to turbulent
not fully developed one occurs suddenly. The third zone is
characteristic of a not fully developed turbulent flow. In this
zone the linear drag coefficient λ for a hydraulically smooth

The formula makes it possible to determine the pressure
losses ΔpMp when working liquid parameters such as its
density ρ and viscosity ν as well as flow rate Q are known.
Values of the constants Ct and C1 can be achieved from the
trend line of the characteristics ΔpMp=f(Q) representing the

by the relations:
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pressure loses ΔpMp in displacement machine internal ducts
in function of its absorbing capacity Q.
In the literature sources [13, 14] the pressure losses ΔpMp
in hydraulic motor are described as follows :

corresponds to the motor absorbing capacity QM. The pressure
losses ΔpMp in ducts of SWSB-63 motor were calculated as the
differential pressure :
(14)

(11)

where :
Cich – coefficient of proportionality;
ω – angular speed of displacement machine shaft;
Vt – theoretical working space.
To increase precision of description of dependence of
hydraulic motor energy efficiency on the motor absorbing
capacity QM in a wide range of changes in hydraulic oil
viscosity v , it is proposed to apply the simulation description
of relation of the pressure losses 'pMp in motor ducts , given
by Z. Paszota in [7]. In the case of the considered SWSB-63
motor it turned out that in its ducts a not fully developed
turbulent flow occurs.
The model of the pressure losses ΔpMp , proposed by
Z.Paszota [7] , can be presented as follows:

where:
ΔpAC – pressure loss measured in the section A – C of liquid
flow in the space limited by the drum, which was negligible;
Δpde – pressure loss measured in points d and e (based on
fig. 1)[6].
Tab. 1 shows principal working parameters of SWSB-63
motor.
Tab. 1 The principal working parameters of SWSB-63 motor

SWSB 63
motor

qMt

n Mn

νn

pn

M Mt

PMc

[m3]

[s-1]

[mm2s1
]

[MPa]

[Nm]

[kW]

639∙10 -6

2,67

26

6,2

617,8

10,6

(12)

Where the coefficient:
(13)

determines the pressure losses ΔpMp in hydraulic motor
internal ducts and distributor, which would appear at the
motor absorbing capacity QM equal to the theoretical capacity
QPt of the pump feeding the motor , related to the nominal
pressure pn of the system in which the hydraulic motor is
used.
Application of the dimensionless ratios QM/QPt and Q/Qn in
the mathematical model (12) makes it possible to determine
the exponent aQp of influence of the liquid flow rate QM in
ducts on the pressure losses 'pMp, as well as the exponent aQp
of influence of the working liquid viscosity Q on the pressure
losses 'pMp , hence it allows to precisely describe the relation
'pMp in function of QM and Q.
The equation (13) defining the coefficient k8 as well
as the mathematical model (12) combine description
of the pressure losses 'pMp in motor ducts with
magnitude of the theoretical capacity QPt of the pump
and the nominal pressure pn of the hydrostatic system [11].

WAY OF MEASURING THE PRESSURE
LOSSES ΔPMP IN SWSB-63 MOTOR
Fig. 2 presents a way of measuring the pressure losses ΔpMp in
ducts of SWSB-63 motor. Working elements of the motor were
disassembled from it to form free flow of working medium.
This way the flow conditions close to real ones were reached, i.e.
those when distributor’s elements rotate with the speed which

Fig. 2 The SWSB motor adjusted to measuring the pressure losses in internal
ducts [6]: 1 – piston pressure gauge serving to measure differential pressure;
2 – tangent balance

PRESSURE LOSSES IN SWSB-63
HYDRAULIC MOTOR
In order to determine characteristics which make it possible
to obtain pressure losses in the tested motor it was necessary
to determine in advance parameters of its nominal running.
Based on the results of the SWSB-63 motor tests contained
in [1], the motor theoretical absorbing capacity QMt equal to
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the pump theoretical capacity QPt (QMt=QPt=1,71[dm3s-1]) was
assumed. The SWSB-63 motor was tested under changeable
oil kinematic viscosity ν (in the range from 13 mm2s-1 to
150 mm2s-1), hence the reference viscosity νn was taken equal
to 26 mm2s-1. The remaining working parameters are given
in Tab. 1.
Fig. 3 shows the characteristics of the pressure losses ΔpMp
in ducts of SWSB-63 motor in function of the motor absorbing
capacity QM (ΔpMp = f(QM)), at selected constant values of the
hydraulic oil kinematic viscosity ν.
And, Fig. 4 presents the characteristics of the pressure
losses ΔpMp in ducts of SWSB-63 motor in function of the
coefficient of oil kinematic viscosity ν/νn (ΔpMp = f(ν/νn)), at
constant values of the motor absorbing capacity QM . The
curves were obtained on the basis of the characteristics (Fig.
3) expressing the pressure losses ΔpMp in function of the motor
absorbing capacity QM (ΔpMp = f(QM)).

Fig. 3 The pressure losses ΔpMp in motor ducts in function of the SWSB-63
motor absorbing capacity QM, at selected constant values of the hydraulic oil
viscosity v [4, 5]

DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENT k8
OF THE PRESSURE LOSSES ΔpMP
IN SWSB-63 MOTOR AS WELL
AS THE EXPONENTS aQP AND aΝP
The model of pressure losses 'pMp in hydraulic motor
(proposed by Z. Paszota in [7] ) takes into account : possible
application of it to a model of the motor total efficiency KM
as well as to a model of the efficiency K of hydrostatic drive
in which the motor is used, and also possible modification
of the model on the basis of laboratory tests of pressure
losses in ducts of displacement machine (pump, hydraulic
motor) with the aim of increasing accuracy of description
of losses in motor of a given construction as well as in the
range of changes in oil viscosity occurring in drive system
under operation. Knowledge of value of the dimensionless
coefficient k8 for a given motor will make it possible to
compare types of motors and their proper assessment during
selecting an appropriate motor for a given drive system.
On the basis of the depicted characteristics (Fig. 3 y 6),
values of the pressure losses coefficient k8 (acc. (13)) as well
as of the power exponents: aQp – which determines impact of
the liquid flow rate QM in ducts on the pressure losses ΔpMp
in hydraulic motor , and aνp – which determines impact of
the working liquid viscosity ν on the pressure losses ΔpMp in
hydraulic motor.
From Fig. 4 which was depicted for the nominal working
parameters of motor ( Tab. 1) , the value of the pressure loss
ΔpMp equal to 0,21 [MPa] was read. By relating the obtained
value to the nominal pressure pn the following value of the
pressure losses coefficient k8 was achieved in accordance
with the formula (13):

(15)

Fig. 4 The pressure losses ΔpMp in motor ducts in function of the oil viscosity
coefficient v/vn , at selected values of the motor absorbing capacity QM, [4]
Fig. 5 The exponent avp ( appearing in the power function
ΔpMp =k8pn(QM/QPt)aQp(ν/νn)aνp which describes the relation between the
pressure losses ΔpMp in motor ducts and the ratio of QM and pump theoretical
capacity QPt) expressed in function of the motor absorbing capacity QM,[4].
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2.
Fig. 6 The exponent aQp ( appearing in the power function
ΔpMp =k8pn(QM/QPt)aQp(ν/νn)aνp which describes the relation between the
pressure losses ΔpMp in motor ducts and the ratio of QM and pump theoretical
capacity QPt) expressed in function of the working liquid viscosity ν , [4]

As a result, the simulation formula for determining the
pressure losses 'pMp in ducts of SWSB-63 motor at changeable
viscosity v , takes the following form :
(16)

3.

results confirmed that in the ducts of the tested
machine a not fully developed turbulent flow occurs.
The similar confirmation can be found from the tests
of pressure losses in PTO2-16 hydraulic axial piston
motor of constant absorbing capacity per rotation at
the recommended viscosity vn = 35mm2s-1 of L-HL46
hydraulic oil (- equal to abt. 46ºC), carried out by M.
Czyński within the frames of the work [2] - the tests
showed that the losses in question follow the relation:
'pMp a .Q1,87
From the characteristics (Fig. 3) presenting the
pressure losses 'pMp in ducts in function of the SWSB63 motor absorbing capacity QM it can be observed
that the value of the exponent aQp decreases along with
viscosity increasing. This confirms that the formulae
(7) and (9) interpreted in Fig. 1 , are correct, i.e. that
in the case of the relation 'pMp a Q1 we deal with
laminar flow , and in the case of 'pMp a Q2 - with fully
developed turbulent flow.
The impact of the working liquid viscosity v on the
pressure losses 'pMp in internal ducts (Fig. 4), at v n=
26 [mm 2s-1] and the motor theoretical absorbing
capacity QMt = 1,71 [dm 3s-1], is determined by

Simulation calculations of the pressure losses were
performed by using the formula (9). Their results are presented
in Fig. 7.

the value of the power exponent aνp appearing in

Comparing the characteristics of pressure drops in the
motor with results of the simulation calculations, one can
observe that differences in values of pressure drops amount
to 1% on average.

And, value of the exponent increases at decreasing
absorbing capacity, hence at QM = 0,11 [dm3s-1] it
amounts to aνp ≈ 0,764. The values of the exponent
aνp allow to conclude that the pressure losses 'pMp
in internal ducts have character of a disturbed flow
with a decreasing degree of the disturbance which
accompanies the lowering of absorbing capacity.

the function

, where avp ≈ 0,249.
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RESEARCH OF DEPOSIT ACCUMULATED ON HEAT EXCHANGE
SURFACES IN THE LIGHT OF THERMAL DEGRADATION OF HEAT
EXCHANGE APARATUS OF STEAM POWER PLANTS
PART I: STUDY OF REAL SEDIMENTS
Tomasz Hajduk
Gdynia Maritime University, Poland

ABSTRACT

The presence of deposits on heat exchange surfaces in condensers and regenerative exchangers of ship and land steam
power plants is always connected with the increase of the wall temperature on the water vapor side due to additional
thermal resistances resulting from accumulated deposits. This increase always results in an increase in the condensing
pressure, which results in the deterioration of the condensation process of the water vapor, leading to thermal degradation
of a given heat exchanger. In addition, the resulting deposits form unevenness with a diversified, often stochastic,
geometric structure of the surface layer surface, whose measure is most often the roughness parameters, describing
the geometric structure of the surface. In addition, the increase in surface roughness of the heat transfer surface on the
water vapor side promotes the formation of a thicker layer of condensate, thus worsening the organization of condensate
runoff, which results in interference of the thermal degradation phenomenon of a given heat exchange apparatus. As
a result, these phenomena lead to a reduction in the efficiency of a given thermal system, and thus entail an increase
in the costs of energy conversion and consequently cause an increased degradation of the natural environment. In the
article, based on the results of the author’s own experimental research, the types of pollution accumulating on heat
exchange surfaces on the water vapor side of heat exchange apparatus in marine and land steam power plants and
quantitative measures of the unevenness of the surface layer of these sediments are presented.

Keywords: steam power plants, heat exchangers, deposits, spectral analysis, surface geometric texture

INTRODUCTION
In the theory of heat exchange, the term “fouling” according
to Knudsen, is designated as a substance that accumulates
on the surface of heat exchange, which at the same time puts
additional thermal resistance in the heat transfer processes.
As a result, thermal degradation of a given exchanger occurs
[12]. Pollutants are often referred to as deposits, although the
name, as Taborek notes [21], should belong only to impurities
occurring in the form of a solid.
In spite of maintaining the recommended methods
of chemical correction of feed water, boiler water, condensate
and water vapor, during the operation of power units of
steam power plants, sedimentary phenomena occur and

corrosion processes in water-steam cycles [22]. As a result
of these processes, deposits are deposited on the heat
exchange surfaces both on the water side and on the steam
side. The serious operational difficulties resulting from this
influence the setting of increasingly stringent requirements in
relation to the quality of water and the quality of water vapor
[2]. Moreover, filling the cycle with water properly cleaned
and chemically prepared does not guarantee proper operation
of steam power plant devices, because high temperature and
pressure, as well as high thermal load of the heat exchange
surface cause a series of complex physicochemical changes,
changing water properties and its reactivity to construction
materials of energy devices. The mechanism of these changes
is not completely recognized. Therefore, it is necessary to
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constantly check the quality of the circulating medium
and correct its composition so that the devices can be
operated in accordance with the guidelines of designers and
manufacturers. Typically, the processes of deposit formation
on heat exchange surfaces and corrosion processes are closely
related [20].
The chemical composition of deposits formed on the water
side depends also to a large extent on the construction type
of the heat exchanger itself and its function (condensers,
low and high pressure regeneration heat exchangers) [21].
The basic contaminants present in water include salts and
gases dissolved in it, as well as some organic substances, i.e.
calcium, sodium, potassium, magnesium, manganese, iron
salts, calcium sulfates, calcium chloride, silica and silicates
(so-called water glass). In addition, impurities may occur
in the liquid phase (turbine oil) and gas, as so-called noncondensing gases (air) [19].
In the literature on the subject concerning deposits from
the steam heat exchange surface of low and high pressure
regeneration heat exchangers as well as condensers of land
and sea steam power plants, it is shown that these types
of sediments mainly consist of iron oxides in the form of:
Fe3O4, FeOFe2O3, Fe2O3 and FeO and copper compounds.
The percentage of these compounds in the deposits varies
and depends on the material of the heat exchanger pipe [15].
An additional problem in the operation of heat exchangers
used in energy block systems are microorganisms that form
biological pollutants in the form of deposits (biofouling),
e.g. mussels, crustaceans, fungi, algae and bacterial colonies.
The important microorganisms responsible for corrosion
phenomena include bacteria oxidizing iron and manganese
compounds: Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, Ferrobacillus
ferrooxidans, Metalogenium symbioticum [9].
In addition, the resulting pollutants usually form
unevenness with different geometric structure of the surface
layer surface both on the heat transfer surfaces of shell and
tube exchangers as well as plate exchangers [11, 14, 23]. An
interesting fact is that the irregularity of the external heat
exchange surface created by the depositing deposits, on the
one hand, may intensify the heat exchange process, and on
the other hand may contribute to an additional increase in
thermal degradation of the exchanger [6, 8, 24]. For example,
Brahim et al [3] studied the influence of the shape of the
geometric structure of the deposit surface collected from
the cooling water side of the heat exchanger on the course
of time characteristics of thermal resistance of impurities.
These tests have shown that a greater unevenness of heat
exchange surfaces from the cooling water side of the
exchanger causes a smaller increase in the thermal resistance
of pollutants over time, however, the increase in roughness is
also combined with an increase in flow resistance.
On the other hand, the studies of Förster and Bohnet [8]
regarding the influence of surface heat exchange surface
roughness on the course of time characteristics of thermal
resistance showed that larger irregularities of this surface
cause a significant increase in thermal resistance of pollutants
over time. For example, in the initial stage of salt precipitation
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from water, in the so-called induction time τind, they are
deposited in the form of flakes tightly adhering to the surface
of the pipe. They are a form of microchips, which on one hand
develop the surface of heat exchange, and on the other, act as
flow turbulizers breaking the laminar boundary layer, which
results in the intensification of heat exchange. Therefore,
some authors call τind time as the period of intensification
of heat exchange [26]. It is worth adding that extension
of the τind period is one of modern strategies against thermal
degradation of heat exchangers [8].
The influence of wall impurities on a single pipe is
often taken into account by means of corrections, referred
directly to the calculated coefficient of heat transfer αv from
the condensing side of steam. Especially when it is difficult
to distinguish the influence of the thermal resistance of
the deposit layer from the influence of surface roughness.
For example, Kutateładze recommends correction of the
coefficient αv with the indicator ε (tab.1), the value of which
depends on the type of material and the condition of the
pipe surface. However, it is a relationship presented only in
a descriptive way. For example, for a steel pipe, covered with
a thin deposit of deposit, the index H is 0.67 - however, the
author does not specify how thick the deposit layer is and
what is the irregularity of its surface [10].
Tab. 1. The values of the correction factor ε depending on the material
and condition of the pipe surface for the heat transfer coefficient
on the water vapor side, according to [10]
H
1.36
1.00
0.83
0.79
0.67

Pipe type
surface ground to a mirror shine
smooth brass pipes
Normal or drawn steel pipes
pipes coarsely cleaned with sandpaper
steel pipes covered with thin deposit coating

In addition, the increase in surface roughness of the
heat transfer surface on the water vapor side promotes
the formation of a thicker layer of condensate, thus worsening
the so-called conditions of run-off during the condensation
process of water vapor. This phenomenon can be explained
by the fact that the formed deposits on the side of the pair
create, in a sense, quasi-ribs, which can lead to a process
of flooding intercostal canals well-known in literature.
This phenomenon has an adverse effect on the operation
of a single pipe, because the bottom layer of condensation,
with a thickness approximately equal to the height of the ribs,
constitutes an additional thermal resistance [4, 25].
Summing up, the issues aimed at identifying substances
constituting deposits on heat exchange surfaces of heat
exchangers of steam power plants and the quantitative
description of the structure of the surface layer of deposits
are a vital research issue. Knowledge of physico-chemical
properties and the structure of the surface layer of the resulting
deposits supports the quality of mathematical models,
taking into account the features of thermal degradation,
resulting from the deposition of pollutants on heat exchange
surfaces of heat exchangers of steam power plants. It is worth
emphasizing that these models have extremely important

practical importance, as they are used in thermal and flow
diagnostics and in the planning of repair actions of these
devices [5, 13, 27].
The author of this work carried out experimental research
on deposits formed on the surfaces of heat exchange on the
water vapor side. These studies were carried out in two stages,
the first of which concerned the identification of chemical
compounds of deposits, the second – the assessment of the
surface layer of deposits.

RESEARCH ON THE CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION OF DEPOSITS
In the research identifying the chemical composition
of deposits accumulating on the heat exchange surfaces in
steam power plants, the spectral analysis method based on
the analysis of the X-ray spectrum was used. The purpose of
this analysis is to detect elements or chemical compounds
of the test sample (qualitative analysis) and to determine
the quantitative composition of the sample by measuring
the intensity of radiation at a specific wavelength (quantitative
analysis) [7].
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Spectral analysis of the chemical composition of deposits
was carried out by measuring the emission of characteristic
EDS radiation, with the use of the semi-quantitative method
[7]. The tests were carried out at the Department of Materials
Engineering at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the
Gdańsk University of Technology. To identify the elemental
composition of the tested samples and determine their
quantitative composition, high-quality scientific-research
equipment was used, i.e. an environmental scanning
microscope type FEI XL 30 ESEM manufactured by Philips.
The basic data of this device is included in table 2 [29].
Experimental tests were carried out for individual pipes
from heat exchangers of three different steam power plants,
which were coded as: RFS#02, RFS#07, RFS#12. Basic
information about research materials along with their sensory
characteristics is given in Table 3.
Tab. 2. Nominal characteristics of the scanning microscope, Philips,
type FEI XL 30 ESEM, acc. [29]
Feature
Accuracy
Operating mode
Control
Electronic cannon
Resolution
Detectors
Magnification
Vacuum system

Characteristic
< 1% measured quantity
I. High vacuum – conductive speciment; II. Low
vacuum – non-conductive speciment
Computer, Windows® NT environment software
Tungsten cathode with automatic setting,
saturation and alignment
3.5 nm @ 30 kV (low and high vacume);
15 nm @ 3 kV (low vacume)
Built-in EDX spectrometer detector
6u1 200 000 high vacume; 250u400 000
environmental mode
Turbomolecular pumps, vacuum recovery time:
a) high: 3.5 min, b) low: 2.5 min.

Feature
Presentation and
recording of the
image
Tab. 3.

Characteristic
15 „LCD monitors, 7” HD photomonitor with
a 35mm SLR camera, digital image recording:
HDD, FDD, CDR

Sensory characteristics of sediments formed on the water vapor side
of the tested samples RFS#02, RFS#07, RFS#12, according to [self.]

Sample

Color

Roughness

Origin

RFS#02

brown-yellow

irregular

HR–HP;
EC 100 MW; Donator: KR

RFS#07

rusty-blue

fairly regular

HR–LP;
E 200 MW; Donator: KR

RFS#12

purple

regular

HR–LP;
E 100 MW; Donator: AG

Samples for testing were prepared in accordance with
the applicable experimental measurements procedure in
quantitative X-ray microanalysis. The limitations resulting
from the geometry of the environmental chamber of the
Philips FEI XL 30 ESEM scanning microscope were taken
into account. Table 4 shows photos of RFS#02, RFS#07 and
RFS#12 deposit samples. They were made from a tripod with
a Nikon D70S camera with a MicroNikkor 105 mm – 1:2.8D
lens (settings: white balance – user, ISO – 200, diaphragm
– 32, time – 1s).
Tab. 4.

Photographs of deposit samples for testing the chemical composition
by spectral analysis, according to [self]
Research material
RFS#02

RFS#07

RFS#12

RESULTS OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The results of research on spectral analysis of the sediments
of the tested samples RFS#02, RFS#07 and RFS#12 are
presented in Table 5.
Tab. 5. Results of spectral analysis for deposit samples from steam engine heat
exchangers, according to [self]
RFS#02

RFS#07

RFS#12

Element

Wt %

Element

Wt %

Element

Wt %

OK

21.92

OK

20.21

OK

18.57

Si K

0.34

Si K

0.72

Fe K

79.30

PK

0.53

Mn K

0.62

Co K

2.12

SK

0.38

Fe K

64.84

Total

100.00

Mn K

1.38

Cu K

13.61

Fe K

75.45

Total

100.00

Total

100.00

An exemplary spectrogram of the tested sediments for the
RFS#07 sample is shown in Figure 1.
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An exemplary analysis of the identification of chemical
compounds constituting deposits was carried out for the
RFS#07 sample. Taking into account the results of tests
from tab. 5 and formula 1, the number of moles nsP of the
elements is:

݊ݏை ൌ

ೀ
ெೀ

ൌ

ଶǤଶଵ
ଵǤ

ൌ ͳǤʹ͵Ǣ

݊ݏி ൌ ͳǤͳͳǢ ݊ݏ௨ ൌ ͲǤʹͳͶǢ
݊ݏௌ ൌ ͲǤͲʹǢ݊ݏெ ൌ ͲǤͲͳͳǤ
On the basis of formula 2 and the values of moles
determined above, and taking into account theoretical values
from table 6 of stoichiometric ratios, the following chemical
compounds were evaluated as the tested deposit:
– iron compounds,

݉ݏݎிǣை ൌ

Fig. 1. Spectrograph of the sample deposits of RFS#07 obtained with the Philips
EI XL 30 ESEM scanning microscope, according to [self]

INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS
The identification of deposits of the analyzed samples was
based on the stoichiometric analysis method [17]. Comparisons
of the number of moles of the forecasted compounds with
the theoretical values of quantitative relations that exist in
chemical compounds have been made, i.e. in compounds
that, according to literature, potentially constitute deposits
on the water vapor side of heat exchange surfaces of heat
exchange devices in land and marine steam power plants. The
theoretical values of stoichiometric relations srT in chemical
compounds forming deposits on heat exchange surfaces of
heat exchangers in steam power plants are presented in Table
6 [17].
Tab. 6. Values of stoichiometric relations srT (theoretical) chemical
compounds, according to [17]
Deposit

FeO

Fe2O3

CuO

Cu 2O

relation srT

Fe:O 1:1

Fe:O
2:3

Cu:O
1:1

Cu:O
2:1

value srT

1.00

0.67

1.00

2.00

The number of real nsEi moles of the i-th element E contained
in the sample was determined based on the dependence:

݊ݏா ൌ

ಶ
ெಶ
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It was identified as iron oxide (II). For further analysis,
0.102 moles of oxygen remain at the disposal (0.102 = 1.263 1.161). Hence, another compound was sought among copper
oxides:
– copper compounds,

݉ݏݎ௨ǣை ൌ

௦ೠ
௦ೀ

ൌ

Ǥଶଵସ
Ǥଵଶ

ൌ ʹǤͲͻ ൎ ʹǤͲͲ

It was estimated that it is copper oxide (I). The remaining
elements (Si, Mn) occurred in trace amounts and could be
“broken” from the tube material during the test. All results
of the identification of chemical compounds included in the
deposits on heat exchange surfaces of the tested samples are
included in Table 7.
Tab. 7. Identification of chemical compounds constituting deposits
of the tested samples RFS#02, RFS#07, RFS#12, according to [self]
Sample

Number of moles

Recognition

RFS#02

nsO=1.37, nsFe=1.35,
other elements in trace amounts

FeO

RFS#07

nsO=1.26, nsFe=1.16, nsCu=0.21,
other elements in trace amounts

FeO,
Cu 2O

RFS#12

nsO=1.16, nsFe=1.42,
other elements in trace amounts

not determined

EXAMINATION OF THE SURFACE LAYER
OF DEPOSITS
(1)

where:
m – mass of the Ei element in the sample [g],
M – the molar mass of the Ei element [g/mol].
The molar ratio mrsEi:Ej between i-th and j-th element in
the sample is expressed:

݉ݏݎாǣா ൌ

௦ಷ

(2)

The actual surface of the solid body is the boundary between
it and the surrounding center. It is an integral, external part
of the surface layer. The top layer, which was created under
certain technological conditions, is called technological
surface layer. However, the layer that was created under
operating conditions is the so-called operational top layer
[18]. The structure of the external surface is determined by
the geometric structure of the surface (SGP). It is assumed
that the state of SGP consists of four classes of irregularities,
I) shape outlines, II) surface waviness, III) surface roughness,

and IV) surface microroughness [1, 16]. In the experimental
studies, the author assumed to determine as equivalent: the
surface layer of deposits and the heat exchange surface on
the water vapor side of the steam engine heat exchangers.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The measure of irregularities in the surface layer of deposits
can be characterized by a set of parameters whose values
depend on the properties of the material constituting the
deposit and on the conditions in which the deposit was
formed. The assessment of the geometric structure of the
deposit surface was made on the basis of the theory that
is valid for the assessment of surface microgeometry for
machinery elements that cooperate with each other. The
issues related to metrology, shaping and the influence of
the geometric structure of the surface on the operational
properties of machines are a very complex problem and
considerably extend beyond the scope of research undertaken
by the author of this article [1, 16, 18]. In own research, the
author limited himself to the use of several basic parameters
in the field of the assessment of the geometric structure of
the surface for the unevenness of the 3rd class of the surface
layer. The following roughness measures [1, 28] were accepted
for the description of the tests:
1. The average arithmetic deviation of the profile Ra:
ଵ

ܴܽ ൌ σே
ୀଵȁܻ݅ȁ
ே

(3)

2. The average square deviation of the profile Rq:
ଵ

ଶ
ܴ ݍൌ ට σே
ୀଵ ܻ݅ 
ே

(4)

3. The maximum height of the profile Rz:
ଵ

ܴ ݖൌ σୀଵ ܴ݅ݖ


(5)

4. The maximum height of the peak Rp:
ଵ

ܴ ൌ σୀଵ ܴ݅


(6)

5. Maximum height of the recess Rv:
ଵ

ܴ ݒൌ σୀଵ ܴ݅ݒ


(7)

where:
Yi – absolute values of profile’s deviations R,
Rzi – the largest height of the roughness profile for the
elementary section,
Rpi – the largest elevation of the roughness profile for
the elementary section,
Rvi – the largest depression of the roughness profile for the
elementary section,
Rsm – the average value of the width of the Xs profile elements
inside the elementary segment,
n – number of elementary sections.
The texture parameter K of the top deposit layer was
calculated by the Förster and Bohnet formula:

 ܭൌ ሺܴ ݖή ܴ݉ݏሻିଵ

(9)

Förster and Bohnet [8] showed in their research that the
texture parameter K has a significant effect on the value
of the induction time τind. They obtained an empirical
positive correlation between the time of deposit excitation
τind (in hours) and the texture parameter K assuming values
from 0 to 0.8E10 m-2:

߬ௗ ൌ ǤͲͺͻ ή ͳͲିଽ  ή  ܭ ͳʹǤͺ

(10)

The shortest period τind was characterized by the surface
with the highest irregularity of the structure of the surface
layer (small K values), while the longest period τind was
characterized by the surface with the least irregularity (high
K values).
RESEARCH STAND
Roughness measurements were made by contact method,
two-dimensional surface registration technique in the
Laboratory of Cavitation of the Center of Liquid Mechanics
at IMP PAN in Gdańsk. The test stand for surface unevenness
consisted of two main parts: a roughness measuring
instrument - a surface-contact profilogrometer of the
Mitutoyo manufacturer, type SJ-301 (fig. 2) and Mitutoyo ver.
3.20 for acquisition and processing of measurement data [30].
Each measurement of the surface roughness of the deposit
was preceded by a visual assessment of the test sample, thanks
to which the direction of the measurement was determined
and the measurement section was selected. Measurements
of microgeometry of the surface of the samples were carried
out on their cylindrical surface, in the longitudinal direction
to the axis of the samples. For each sample, measurements
were taken for three different measurement sections.

6. The average width of the profile elements Rsm:

ܴ ݉ݏൌ

ଵ


σ
ୀଵ ܺ݅ݏ

(8)
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The deposit roughness tests were carried out on specially
prepared samples, due to constraints conditioned by the
maximum permissible length of the profilograph measuring
section (ln,max d 12.5 cm). In addition, an important problem
was the leveling of the tested material, when its length is
much higher than ln,max. The tests were carried out for samples,
of which one RTS#00 was free from deposits (reference
sample), while the remaining three samples: RFS#02, RFS#07
and RFS#12 came from the heat exchange apparatus for
regeneration of low and high pressure steam power plants.
RESULTS OF THE SURFACE LAYER TESTING

Fig. 2. Mitutoyo SJ-301 Surface Roughness Tester stand, by [self]

These sections were selected from two cross-sections of
the research material. They arose from the intersection of the
surface of the cylindrical tube with the plane at the central
angles: α=0q, β=120q and γ=240q (Figure 3). The value of the
arithmetic mean of the parameters measured in the given
planes was used for the analysis.

After reaching the stability status within each
measurement series, an electronic test protocol was prepared
by a measurement data acquisition system. Table 8 shows the
measured roughness parameters and their average values.
Moreover, scanning photos of the surface layer of the tested
samples were recorded using the Philips FEI XL 30 ESEM
scanning microscope (Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6). The measure of
irregularities of the surface layer of heat exchange surface
on the water vapor side for a pipe without sediments (sample
RTS#00) and for pipes with sediments (samples RFS#02,
RFS#07, RFS#12) was determined based on the texture
parameter K and presented in Table 9. In addition, taking
into account the correlation (10), the hypothetical deposit
excitation time τind for a pipe without deposit (reference,
RTS#00) was estimated at about 20 hours.

Fig. 3. Plots defining the places of roughness measurement of the tested deposit,
according to [self]

To describe the microgeometry of the surface layer
of deposits, the following settings were selected in the
Mitutoyo ver. 3.20: measured profile R, amplitude permeation
filter GAUSS, length of the elementary measuring section
lr=0.8 mm, total measuring length ln=4.0 mm (times n=5),
length of the run-up section λ c/2=0.4mm and length of the
coasting section λ c/2=0.4 mm, while λ c is the filter cut-off
length equal to lr [30].

Fig. 4. Scanning image of the surface layer of the sample deposits of the RFS#02
in an enlargement of 640×, according to [self]

Tab. 8. Measured in the planes of the center angles α, β, γ and averaged (av) values of the surface profile parameters of the tested samples RTS#00, RFS#02,
RFS#07 and RFS#12, “b.d.” no data, according to [self]
Measure
[Pm]
Ra
Rq
Rz
Rp
Rv
Rsm

104

Research material
av
0.96
1.33
6.62
3.11
3.52
161

RTS#00
D
E
0.53
1.14
0.73
1.59
4.47
7.52
1.99
3.79
2.47
3.73
161
b.d.

J
1.21
1.69
7.88
3.54
4.35
b.d.

av
7.76
9.95
40.78
19.83
20.94
b.d.

RFS#02
D
E
9.61
7.11
12.65
9.38
54.10 38.27
23.02 20.84
31.08 17.43
b.d.
b.d.
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J
6.57
7.81
29.96
15.65
14.31
b.d.

av
7.07
8.85
37.17
17.23
19.94
330

RFS#07
D
E
4.45
11.78
5.60
14.17
23.10 54.95
11.61 25.43
11.49 29.51
279
382

J
4.98
6.79
33.47
14.64
18.83
b.d.

av
6.22
7.78
34.81
17.68
17.12
255

RFS#12
D
E
4.24
8.57
5.27
10.55
23.31 49.02
12.63 24.08
10.68 24.94
200
368

J
5.84
7.52
32.09
16.34
15.75
198

Tab. 9. Values of the texture parameter K of the top layer of the deposits
of the tested samples RTS#00, RFS#02, RFS#07 and RFS#12, according
to [self]
Texture parameter
K×10

-10

-2

[m ]

Research material
RTS#00

RFS#02

RFS#07

RFS#12

0.094

b.d.

0.008

0.013

Fig. 5. Scanning photo of the surface layer of the sample deposits of RFS#07 at
2560× enlargement, according to [self]

spectra of the chemical composition of the deposits studied,
an attempt was made to identify the chemical compounds
that create them. Two compounds have been identified, i.e.
iron oxide (II) (more frequently occurring) and copper oxide
(I). It should be added that the shape of the spectral analysis
results was influenced by the type of method adopted –
a semi-quantitative method without a pattern. This method
is considered to be less accurate than the full quantitative
method with the pattern, nevertheless, the obtained
results of empirical studies confirmed compliance with the
results presented in literature on deposits accumulating on
the water vapor side on heat exchange surfaces of land heat
and marine steam power plants.
The second stage of the empirical research concerned the
assessment of the structure of the surface layer of the tested
deposits. The tests showed that the pipe without deposits was
characterized by the lowest vertical irregularity of the surface,
i.e. the Ra and Rz values for the RTS#00 sample reached values
by an order of magnitude smaller than those for pipes with
deposits. The results of the research also confirmed greater
variation in the structure of the surface layer for pipes covered
with deposits, i.e. RFS#07 and RFS#12. The texture parameter
K of the pipes with deposits was smaller than the parameter
K for the pipe without deposits, respectively about 12 and
7 times (in the case of the RFS#02 sample, the Rsm parameter
and therefore the parameter K) could not be determined.
Moreover, comparing the texture parameter K between the
deposits of the RFS#07 and RFS#12 pipes, it was found that
the irregular structure of the top layer, about 60% irregular,
was characterized by the RFS#12 pipe. In operational practice,
this state of things may result in a significant deterioration
of the organization of condensate runoff from a single pipe.
This phenomenon occurs due to flooding of intercostal
microspheres, while generating additional thermal resistance.
This resistance ultimately leads to an increase in the thermal
degradation of a given heat exchange apparatus.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 6. Scanning photo of the surface layer of the sample deposits of RFS#12 at
2560× enlargement, according to [self]

DISCUSSION
Tests identifying the chemical composition of sediments
accumulating on the water vapor side on heat exchange
surfaces of heat exchangers of steam power plants have
shown that the elements with the largest mass fraction were:
iron, oxygen and copper. The results of the spectral analysis
also showed the presence of trace elements of, i.e. cobalt,
manganese, silicon, phosphorus and sulfur. The reason for
the presence of these elements on spectrograms could be their
removal from the tube material. On the basis of the obtained

In conclusion, the influence of the presence of deposits
accumulated on heat exchanger surfaces of steam-exchangers
on the condensation of water vapor, due to the overlap
of many phenomena at the same time, is a large issue in
terms of research and complexity in the phenomenological
explanation. In the author’s conviction, a more detailed
recognition of the type of accumulating deposits on heat
exchange surfaces contributes to a more precise determination
of their physical and chemical properties (quantitative aspect).
On the other hand, systematic studies of the structure of
the surface layer of deposits based on roughness parameters
(quantitative aspect) can significantly contribute to the
enhancement of the description of the phenomenon of
steam condensation of energy heat exchange apparatus. The
above results in the potential improvement of mathematical
models of heat exchange devices, which ultimately leads to
improvement of procedures for handling heat exchangers
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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of steam power plants according to the technical condition
with control of parameters.

13. Krzyżanowski J.A., Głuch J.: Diagnostyka cieplnoprzepływowa obiektów energetycznych. Wydawnictwo
IMP PAN, 2004, Gdańsk.
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ABSTRACT

The article deals with the effects made by using various n-butanol-diesel fuel blends on the combustion history, engine
performance and exhaust emissions of a turbocharged four-stroke, four-cylinder, CRDI 1154HP (85 kW) diesel engine.
At first, load characteristics were taken when running an engine with normal diesel fuel (DF) to have ‘baseline’ parameters
at the two ranges of speed of 1800 and 2500 rpm. Four a fossil diesel (class 1) and normal butanol (n-butanol) fuel
blends possessing 1 wt%, 2 wt%, 3 wt%, and 4 wt% (by mass) of n-butanol-bound oxygen fractions were prepared by
pouring 4.65 wt% (BD1), 9.30 wt% (BD2), 13.95 wt% (BD3), and 18.65 wt% (BD4) n-butanol to diesel fuel. Then, load
characteristics were taken when an engine with n-butanol-oxygenated fuel blends at the same speeds. Analysis of the
changes occurred in the autoignition delay, combustion history, the cycle-to-cycle variation, engine efficiency, smoke,
and exhaust emissions NOx, CO, THC obtained with purposely designed fuel blends was performed on comparative
bases with the corresponding values measured with ‘baseline’ diesel fuel to reveal the potential developing trends.

Keywords: Diesel engine; Diesel-n-butanol blends; Combustion phenomenon; Performance efficiency; Smoke; Pollutant emissions

INTRODUCTION
Growth of the economy and living standards of the
population increase the need of people’s and goods
transportation by sea, railroads, the air, and highways. As
a result, increases the need to use more ships, trains, airplanes,
heavy-duty trucks, self-powered machines, city busses, and
light-duty passenger cars. Unavoidably increases the demand
of the fuel to be consumed, however the natural oil-resources
are largely exhausted over hundreds of years. Moreover,
the increased consumption of a fossil-origin fuel creates
the urgent environment pollution problems and climate
change. The automotive air-pollution problem emerged
already in the 1940s in the Los Angeles basin [8]. The first
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Clean Air Act enacted by Congress of the United States on
July 14, 1955 identified the environmental air pollution related
problems [17]. The Air Pollution Control Act documented the
dangers to the public health and welfare, injury to agricultural
crops and livestock, damage and deterioration of property,
and hazards to the air, marine, and ground transport. This
perception was the turning point at which the industrial,
agricultural, and transportation infrastructure started to
move towards green energy policy.
A legacy of the 20th century we still have today and the
climate changes even more intensively over the last decades.
Fulfilling historical agreement on curbing the climate change
achieved in Paris (2015), the 195 Countries have made an
important progress on the control of automotive emission and

set up increasingly strict emission regulations to reduce the
human-made harm for the environment. Detailed analysis
of the reasons leading to climate change, negotiations on
reduction of carbon emissions and development of solutions
for a gradual switch to renewable energy systems provides
review [5]. Many of the research projects have been done to
replace a fossil diesel fuel with renewable fuels such as neat
oil derived from biomass of various origins, biodiesel, and
ethanol. Using of renewable, oxygenated and sulphur-free
fuels in internal combustion engines in a neat for m or in
blends with traditional diesel fuel saves fossil-fuel energy
resources and makes less harm to the environment. 1-Butanol,
also known as n-butanol, has a straight-chain structure with
a hydroxyl group at the terminal carbon, and it has wide
industrial applications. Butanol has attracted attention as
an alternative biofuel because of its various advantages over
other biofuels. The advances in butanol production were
recently introduced to improve genetic modification of
butanol-producing strains, and fermentation technology
of butanol [27].
The influence of the addition of n-butanol on fuel
properties, combustion, and emission characteristics for
a diesel engine was studied and the engine performance
and emissions were tested under nine loads at speed of
1200 rpm. The results showed that kinematic viscosity, net
heating value, closed-cup flash point, density, and cetane
number presented downward trends of varying degree with
the increase in n-butanol content. Hydrocarbon (HC), carbon
monoxide (CO), and particulate matter emissions decreased,
while nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions and fuel consumption
increased [25]. Lapuerta et al. [14] demonstrated that the
increase of alcohol content in diesel or biodiesel, led to an
increase in autoignition times. Such increase was not a linear
but sharper for high alcohol contents, and was higher with
ethanol than with butanol. For butanol blends, the increase in
delay time was very similar when diesel or biodiesel were used.
The maximum combustion pressure decreases as the alcohol
content was increased, especially in the case of ethanol, as
consequence of energy, chemical and dilution effects [14, 22].
The experiments of four-cylinder, four-stroke, turbocharged,
CR diesel engine running with diesel and n-butanol blend
with a volume ratio of 70:30 (D70B30) and a blend of diesel
and gasoline with a volume ratio of 70:30 (D70G30) showed
that the D70B30 blended fuel soot emission reduced more
at the EGR ratio smaller than 25% and a constant speed of
1600 rpm. [10].
Normal butanol (CH3CH2CH2CH2OH – 74.0 g/mol)
is an alcoholic-origin colourless liquid with a harsh fusel
with banana odour, which possess 21.62 wt% of fuel-bound
oxygen and differs as having low flash point of 28.9 0C and
the boiling point of 117.7 0C at 760 mm Hg. On the one part,
n-butanol added to commercial diesel fuel reduces density,
viscosity, C/H atoms ratio and provides fuel-bound oxygen
that along with good evaporative properties improves both
the air and fuel vapours mixing rate and the combustion of
fuel blend leading to more environment friendly exhaust.
On the other part, the presence of a lighter and oxygenated

n-butanol reduces the cetane number, net heating value and
thus mass of the fuel consumed per unit of energy developed
by an engine. The sensitive interaction between advantages
and disadvantages properties of n-butanol added to diesel
fuel may lead to ambiguous development trends combustion,
heat release rate and engine out emissions.
The purpose was to study the effects of oxygenated dieseln-butanol fuel blends on the auto-ignition delay, combustion
history, maximum heat release rate, burn angles MBF 50,
MBF 90, brake specific fuel consumption, engine efficiency,
smoke, and NOx, CO, THC emissions of a turbocharged CRDI
diesel engine running at various loads (bmep) and speeds of
1800 and 2500 rpm.

EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE TEST SET UP
AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A four-cylinder, turbocharged, CRDI diesel engine FIAT
1.9 JTD 8V 115 HP (85 kW) with a swept volume of 1.91 dm3
and compression ratio of 18:1 was used for the experimental
tests. The uncooled air entered the capacity chamber and the
cylinder at a controllable boost pressure of 0.160 MPa and the
temperature of 85 °C. The EGR system was switched off to
eliminate the potential side effects on the engine performance.
Whereas the electronic control unit EDC-15C7 CR governed
the timing and the duration of the fuel injection. The test
setup contained a diesel engine, an engine test bed, the AVL
indicating system, air and fuel mass consumption measuring
equipment, a gas analyser, and a smoke meter as shown in
Fig. 1. Specifications of an engine and fuel injection system
are listed in Table 2.
Load characteristics with a fossil diesel fuel (DF) EN
590 (class 1) as a ‘baseline’ fuel and its 95.375/4.625 wt%
(DB1), 90.749/9.251 wt% (DB2), 86.124/13.876 wt% (DB3)
and 81.499/18.501 wt% (DB4) blends with n-butanol (B)
components were taken at speeds of 1800 rpm and 2500 rpm.
Changes in combustion, heat release characteristics, engine
performance, smoke, and exhaust emissions revealed when
using fuel blends DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 involving 1 wt%,
2 wt%, 3 wt% and 4 wt% of butanol-oxygen were compared
with the respective values the reference diesel fuel develops
for various brake mean effective pressures (bmep) at engine
speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.
Tab. 1. Engine specifications
Engine code

192A1000

Engine brand / model

FIAT 1.9JTD 8v 115 HP (85kW)

Engine type

Four-cylinder engine, in line,
turbocharged, JTD

Turbine code

712766-1

Turbocharger

A variable geometry Garret GT1749V

Fuel injection system

Common rail, direct injection (DI)

Cylinder bore x piston stroke

82 mm x 90.4 mm

The length of connecting rod

144.5 mm

Total displacement volume

1910 cc

Compression ratio

18.0±0.45:1
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Combustion chamber

The OMEGA-shaped in a piston head

Rated power

85 kW (115 HP) at 4000 rpm (bmep =
1.335 MPa)

Maximum torque

255 Nm (EEC) at speed of 2000 rpm

Idle speed

850±20 rpm

SOHC – Intake timing angles

Opens before TDC at 0 0; closes after
BDC at 320

SOHC – Exhaust timing
angles

Opens before BDC at 40 0; closes after
TDC at 20

The gas exchange system

OHC with the four vertical valves per
cylinder

Fuel injection system

Common rail, Bosch

Maximum injection pressure

1400 bar (140±0.5 MPa)

Codes injection pump /
injectors

0445010007 / 0445110119 – with 6
injection holes

B)

A)

Fig. 1. Picture of the arrangement of the engine test stand: A) Measuring
and recording apparatus; B) Research engine Fiat 1.9JTD 8v

A high-speed indicating system, which included the
AVL angle encoder 365C and pressure transducer GU24D
coupled to the AVL microIFEM piezoelectric amplifier and
signal acquisition platform IndiModul 622, was introduced
for the recording, acquisition, and processing of fast crankangle gas pressure signals in the first cylinder. The single
indicator diagrams, which reflected in-cylinder individual
pressure signals over 100 cycles versus crank angle, were
in series recorded for each fuel blend at every load-speed
setting point of an engine. The data post-processing Software
AVL CONCERTOTM advanced version 4.5 was used to
increase productivity and improve measurement accuracy
of the test results. The net heat release rate was calculated
by using the AVL BOOST program. Summarized over the
100 engine-cycles in-cylinder pressure-data, instantaneous
cylinder volume, and their first order derivative with respect
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to crank angle have been used to calculate the heat release
characteristics.
The engine torque was measured with an electric
dynamometer KS-56-4 with a definition rate of ±1 Nm, and
the speed with the AVL crank angle encoder 365C. A realtime air mass flow into the cylinders was measured with the
AVL air mass flow meter and fuel mass consumption were
recorded for every load-speed setting point with the AVL
dynamic fuel balance 733S flex-fuel system. The fuel system
was cleaned up after every test set and the engine operated
for about 15 min intervals between test-series to consume the
fuel remaining from the previous test and reach steady-state
coolant temperature of 88–90 °C.
The start of injection (SOI) was recorded by using the
Kistler piezoelectric pressure sensor ASMB 470004-1
connected on a highpressure tube in front of
the injector. The pressure
sensor was coupled to the
Kistler 2-channel charge
amplifier-module 4665
mounted on the signals
conditioning platformcompact 2854A to record
high-pressure history at the
injector with an accuracy
of ±0.5% in the pressure
range of 0–200 MPa.
The autoignition delay
determined as a period in
CADs between the start
of injection (SOI) and the
start of combustion (SOC)
with an accuracy of ± 0.1°.
As the start of injection
was taken crank angle, at
which the fuel pressure in
a high-pressure tube drops
temporally down due to the
opening of the nozzle-needle-valve of the injector. As the
start of combustion taken crank angle, at which the total
heat release-rate crosses the zero line and changes its value
from the minus side to the plus side. The definition of the
autoignition delay time is shown in graphs of Fig. 2.
Using the data post-processing software AVL
CONCERTOTM advanced edition provided higher productivity
and accuracy of the test results. The crank angles values of
MBF 50 and MBF 90 for 50% and 90% of the mass burned
fraction, net heat release versus crank angle, the total amount
of heat released over an engine cycle, and heat losses to the
cooling system were determined by using the AVL BOOST
simulation software to improve accuracy of the calculated
results. The accuracies of the measured experimental data of
the combustion process and engine performance parameters
and the uncertainties of the calculated test results are listed
in Table 2.

(622 μm) that that (459 μm) of diesel fuel, but small amounts
of n-butanol added to diesel fuel do not provide a risk to
the reliability of the fuel system. More about properties of
a fossil diesel, n-butanol and diesel-n-butanol fuel lends can
be found in Table 1.

Measurements
Engine torque
Engine speed

Accuracy
±1%
±0.1%

In-cylinder gas pressure

±0.1 MPa

Start of injection (SOI)

±0.10 (CADs)

Start of combustion (SOC)

±0.10 (CADs)

Calculated results

Total uncertainty

Engine power output

±1 %

Air mass flow rate

±1 %

Fuel mass flow rate

±0.1 %

Brake specific fuel consumption

±1.5 %

Brake thermal efficiency

±1.5 %

ANALYSIS OF MAIN PARAMETERS
OF THE TESTED FUEL BLENDS
Conventional automotive fossil-origin diesel fuel
(class 1) was produced at the oil refinery “Orlen Lietuva” and
it satisfied the requirements of standard EN-590:2009+A1.
Its composition consisted of C/H = 0.8608/0.1299 and the
remaining 0.0093 was water, sulphur, and other impurities
as determined at the refinery’s laboratory. The n-butanol
(CH3CH2CH2CH2OH) was produced in Germany (Seelze)
at Ltd. „Sigma-Aldrich” and satisfied the requirements
of specification 1.00988.6025 1-Butanol EMPROVE®
ESSENTIAL NF. At the respective producers’ laboratories,
properties of the diesel fuel and n-butanol were examined
by using the EU standards. These properties were approved
with the certificates of quality analysis. Molecular weight
of diesel fuel is about 180 [13] and that of 74 for n-butanol.
Kinematic viscosity of a fossil diesel fuel (class 1) is 2.13 mm2/s
at 40 °C whereas that of n-butanol compiles 2.97 mm2/s at
20 °C. Lubricity, HFRR VSD at 60 0C of n-butanol is lesser

Diesel-n-butanol
DB2

Diesel-n-butanol
DB3

Diesel-n-butanol
DB4

Percentage of
butanol in blend,
wt%
Density at 20 °C,
kg/m3
Cetane number

Diesel-n-butanol
DB1

Tab. 2. The accuracy of the measured engine performance and emission
parameters and the uncertainty of the computed experimental results

Oxygen, max wt%

N-butanol
(CH3CH2CH2CH2OH)

Fig. 2. Definition of the autoignition delay: the period expressed in crank
angle degrees (CADs) between start of injection (SOI) and start of combustion
(SOC).

Diesel fuel (class 1)
C13H24

Property parameters

Tab. 3. Basic properties of a fossil diesel fuel, n-butanol and diesel-n-butanol
fuel blends

0.00

21.62

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

–

–

4.625

9.251 13.876 18.501

832.7

811.0

831.7

830.7

829.7

828.7

51.4

25.0

50.2

49.0

47.7

46.5

Carbon, max wt%

86.67

64.87

85.66 84.65

83.65

82.64

Hydrogen, wt%

13.33

13.51

13.34 13.35

13.35

13.36

6.27

6.19

14.21

14.05

41.63

41.17

Carbon-to-hydrogen
6.50
4.80
6.42 6.34
ratio (C/H)
Stoichiometric air14.685 12.220 14.53 14.37
fuel ratio, kg/kg
Net heating value,
43.00 33.10 42.54 42.08
kJ/kg

The engine tests started with conventional diesel fuel
(class 1) to determine the combustion, performance and
emissions characteristics constituting the “baseline” level that
was used for monitoring of developing trends of parameters
measured when operating with diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
involving 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 wt% of n-butanol-oxygen at
the same test conditions. Stable fossil diesel and n-butanol
oxygenated fuel blends DB1, DB2, dB3 and DB 4 were
premixed in the pre-set proportions by mass without using
of any co-solvents because n-butanol mixes properly with
diesel fuel and does not show any signs of phase separation
at the temperature of 20 °C.
Renewable n-butanol or n-butyl alcohol or normal
butanol is a primary alcohol with a 4-carbon structure and
the chemical formula C4H9OH. It is built up from straight
chain hydrocarbons, contains 21.62 wt% of fuel-bound
oxygen and practically free of aromatics, nitrogen, and
sulphur and possess the cetane numbers value of 25.0 that
is threefold higher than that of ethanol (Table 3). Initial/
final boiling points of diesel fuel (177.8 / 345.0 °C) are higher
than a single boiling point of 117.7 0C of n-butanol. This
means that n-butanol added to diesel fuel contributes to
faster evaporation and enhances mixing rate of the air and
fuel vapours and thus homogeneity of combustible mixture.
Butanol is miscible with hydrocarbons therefore it mixes well
with the ‘baseline’ diesel fuel too [10]. After diesel-n-butanol
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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fuel blends were prepared, the canisters were splashed for
a while to avoid phase separation.
The density and kinematic viscosity of fuel blends were
measured by using the laboratory device Anton Paar density/
viscosity meter SVM 3000 with an accuracy of ±0.0002 g/cm3
and 0.1%, respectively, at the temperature of 40 ± 0.001 °C.
Whereas the cetane number of oxygenated diesel-n-butanol
fuel blends was computed by using typical methodology
developed in the U.S. at the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory [26]. This methodology assumes that the cetane
number of obtained blend is a linear combination of the cetane
numbers of the original fuel-components in its composition.
The added n-butanol portions to diesel fuel the cetane number
of the tested fuel blends reduced by 2.3%, 4.7%, 7.2%, and
9.5%, respectively. This data will be used for comparative
analysis and qualitative evaluation of the relative changes
occurred in the combustion process, engine efficiency, and
exhaust emissions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 shows how oxygenated diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
affects the autoignition delay when running under various
engine loads (bmep) and the two ranges of speed of 1800 and
2500 rpm. At first, it should be noted that the start of injection
(SOI) of a pilot fuel portion was under computer control to
be automatically advanced by 15.0 0 and 6.00 CADs with the
engine load (bmep) increased within the tested ranges at the
respective speeds. This means that the SOI occurred earlier
in the cycle BTDC to ensure well-timed autoignition and
complete combustion of more fuel injected per cycle needed
to develop higher load. This is the answer to the question
why the autoignition delay progressively increased with
increasing engine load, - because the oxidation reactions
of the fuel started at lower both pressure and temperature
inside the cylinder. However, the research did not intend to
examine the changes occurred in engine load or speed, since
the investigation was focused mainly on the comparative
analysis of the fuel properties-evoked and n-butanol-oxygenmade effects on the ignition delay and following combustion
processes.
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Fig. 3. The autoignition delay period in CADs as a function of engine load
(bmep) at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

The autoignition delay time of diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
DB1-DB4 increased by 4.6-9.2%, 7.4-16.8% and 3.9-13.8%
against those values, 8.70, 9.50 and 15.20 CADs, normal
diesel fuel (DF) auto-ignites under respective 0.587, 0.978
and 1.368 MPa loads at the low speed of 1800 rpm. This precombustion period also increased by 1.2-13.5%, 1.1-7.5% and
2.3-15.5% when running with diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
DB1-DB4 against, 16.30, 17.40 and 17.40 CADs, diesel fuel
auto-ignites under respective 0.587, 0.975 and 1.307 MPa
loads at a higher speed of 2500 rpm. The obtained results
show that the autoignition delay was always longer when
running a turbocharged CRDI diesel engine with n-butanoloxygenated fuel blends than with normal oxygen-free (class
1) diesel fuel. The longer auto-ignition delay for diesel-nbutanol fuel blends DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 can be directly
attributed to the lower cetane number of the tested blends
as compared to normal diesel fuel (Table 3). The next reason
way the auto-ignition delay of diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
was longer can be attributed to latent heat of vaporisation
of n-butanol, 581.4 kJ/kg, being 2.15 times higher than, 270
kJ/kg, of diesel fuel. Finally, despite of a higher volatility,
the auto-ignition temperature of alcoholic origin n-butanol
is about 385 0C, which is much higher than that, 250 °C,
of a fossil diesel fuel.
The ignition delay period was also longer when running
a naturally aspirated diesel engine D-243 with various
ethanol-diesel-biodiesel blends under ‘lambda’ of 5.5, 3.0 and
1.5 at speeds of 1400, 1800 and 2200 rpm [13]. The negative
impact on the ignition delay time of using oxygenated dieselHRD fuel blends involving ethanol or biodiesel was also
observed when running a turbocharged CRDI diesel engine
FIAT 1.9JTD 8v 115 HP (85kW) under ‘lambda’ of 1.30, 1.25
and 1.20 at the respective speeds of 1500, 2000 and 2500 rpm
[6]. To having longer auto-ignition delay of oxygenated fuel
blends perhaps contributed n-butanol-bound oxygen the
presence of which reduced net heating value of fuel blends.
In result, the higher was engine load (bmep) and, hence, more
fuel injected per cycle, the greater was evaporative cooling
effect. This resulted in the difference in auto-ignition delay
periods between the combustion of a ‘baseline’ diesel fuel
and oxygenated diesel-n-butanol fuel blends being more
perceptible when running with the most oxygenated fuel

blend DB4 (4 wt% oxygen) at both engine speeds. Besides,
the relative increase in the ignition delay period was greater
when running under both the lowest and the highest loads at
high speed of 2500 rpm, because the effect of cetane number
is always greater if time needed to preheat, evaporate of the
fuel droplets, and auto-ignite of air-fuel vapours is extremely
limited.

releases from combustion of the most oxygenated fuel blend
DB4 for the respective engine loads and speeds. To enhance
the oxidation reactions, the n-butanol-based oxygen content
should be progressively increased, 1, 2, 3 and 4 wt%, with
increasing engine load to accelerate heat release rate against
that the combustion of diesel fuel suggests for similar engine
loads. Thus, burn angle MBF 50 can be shortened by 10.5%
and 7.6% when running with the most oxygenated dieseln-butanol fuel blend DB4 under medium load, 0.976 MPa,
at speed of 1800 rpm and the high load, 1.307 MPa, at speed
of 2500 rpm, respectively.
When running with a ‘baseline’ diesel fuel the end
of combustion took place 4.2° (8.4%), 7.9 ° (15.8%) and 3.0°
(5.6%), 8.1° (15.3%) CADs later in the cycle compared with
that, 50.1° and 53.1° CADs, due to engine load increased from
0.587 MPa to 0.978, 1.368 MPa and from 0.587 MPa to 0.975,
1.307 MPa at the respective speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm. The
burn angle MBF 90 increased because burning of a bigger
fuel portion delivered per cycle lasts always longer due to the
reduced availability of air-born oxygen needed to complete
combustion. However, a single-bound n-butanol-oxygen
accelerated the combustion reactions to make a difference
between oxygen-free diesel fuel and oxygenated diesel-nbutanol blends. Burn angle MBF 90 representing the end of
combustion decreased by 1.4–3.4%, 3.7–30.2%, 2.1–26.7% and
0.0–1.5%, 2.0–2.1%, 1.0–6.5% when running with oxygenated
fuel blends DB1-DB4 against those values of 50.1°, 54.3°, 58.0°
and 53.1°, 56.1°, 61.2° CADs the combustion of diesel fuel ends
up for the respective loads and speeds (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Burn angle MBF 50 as a function of engine load (bmep) when running
with oxygenated diesel-n-butanol fuel blends under various loads (bmep)
and speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

It is important to evaluate changes in burn angle MBF 50
caused by the combustion of various diesel-n-butanol fuel
blends because this angle represents the centre of a gravity
of heat release rate (HRR) characteristic and, thus, affects fuelenergy conversion efficiency of an engine. The shorter is the
crank angle ATDC at which the 50% of energy releases in the
cycle, the lower will be heat losses of the expansion stroke and
thus higher engine efficiency can be attained. Nevertheless,
angle MBF 50 should be neither too short, nor too long, but
just as needed to harmonise sensitive interaction between the
engine efficiency and the maximum torque (load) developed.
Whereas the burn angle AHRR max should be approximately
equal to 80 CADs ATDC as recommended by the AVL User’s
Guide instruction [2]. Burn angle MBF 50 decreased by 0.0–
3.2%, 0.0–10.5%, 0.0–6.5% and 3.2–6.3%, 2.5–4.6%, 4.7–7.6%
when running with oxygenated fuel blends DB1-DB4 against
those values of 20.2°, 20.40, 17.7° and 24.2°, 23.0°, 20.9° CADs
the 50% of diesel fuel gets burned under the respective loads
and engine speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm (Fig. 4).
Again, the lover was the cetane number of fuel blends and,
thus, the longer the ignition delay time available to improve
the quality of air-fuel mixture, the higher was maximum
heat release rate and the sooner in the cycle 50% of fuel-heat

Fig. 5. Burn angle MBF 90 as a function of engine load (bmep) when running
with oxygenated diesel-n-butanol fuel blends under various loads (bmep) and
speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.
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The end of combustion occurred by 2.7 °–12.2° and 0.2°–
7.6° CADs earlier in the cycle ATDC when running with
oxygenated diesel-n-butanol fuel blends DB2-DB4 under
medium (0.976 MPa) and high (1.368 MPa) loads than, 50.1°
CADs, the combustion of diesel fuel proceeds under light
(0.587 MPa) load and speed of 1800 rpm. This means that
the combustion reactions of richer air-diesel-n-butanol fuel
mixtures advanced with a higher average flame speed than
normal air-diesel fuel mixture burns under easy loading
conditions. Positive changes in the end of combustion of
diesel-n-butanol fuel blends can be attributed to the longer
auto-ignition delay (Fig. 3) that provides more time needed to
improve the homogeneity of combustible mixture. In result,
oxygenated air-diesel-n-butanol fuel mixtures burned with
a higher flame speed than a straight diesel affords to cope with
a problem at the respective loads and speeds. Next, n-butanoloxygen contributed with an essential help accelerating the
combustion reactions mainly at the low speed of 1800 rpm
because of a lower turbulence intensity, swirl, and temperature
inside the cylinder. Whereas the role of n-butanol-oxygen
at the end of combustion seems to be less significant when
running at the high speed of 2500 rpm.
The positive effect of using n-butanol-oxygen on
combustion reactions decreased significantly when the
turbulence intensity, swirl, and temperature inside the cylinder
increased at a higher engine speed of 2500 rpm. Nevertheless,
the positive development trends in the end of combustion
remained in value when running under high load and speed
too because of extremely limited real time to accomplish the
cycle (Fig. 5). Comparison of data in Figs. 4 and 5 shows that
the end of combustion representing angle MBF 90 is more
sensitive to changes in engine load, speed, and n-butanoloxygen content than angle MBF 50, which represents a half
(50%) fuel portion burned in the cylinder. This is because
the oxidation reactions decrease for the end of combustion
due to limited availability of air-born oxygen and a lower
mixing rate of the air and fuel blends at the late stages of the
expansion stroke. Because the air-born oxygen was about
utilised for the end of combustion there emerged a chance
for fuel-oxygen to show the own potentials in accelerating
combustion.
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Fig. 6. The brake specific fuel consumption (bsfc) as a function of engine load
(bmep) when using various diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

Columns of the brake specific fuel consumption (bsfc) in
g/kWh as a function of engine load (bmep) obtained during
operation with diesel fuel and diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm have been superimposed
as shown in Fig. 6. As obvious from the figures, the bsfc
decreased with the increasing load to the value that depends
on the engine load, speed, and fuel blend used sustaining at
the highest level for the most oxygenated and thus less calorific
blend DB4 (4.0 wt% oxygen). The lowest brake specific fuel
consumption of 221.6 g/kWh was obtained for diesel fuel and
223.3 g/kWh (0.8% higher) for slightly oxygenated (1.0 wt%)
diesel-n-butanol blend DB1 when running under rational load
of bmep = 1.1362 MPa at speed of 1800 rpm. The bsfc gradually
increased to 228.8 (3.2%), 231.9 (4.6%) and 228.9 g/kWh (3.3%)
against the respective value of diesel fuel due to lower heating
value of oxygenated fuel blends DB2, DB3 and DB4. The
amount of fuel blend DB2 (2.0 wt% oxygen) consumed per
unit of energy developed increased with the lowest increment
rate of 14.1% reaching 257.5 g/kWh against that of 260.5 g/
kWh of diesel fuel needed to maintain the highest load of
bmep = 1.590 MPa at the low speed of 1800 rpm. Further
air-diesel-n-butanol mixture enrichment, and particularly
air-diesel fuel mixture, was limited by critically high levels
of smoke (Fig. 11).
The noted bsfc development trends with engine load
remained in value when running with diesel fuel and
oxygenated diesel-n-butanol fuel blends under various loads
and speed of 2500 rpm. Again, the bsfc increased to 230.0
(0.9%), 232.3 (1.9%), 234.5 (2.9%), and 234.4 g/kWh (2.8%) for
oxygenated fuel blends DB1, DB2, DB3, and DB4 against that,
228.0 g/kWh, a straight diesel consumes to develop reasonable
load of bmep = 1.174 MPa at considered revolutions. However,
the brake specific fuel consumption increased to 236.1 (1.8%),
237.7 (2.5%), 238.2 (2.7%), and 237.9 (2.5%) for the respective
fuel blends DB1, DB2, DB3, and DB4 against that of 232.0 g/
kWh a straight diesel consumes to maintain the highest load
of bmep = 1.320 MPa at high speed of 2500 rpm. Specific fuel
consumption increased mainly due to lower net heating value
of oxygenated fuel blends (Table 3). Nevertheless, the revealed

tendency to reduce specific fuel consumption by using the
most oxygenated (4.0 wt%) fuel blend DB4 was profitably
utilised when running at the high engine load and speed. This
was because the increased auto-ignition delay time (Fig. 3)
provided advantages to improve quality in preparing air-fuel
mixture, then the oxidation reactions proceed faster (Figs.
4) and the combustion ended up earlier in the cycle (Fig. 5)
that enhanced engine efficiency (Fig. 7), reduced CO (Fig. 9),
THC emissions (Fig. 10) and smoke of the exhaust (Fig. 11).

Fig. 7. The brake thermal efficiency (bte) as a function of engine load (bmep)
when using various diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

The brake specific fuel consumption and net heating
value of each fuel blend were evaluated to calculate brake
thermal efficiency of an engine. As columns in Fig. 7 show,
the engine efficiency progressively increased with increasing
load reaching the highest brake thermal efficiency of 0.383
for diesel-n-butanol fuel blend DB3 (3.0 wt% oxygen) and
0.377 for a straight diesel running at bmep = 1.174 MPa
and speed of 1800 rpm (Fig. 7). As engine load further
increased to maximum of bmep = 1.363 and 1.590 MPa,
the leader’s position took over the most oxygenated blend
DB4 (4.0 wt%) suggesting the best engine efficiency of 0.382
(1.0%) and 0.333 (3.7% higher) than the respective values,
0.378 and 0.321, a straight diesel produces from combustion

of critically enriched air-fuel mixture. It is worth to note
that no decrease in engine efficiency was observed and fuel
consumption increased proportionally to its lower heating
value when diesel-n-butanol fuel blends up to 20% (by volume)
were used in a Euro 6 engine following the New European
Driving Cycle [15].
It is obvious from figures that the brake thermal efficiency
depends on engine load, speed and the fuel used. At a higher
speed of 2500 rpm, the need for fuel-bound oxygen increased
with load, therefore the highest efficiency values produced
the combustion of fuel blends DB1 (0.266), DB2 (0.337,
0.357), and the most oxygenated DB4 (0.367, 0.373, 0.368).
The highest efficiency values from combustion of diesel-nbutanol fuel blend DB4 (4.0 wt% oxygen) were 0.8%, 1.6%
and 1.9% higher than, 0.364, 0.367 and 0.361, a straight diesel
develops for the respective loads of bmep = 0.980, 1.174 and
1.320 MPa. The obtained results proved that there does not
exist an exceptional blend using of which could ensure the
best possible engine efficiency within wide ranges of loads
and speeds. The matter is that the amount of fuel-bound
oxygen needed for complete combustion depends on load
and thus availability of air-born oxygen as well as engine
speed, turbulence intensity, swirl, and temperature inside
the cylinder. The bigger is a lack of air-born oxygen inside
the cylinder, the greater the need for the fuel-bound oxygen
to burn the fuel completely and ensure engine efficiency.
The NOx production depends on the ignition delay time
and the amount of the fuel premixed for rapid combustion,
maximum heat release rate, pressure inside the cylinder, and
adiabatic flame temperature [4]. Analysis of biodiesel and
second-generation biofuels showed that the NOx emissions
have trends to increase with increasing biodiesel blend
level, but the magnitude of this effect differs for different
feedstocks, engines, and cycles [7]. A review of the effects of
biodiesel on NOx emissions shows that the NOx increased with
increasing unsaturation, but they decrease with increasing
chain length [9]. Heterogeneous air-fuel mixture contributes
to uneven temperature distribution in the cylinder and thus
stimulates the formation of NO, which always dominates in
NOx production [8]. In this case, the changes in NOx emissions
are largely determined by sensitive interaction between the
longer auto-ignition delays (Fig. 3) and the shorter combustion
durations specified by burn angle MBF 90 (Fig. 5). For similar
reasons, the NOx emissions (in g/km) remained unchanged
with n-butanol addition to diesel fuel up to 20% (by volume)
when running a Euro 6 diesel engine in the New European
Driving Cycle [15].
As columns in |Fig. 8 show, the temperature related NOx
production increased with engine load and was higher when
running with diesel fuel and all fuel blends tested at speed of
1800 rpm. The combustion of oxygenated diesel-n-butanol
fuel blend DB2 (2.0 wt%) generated NOx emissions 5.2%,
3.4%, 4.8%, 6.3%, 7.9%, 5.1% and 3.7% more than a straight
diesel produces, 225, 415, 583, 828, 1207, 1438 and 970 ppm,
for respective loads at the low speed of 1800 rpm. Despite of
a higher brake thermal efficiency (Fig. 7), the combustion
of oxygenated blends DB3 and DB4 produced almost always
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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NOx emissions less than blend DB2 does because of a shorter
burn angle MBF 90 (Fig. 5) and thus reduced residence time
left for the combustion reactions [23]. The NOx emissions
reached the lowest level of 955 ppm when running under the
highest load of bmep = 1.590 MPa with the most oxygenated
blend DB 4 (4.0 wt%) at the low speed of 1800 rpm.

Fig. 8. The nitrogen oxide emissions (NOx) as a function of engine load (bmep)
when using various diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

The NOx emissions decreased when running at speed of
2500 rpm because of the volumetric efficiency reduced and
thus in-cylinder pressure was lower since boost pressure
remained at the same level of 0.16 bar to eliminate the
potential effects of the intake temperature on auto-ignition
delay, combustion, and NOx production. The positive effect
of using oxygenated fuel blends on the NOx production was
less discernible due to shorter combustion duration in units
of time at a higher speed. Therefore, the NOx emissions
produced from combustion of fuel blend DB1 (1.0 wt%)
increased by 3.9%, 3.8% and 2.1% only when running under
light loads of bmep = 0.311, 0.583 and 0.778 MPa against,
128, 240 and 374 ppm, a straight diesel produces at speed
of 2500 rpm. Whereas the biggest NOx emissions of 618,
892 and 1075 ppm emerged namely from combustion of
oxygen-free diesel fuel when running under higher loads
of bmep = 0.979, 1.174 and 1.320 MPa at the latter speed.
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The combustion of fuel blend DB2 generated NOx emissions
similar as a straight diesel does, but slightly more, 588, 897
and 1036 ppm, than the remaining diesel-n-butanol blends
DB1, DB3 and DB4 produce for considered test conditions.
Thus, the NOx emissions changing behaviour shows that the
increased fuel-bound oxygen mass content is important, but
evenly important is air-to fuel equivalence ratio ‘lambda’
(load) and the temperature inside the cylinder on which the
NOx production mainly depends [8].
The production of CO emissions depends on engine load,
speed and the availability of air-born oxygen in the cylinder.
When running with diesel-n-butanol blends, an extra fuelbound oxygen comes with an essential help to burn the fuel
completely and reduce CO emissions when in the combustion
chamber is a lack of air-born oxygen and time needed for
oxidation reactions is limited at a high speed. The effect of
n-butanol-oxygen was minor because of the presence of airborn oxygen in the cylinder when running a turbocharged
CRDI diesel engine under light loads and the low speed of
1800 rpm. Emissions of CO decreased from 180 to 100 ppm
for a straight diesel and from 210 to 90 ppm for the most
oxygenated fuel blend DB4 due to bmep increased from 0.324
to 0.986 MPa and higher temperature inside the cylinder. The
need for fuel-bound oxygen increased with engine load and,
thus, CO emissions produced from combustion of dieseln-butanol fuel blends were 54.2% (DB4), 38.0% (DB4) and
38.8% (DB1) lower than the respective values of 240, 790 and
2060 ppm a straight diesel produces for bmep = 1.174, 1.363
and 1.590 MPa at the latter speed. Whereas CO emissions
progressively increased to 3890 (93.2%), 4390 (2.1 times) and
4650 ppm (2.3 times) when running with more oxygenated
fuel blends DB2, DB3 and DB4 under the highest load, bmep
= 1.590 MPa, and the low speed of 1800 rpm.

load of bmep = 1.590 MPa at the low speed of 1800 rpm
(Fig. 10).
Especially big THC emissions increase 5.3, 4.1, 3.9, 4.5, 4.0
and 2.1 times against that the normal diesel produces for the
respective loads of bmep = 0.311-1.320 emerged when running
with slightly (1.0 wt%) oxygenated fuel blend DB1 at the higher
speed of 2500 rpm. Moreover, the increased THC emissions
were accompanied by a bigger exhaust smoke emerged from
incomplete combustion of fuel blend DB1 under considered
test conditions (Fig. 11). However, using more oxygenated fuel
blends DB2, DB3 and DB 4 the production of THC emissions
reduced 2.4, 2,0 and 3.7 times, respectively, against that value
of 260 ppm a fully loaded, bmep = 1.320 MPa, straight diesel
produces at a higher speed of 2500 rpm.
Fig. 9. The carbon monoxide emissions (CO) as a function of engine load
(bmep) when using various diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

Emissions of CO from combustion of diesel fuel decreased
from 300 ppm to 235, 175, 120 ppm with engine load changed
from bmep = 0.311 MPa to 0584, 0.779, 0.980 MPa to increase
again to 145 and 560 ppm for higher bmep = 1.174 and 1.320
MPa when running at high speed of 2500 rpm. These species
are always higher when running at light loads because of
too low temperature inside the cylinder to burn the fuel
completely whereas the following CO emissions increase
with engine load caused the lack of air-born oxygen needed
to convert all carbon in the fuel to CO2 and all oxygen to
H2O. For these reasons, the CO production increased by
63.3% (DB1), 65.0% (DB2), 75.0% (DB3) and 93.3% (DB4)
with increased fuel-oxygen content because n-butanol added
to diesel fuel reduced net heating value of the fuel and thus
temperature inside the cylinder for low load of bmep = 0.311
MPa. Whereas the CO production progressively decreased
from the highest value of 800 ppm (DB1) to 545 (DB2), 530
(DB3) and 395 ppm (DB4) with adding of n-butanol to diesel
fuel when running under the highest load of bmep = 1.320
MPa at speed of 2500 rpm. Thus, using of oxygenated fuel
blends DB2, DB3 and DB4 CO emissions reduced by 2.7%,
5.4% and 29.5% against, 560 ppm, a straight diesel produces
at high bmep = 1.320 MPa and speed of 2500 rpm. Naturally,
the need for fuel-bound oxygen increased with increasing
speed of an engine because time available to burn the fuel
completely was extremely limited.
Small 2.0 wt% content of n-butanol added to diesel fuel the
THC production increased 7.6, 2.9, 2.3 times and by 8.8% and
39.1% against the respective values a straight diesel produces
running under bmep = 0.324-1.174 MPa and the low speed of
1800 rpm. However, THC emissions sustained at the lowest
levels of about 80 ppm and were from 2.0 to 4.3 times lower
when using the most oxygenated fuel blend DB4 (4.0 wt%
oxygen) at the respective loads. Moreover, THC emissions
decreased by 35.1% (DB1), 27.3% (DB2), 26.0% (DB23) and
43.4% (DB4) when using oxygenated fuel blends against that
value of 3960 ppm a straight diesel produces for the highest

Fig. 10. The total unburned hydrocarbons (THC) as a function of engine load
(bmep) when using various diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

Smoke of the exhaust was at negligible and varied between
3.2-10.5% when running with normal diesel fuel under light
and medium loads of bmep = 0.324–1.362 MPa at low 1800
rpm speed (Fig. 11). Transparency of the exhaust further
improved 1.5-2.8 times using of the most oxygenated fuel
blend DB4 (4 wt% oxygen) against that a straight diesel
produces for considered test conditions. As could be expected,
the biggest positive effect of using diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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was achieved when running a turbocharged CRDI diesel
engine under the highest load of bmep =1.590 MPa. Using
oxygenated fuel blends DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 smoke
of the exhaust reduced by 6.2%, 26.0%, 20.1% and 24.8%,
respectively, against that value of 77.5% the combustion of
diesel fuel generates for the highest load at the low speed
of 1800 rpm. Apart from the help of fuel-bound oxygen in the
combustion reactions, to having lower smoke contributed all
of them, - lower density, C/H atoms ratio and stoichiometric
air-fuel ratio of the tested fuel blends that reduced the need
for air-born oxygen on which transparency of the exhaust
mainly depends.

spontaneous eruption of unburned hydrocarbons as can be
seen in Fig. 10. Apart of fuel-bound oxygen, the production
of smoke depends on many variables, some of which are
not fully understood. Therefore, it is difficult to reveal a real
reason of this phenomenon. The increase in smoke opacity
and, with some exceptions in THC, was also observed when
running with slightly (0.91 wt%) ethanol-oxygenated dieselHRD fuel blends a turbocharged CRDI diesel engine under
close to stoichiometric conditions, λ = 1.30, 1.25 and 1.20, at
speeds of 1500, 2000 and 2500 rpm [12].
A half fuel portion burned earlier (Fig. 4) and the end
of combustion took place sooner in the cycle (Fig. 5) when
running with more oxygenated fuel blends DB2,DB3 and
DB4 under the highest load, bmep = 1.320 MPa, at speed
of 2500 rpm. The positive changes in combustion resulted
in brake thermal efficiency higher (Fig. 7) owing to lower
CO (Fig. 9), THC (Fig. 10) emissions and reduced by 25.6%,
26.4% and 48.1% lower smoke opacity against that, 12.9%,
a straight diesel produces for considered test conditions. The
matter is that diesel fuel contained allowable by standard EN
590 amounts of polycyclic aromatics and sulphur whereas an
alcoholic origin n-butanol did not. Therefore, the effects of
oxygenated diesel-n-butanol fuel blends on the auto-ignition
delay, combustion reactions, engine efficiency, smoke and
exhaust emissions depend on the composition of the tested
fuel blends, their chemical and physical properties as well
as on engine load, speed, availability of air-born oxygen and
temperature conditions inside the cylinder.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 11. The nitrogen oxide emissions (NOx) as a function of engine load
(bmep) when using various diesel-n-butanol fuel blends
at speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.

As swirl, squish and turbulence intensity of in-cylinder
compressed air increased, smoke of the exhaust from a straight
diesel did not change greatly and varied between 4.6-5.5%
reaching the biggest value of 12.9% for the highest load, bmep
= 1.320 MPa, at high speed of 2500 rpm (Fig. 11). On the
contrary, smoke of the exhaust increased by 71.7%, 21.8%,
39.2%, 34.0%, 28.6% and 33.3% when using slightly oxygenated
fuel blend DB1 against the respective values the combustion
of oxygen-free diesel fuel produces for the tested engine loads.
Moreover, the higher smoke opacity was accompanied by
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The auto-ignition delay period of a pilot diesel-n-butanol
fuel blends DB1-DB4 portions increased by 3.9-13.8% and
2.3–15,5% against, 15.2° and 17.4° CADs, the normal diesel
fuel auto-ignites when running a turbocharged CRDI diesel
engine under full loads of bmep = 1.368 and 1.307 MPa at
the respective speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.
Burn angle MBF 50 occurred by 0.0-6.5% and 4.7-7.6%
earlier in the cycle for oxygenated fuel blends DB1-DB4 than
17.7° and 20.9° CADs the 50% mass-portion of diesel fuel gets
burned when running a fully loaded, bmep = 1.368 and 1.307
MPa, turbocharged CRDI diesel engine at speeds of 1800
and 2500 rpm.
The combustion of air-fuel mixtures prepared over the
longer ignition delay ended by 2.7°–12.2° and 0.2°-7.6° CADs
earlier in the cycle ATDC when using fuel blends DB2-DB4
at medium (bmep = 0.976 MPa) and high (bmep = 1.368
MPa) loads than, 50.10 CADs, diesel fuel gets burned at light
(bmep = 0.587 MPa) load and speed of 1800 rpm. Whereas
the effect of oxygenated fuel blends on the end of combustion
was minor for all loads at a higher speed of 2500 rpm.
Brake specific fuel consumption decreased with engine
load to 221.6 g/kWh for diesel fuel and 223.3 (0.8%), 228.8
(3.2%), 231.9 (4.6%) and 228.9 g/kWh (3.3%) for fuel blends
DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 when running at bmep = 1.1362 MPa
and speed of 1800 rpm. The bsfc further increased to 230.0

(0.9%), 232.3 (1.9%), 234.5 (2.9%), and 234.4 g/kWh (2.8%),
respectively, against, 228.0 g/kWh, a straight diesel consumes
at bmep = 1.174 MPa and speed of 2500 rpm.
Brake thermal efficiency increased with engine load to
reach maximum of 0.383 for diesel-n-butanol fuel blend DB3
(3.0 wt% oxygen) and 0.377 for a straight diesel running
at bmep = 1.174 MPa and speed of 1800 rpm. Whereas the
highest efficiency of 0.367 (0.8%), 0.373 (1.6%) and 0.368
(1.9%) suggested the most oxygenated blend DB4 (4.0 wt%)
against, 0.364, 0.367 and 0.361, a straight diesel develops for
bmep = 0.980, 1.174 and 1.320 MPa at speed of 2500 rpm.
The combustion of fuel blend DB2 (2.0 wt% oxygen)
generated NOx emissions 5.1% more than a straight diesel
produces, 1438 ppm, for bmep = 1.362 MPa at the low speed
of 1800 rpm. The NOx emissions relatively decreased to the
lowest levels of 955 (1.5%) and 1020 (5.1%) ppm when running
a fully loaded engine, bmep = 1.590 and 1.320 MPa, with the
most oxygenated fuel blend DB 4 (4.0 wt%) at the respective
speeds of 1800 and 2500 rpm.
CO emissions increased to maximum of 3890 (93.2%),
4390 (2.1 times) and 4650 ppm (2.3 times) when running with
oxygenated fuel blends DB2, DB3 and DB4 under the highest
load, bmep = 1.590 MPa, and the low speed of 1800 rpm.
Whereas CO emissions decreased by 2.7%, 5.4% and 29.5%
against, 560 ppm, a straight diesel produces when running a
fully loaded engine, bmep = 1.320 MPa, with diesel-n-butanol
blends DB2, DB3 and DB4 at speed of 2500 rpm.
THC emissions decreased by 35.1% (DB1), 27.3% (DB2),
26.0% (DB23) and 43.4% (DB4) when using oxygenated fuel
blends against, 3960 ppm, a straight diesel produces for the
highest load of bmep = 1.590 MPa at the low speed of 1800
rpm. Using oxygenated fuel blends DB2, DB3 and DB 4 the
THC production reduced 2.4, 2,0 and 3.7 times, respectively,
against, 260 ppm, a fully loaded, bmep = 1.320 MPa, straight
diesel produces at a higher speed of 2500 rpm.
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ABSTRACT

Like other means of transport, merchant ships face the problem of increasing requirements concerning the environment
protection, which, among other issues, implies the reduction of fuel consumption by the ship. Here, the conventional
approach which consists in making use of higher strength steels to decrease the mass of the ship hull can be complemented
by the use of new steel structures of sandwich panel type. However, the lack of knowledge and experience concerning,
among other issues, fatigue strength assessment of thin-walled sandwich structures makes their use limited. Untypical
welds imply the need for individual approach to the fatigue analysis. The article presents the effect of numerical FEM
modelling with the aid of two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) elements on the results of strain and
stress distributions in the areas of toe and root notches of the analysed laser weld. The presented results of computer
simulation reveal that modelling of strain and stress states in 2D (instead of full 3D) affects only the results in close
vicinity of the notch, and the observed differences rapidly disappear at a distance of 0.05 mm from the bottom of the
notch. The obtained results confirm the possibility of use of numerically effective 2D strain and stress state models for
analysing the fatigue strength of laser weld according to local approach.

Keywords: ship structure, sandwich, panel, FEM, laser weld, stress, strain, notch, fatigue, lightweight structure, I-core, EEDI

INTRODUCTION
The maritime transport industry plays an important role
in the present globalised world. Every day, huge amount of
cargo is transported by sea. The total annual volume of the
transported cargo is estimated as equal to 53.6 milliard
tonnes-sea miles [1]. Despite clear slowdown of the rate of
development in recent years, the long-distance maritime
transport is irreplaceable, and what is more, is still remains
most effective in economic terms. Taking into consideration
the emission of greenhouse gases, CO2 in particular, ships are
nowadays the most ecological form of transport. Depending
on the size, merchant ships emit from 3 to 8 grams of CO2
per tonne-kilometre of transported cargo [2], while the

18-wheeler based road transport emits about 15 times as
much, and the air transport about 80 times as much. In total,
the maritime transport emits about 2.5% of all greenhouse
gases [3] and still remains the sector which is least burdened
with restrictive environment protection regulations. The most
significant regulations which aim at reducing the emission
of toxic substances (SOx and NOX in particular) during
fuel combustion is the MARPOL convention and its Annex
VI [4], which introduces limits for permissible emissions of
toxic substances during fuel combustion (Tier I, II). Since
September 2017, the limit Tier III will apply, which reduces
by 70% the permissible emission of toxic substances by ships,
compared to Tier II [5]. Although many ship owners make
attempts to avoid environment protection related costs,
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2018
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changes in nearest years are inevitable. EU has also introduced
regulations for their maritime areas which reduce, since 2020,
the content of sulphur in the fuel down to 0.5% [6]. The above
regulations mainly refer to the quality of the combusted fuel
and obligatory introduction of additional devices to capture
toxic substances from the exhaust. Much more interesting
changes have been brought by IMO regulations [4], which
introduced obligatory requirements concerning ship energy
efficiency in order to reduce their negative effect on the
environment. A key element here are the Energy Efficiency
Design Index (EEDI) [7]–[9] and the Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan (SEEMP) [10], which entered into force
in January 2013 and are obligatory for newly built ships.
These regulations impose minimal EEDI values depending
on ship’s type and size. The planned grow of ship energy
efficiency is expected to reach 10%, 20% and 30% until year
2020, 2025 and 2030, respectively. The introduced regulations
do not impose the way in which they are to be met, therefore
the abovementioned efficiency grow can result either from
technological development, or from improvement in the ship
maintenance area (better management, for instance).
Accordingly, there is a need for significant grow of economic
efficiency of ships. A possible way to reduce fuel consumption
and emission of greenhouse gases is decreasing the mass
of the ship hull. For medium-size or small ships, there is
economically justified possibility of use of aluminium alloys
in the superstructure or entire structure of the ship hull. In
the case of large merchant ships, so far, the most effective
method to decrease the ship hull mass consists in the use
of higher strength steels and decreasing the thickness of
structural elements. The estimated reduction of ship hull
mass resulting from the use of high tensile strength (HTS)
steels is shown in Fig. 1. The yield point of HTS steels is 2–3
times as high as that of ordinary strength structural steel (235
MPa). At present, the contribution of higher strength steels
in many newly built ships amounts to 80% of ship hull mass.

but consisting of extremely thin sheets, of t=1.5-5.0 mm in
thickness. The panel structure is designed taking into account
its specific use and attributing it with the required mechanical
and functional properties. The use of different cross-section
shapes of internal stiffeners is possible, including I, Y, V, X, or
O shapes. For instance, panels with X and Y type stiffeners
(optionally with inner core) reveal higher ability to absorb
energy during collision [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Other
variants of multilayer structures with advanced mechanical
properties resulting from the use of light concrete as filling
material can be found in [18], [19], [20]. Thus, depending
on the planned application, sandwich structures can
have different types of stiffeners, different dimensions of
individual structural components, and additional inner space
filling. What is of high importance here is the possibility to
optimize the structure for selected design assumptions [21],
[22], [23]. Within a huge variety of possible solutions, the
most frequently used steel sandwich panel form is the I-core
panel which consists of two layers of plating separated by
internal flat-bar stiffeners. A sample I-core panel with plating
thickness of t=2.5mm, FB40x3 stiffeners, and the distance
between stiffeners equal to s=120 mm, is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Steel I-core panel and magnified image of the laser weld connecting
the plating with the stiffener.

Fig. 1. The effect of HTS steel contribution on ship hull mass reduction [11]

Another way to reduce the ship hull mass is the use of
new structural forms, so-called sandwich panel structures.
These are multilayer panels made of higher strength steel,
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Despite very favourable mechanical properties and
relatively low mass, the use of steel sandwich panels is rather
limited now. Among other reasons, this results from the lack
of knowledge and experience concerning the safety of use
of this new structural solution. A key problem here is assessing
the fatigue strength of untypical laser welds connecting
the plating with the stiffeners – see Fig. 1. These welds are
made using laser welding technology, or its hybrid version
also making use of laser. The resultant welded joint has the
geometry and material properties which differ much from
conventional welds [24], [25], [26], [27]. This significantly

affects fatigue characteristics of the thin-walled sandwich
structures. Theoretical and experimental research activities
are in progress now which focus on assessing the fatigue life
of laser welded sandwich structures [28], [29], [30], [31], [25],
[32], [32], [32], [33], [34], [35]. The present state of the art in
this area has not permitted development of a comprehensive
calculation method for structures of this type. The calculated
fatigue life of the analysed structures heavily depends on
the assumed loading condition [30], [36], [37]. From among
numerous possible methods to assess the fatigue life, the most
frequent approach bases on local strains, or local stresses
[38], [39], [40], [41], [42]. A crucial function in this method is
played by stress and strain distributions in the geometric weld
notch areas. The most effective way to determine the maximal
stress and strain values is computer simulation making use
of the Finite Element Method. Simultaneously, the use of the
local stress based method requires an individual approach
focused on analysing the effect of numerical modelling
on the results. An interesting issue in this context is the
effect of the computational grid in the notch area observed
in analyses of geometric notches, [43] for instance. The
dissimilarity of the analysed lased weld results from the use
of untypical laser welding technology which consists in onesided introduction of laser beam from the outer side of the
plating and melting it together with the stiffener situated
inside it. As a result, a welded joint with untypical geometry
and material properties is formed. The effect of the material
model on strain and stress distributions will be discussed in
a separate paper, while the effect of the rounding radius of
the notch on the geometric stress concentration factor was
analysed in [44]. For a selected weld variant, the numerically
simulated strain field in the notch area was compared with that
recorded in the real-scale experiment [45]. As a continuation
of earlier research activities in this field, the present article
analyses the effect of numerical FEM modelling with the aid
of 2D and 3D elements on stress and strain distributions in
the notch areas of the analysed laser weld. The analysis is
performed from the perspective of use of the determined
strain and stress distributions for assessing the fatigue life
in so-called local stress/strain approach.

NUMERICAL MODEL OF LASER WELD
The analysed laser weld was modelled using the FEM
method in the computer programme ANSYS. The geometry of
the modelled weld was assumed based on the measurements
done on samples taken from real panels. The measurements
made use of a computer programme and the 25 times
magnified photo of the weld. When modelling, the symmetry
of the weld geometry with respect to its axis was assumed.
The computations were performed for nominal load σ x =
168 MPa, introduced at the plating sheet edge at a distance
from the analysed weld. A linear material model was used
which corresponded to steel with Young’s modulus E=2.05e5
MPa and Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.3. The numerical model
with the assumed load and boundary conditions is shown
in Fig. 3. The model nodes situated along the weld axis were
deprived of the degree of freedom in the x-axis direction,
while those situated on the lower edge of the stiffener – in the
y-axis direction. The coordinate system shown in the figure
is coherent with that used during the presentation of results.
Three variants of numerical models were considered. The
first model was created using 3D elements of SOLID186 type
which take into account the three-axial strain and stress state.
The element SOLID186 has 20 nodes, with three degrees of
freedom at each node: in the x-, y-, and z-axis directions. This
model was referred to as “solid”. The second model, referred
to as “pstress”, was created using 2D elements of PLANE183
type, in the plain stress state on the xy-plane. The element
PLANE183 has 8 nodes, with two degrees of freedom at each
node: in the x- and y-axis directions. The last model was also
created using the elements PLANE183. It assumed the plain
strain state in the xy-plane and therefore was referred to as
“pstrain”. For all models, the calculations were performed
for the same loads, boundary conditions, and discretisation.
Below described is the effect of the model version on local
strain and stress results in direct vicinities of geometric toe
and root notches of the analysed weld.

THE EFFECT OF NUMERICAL FEM
MODELLING MAKING USE OF 2D AND 3D
ELEMENTS
Below described is the numerical model of laser weld in
I-core panel. The performed analysis aimed at assessing the
effect of the selected way of modelling (2D or 3D) on strain
and stress results in the area of geometric toe and root notches
of the laser weld. The use of 2D elements assumes the plain
strain or stress state, while the use of 3D elements takes in to
account the three-axial state of strain and stress.

Fig. 3. Numerical FEM model with load and boundary conditions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are analysed along two paths. The first path
begins at the weld toe notch and goes down vertically inside
the material, while the second path begins at the bottom
of the weld root notch and goes up vertically, in the material
thickness direction. These two paths are shown in Fig. 3. The
results are presented in the form of strain and stress diagrams:
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the toe notch, and in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
for the root notch. When analysing the results shown in the
diagrams we can observe that:
a) The maximal absolute strain and stress values for toe
notches are larger than those for root notches. For the
toe notch and three-axial strain and stress state modelling:
– the maximal total strain in the x-axis direction is
0.004186 [-],
– the maximal total strain in the y-axis direction is
0.002403 [-],
– the maximal stress Sx in the x-axis direction is 533 MPa,
– the maximal stress Sy in the y-axis direction is 38 MPa,
Relative differences of maximal strain values in the xand y-axis directions in the root notch area are equal to
-24.6% and -41.6%, respectively, while for the stresses Sx
and Sy they are equal to -7.8% and 109.9%, respectively.
The stress values in the x-axis direction are 14 times as
large for the toe notch and 6 times as large for the root
notch as those in the y-axis direction. Based solely on
the results of the numerical FEM analysis, the maximal
strain and stress values are observed in the toe notch,
and this notch can be indicated as the possible place of
fatigue crack concentration. However, the experimental
weld fatigue research shows that in practice, fatigue cracks
are observed in both toe and root notches. There is no
sufficient experimental evidence to indicate univocally
the place in which the fatigue cracks occur much more
frequently. This issue needs more experimental research.
b) For both the toe and root notches, greater strain and
stress values are observed in the x-axis direction. In
three-axial strain and stress state modelling, the maximal
toe notch strain value in the y-axis direction is equal to
57.4% of that in the x-axis direction. For the root notch
this value is 44.5%. The maximal toe notch stress value in
the y-axis direction is equal to 7.1% of that in the x-axis
direction, while for the root notch this value is 16.2%. This
results directly from the load direction assumed in the
calculations, which was the x-axis direction. What is also
noteworthy is large strain and stress values in the y-axis
direction (perpendicular to the direction of load action).
c) The results for the plain stress state at the notch bottom differ
from the remaining values, but at the distance of 0.05 mm
from the notch bottom this difference disappears. For
instance, the relative difference of normal toe notch stress
Sx between the plain stress state model and the thee-axial
stress state model is equal to 34.9%, while at the distance
of 0.05 mm this difference drops down to as little as 8.3%.
d) The plain strain state calculation variant gives the strain
results close to those obtained in the three-axial strain and
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stress state modelling. This is because of the assumed zero
stress value in the direction normal to the finite element
plane. Likewise, the plain stress state variant gives the stress
results close to those obtained in the three-axial strain and
stress state variant, due to the assumed zero strain value in
the direction normal to the finite element plane.
e) For all analysed variants, the compliance of strain and
stress results is much better in the y-axis direction than
that in the x-axis direction, which is related with the
direction of load action. The effect of the assumed zero
strain and stress values in the plain stress and strain
variants, respectively, is less noticeable in the less heavily
loaded direction.
The above results reveal that plain strain state modelling
makes it possible to obtain local strain and stress results
similar to those obtained in the three-dimensional model. In
the fatigue analysis according to local approach, the effective
notch stress is determined in accordance with the hypothesis
of stress averaging at a virtual distance of microstructural
support, or at a distance of fictional notch rounding radius
[38]. In both cases the distance at which the results are
averaged is greater than the distance from the notch bottom at
which the effect of modelling on the results can be observed.
Thus, from the practical point of view, the results of geometric
stress concentration coefficients will be identical for all here
analysed methods of modelling.

Fig. 4. Total strain in x- and y-axis directions for laser weld toe notch path

Fig. 5. Normal stress in x- and y-axis directions for laser weld toe notch path

Fig. 6. Total strain in x- and y-axis directions for laser weld root notch path.

Fig. 7. Normal stress in x- and y-axis directions for laser weld root notch path.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The need to fulfil new requirements concerning ship
energy efficiency improvement implies technological progress
aiming at the reduction of fuel consumption and emission
of greenhouse gases. Taking into account economic and
ecological aspects, of high importance here is the reduction
of ship hull mass. A commonly used approach to reach this
goal is the use of higher strength steels. In many cases the
contribution of HTS steels in the hull structure can reach as
much as 60-80%. Cases have been reported when the ships
were entirely (100%) built of higher strength steel. We can
say that this method of ship hull mass reduction has been
exploited. New opportunities are opened by the use of new
structures, so-called sandwich panels. They are also made
of higher strength steels, but the sandwich type structure
makes it possible to reach much more favourable relation of
strength properties (stiffness in particular) to mass. Research
activities are in progress now which focus on determining
a series of properties of sandwich structures in order to
ensure safety of their use. An important aspect which needs
a detailed analysis is the fatigue life of welds connecting
structural elements of panels. Compared to typical joints,

these welds have considerably different geometry and material
properties, which implies the need to examine the effect of
these differences on the fatigue life of welds. The analysis can
be performed using the local stress or local strain approach,
whereas the strain or stress distributions at the notch are
usually determined based on computer simulations performed
with the aid of the Finite Element Method or the Boundary
Element Method. The fatigue life calculation methodology is
known for welds connecting structural elements of more than
5 mm in thickness. The application of this methodology for
thinner elements, such as steel sandwich panels, implies the
need for verifying the effect of particular aspects of numerical
modelling on the obtained results. This article analysed
the effect of 2D and 3D modelling on the strain and stress
distributions at geometric nodes of the laser weld made in
the steel I-core panel. The calculations were performed using
the Finite Element Method in three variants characterised by:
plain stress state, plain strain state, and three-axial strain and
stress state. The obtained results have revealed that the effect
of modelling method on the results at the bottom of the weld
toe and root notch is small. The strain and stress results in
the toe and root notch areas obtained using the plain strain
and plain stress models are very close to those obtained using
the three-axial strain and stress model. Differences in local
strain or stress values disappear at such a small distance as
about 0.05 mm from the notch bottom. When performing the
fatigue analysis in accordance with the local approach (local
strain or local stress), the effective stress values are determined
at a virtual distance of microstructural notch support, or at a
distance of fictional notch rounding radius. It is noteworthy
that regardless of the stress averaging method, the distance at
which it is done is greater than the distance from the notch
bottom at which the effect of the modelling method on the
values of the analysed strain or stress is noticeable. Therefore,
the important practical conclusion is that the geometric stress
concentration coefficient values calculated using 2D plain
strain modelling, 2D plain stress modelling, and 3D threeaxial strain and stress modelling will be very close to each
other, and the possible effect of modelling method can be
neglected. This justifies the use of much more effective 2D
models for analysing strain and stress concentrations in laser
weld toe and root notches.
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ABSTRACT

In the paper, the concept of non-local line method is presented and used for determining the effective length for notched
elements. Experimental tests and calculations were performed for 40 HM-T (42CrMo4+QT) steel made specimens of two
types, i.e. smooth specimens, and notched specimens with notch radius equal to 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.8 mm, and 1 mm.
The performed FEM calculations took into account the multi-linear hardening model and cyclic material properties.
The concept of the presented non-local line method bases on finding the position of critical plane and determining the
effective length, meant as the fracture process zone. During numerical stress gradient simulations, also the weight
function was implemented. It was observed that the effective length increases as the load increases.

Keywords: weight function, effective length

INTRODUCTION
The fatigue phenomenon is very complex, and fatigue
damage depends on many factors, such as the type and
condition of the material, the geometry of the element, the type
of load, and the state of stress [3, 9, 15, 21, 24]. Determining
the fatigue life of notched elements is still a goal for many
scientists [13, 16, 17]. Fatigue life calculation methods can be
divided into local and non-local. In the local methods, only the
effort at one point is considered, while the non-local methods,
in contrast, take into account stress or strain gradients, and/or
strain energy density. The fatigue life of notched elements can
DOVREHFDOFXODWHGXVLQJWKH1HXEHU¿FWLWLRXVUDGLXVPHWKRG
[14, 18, 20, 23], which can be perceived as a substitute of the
non-local line method. In another work which deals with this
method [11], the relation between the microstructural support
length and the number of cycles of nominal stress is presented.
The relation between the fracture process zone and the loading
level is also presented in the papers which make use of the
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non-local volume method [9, 18]. In those two papers, the
variability of the fracture process zone is indicated for both
the line method and the volume method. The known nonlocal methods assume that the effective length can depend
on the notch radius [12, 16], the grain size [19], the plastic
]RQH>@DQGWKHVWUHVVGLVWULEXWLRQ>@7KHWZR¿UVW
methods give good results only for brittle materials, while
in the third method, also usually used for brittle materials,
the critical plastic crack zone can be determined using the
equation proposed by [7]
(1)

where:
μ – parameter which depends on loading condition,
KIC – fracture toughness,
σY– yield stress.

Equation (1) can be converted and the critical distance d0
can be calculated from the equation
(2)

where:
Ʈ – parameter determined based on author’s research.
The main aspect of that approach was to determine the
parameter ȟ, because different values are proposed by
different authors. The value of this parameter was determined
based on experimental tests and simulations done for different
materials, and it mainly depended on notch geometry.
Another way to determine the fracture process zone has
been developed by [16]. This is a non-local volume method,
nevertheless the effective distance concept can be meant as a
part of the line methods. In that approach the authors made
use of the effective distance to determine the fracture process
zone, and then performed the calculations in this area. The
effective distance was determined based on the relative stress
gradient idea (Fig. 1).

the FEM method and elasto-plastic material properties [6, 8,
10, 16]. This procedure requires the knowledge of the RambergOsgood equation parameters. The stress in the vicinity of
the notch is known to be usually above the cyclic yield stress.
Hence, determining the stress tensor is an important task, as
it decides about the obtained effective lengths. The effective
stress values can be calculated using the FEM method and
the multi-linear hardening model. It provides good stress
(effective stress) results, which can be in proper way compared
with the values read from smooth specimen fatigue curves.
Some non-local fatigue criteria base on the weight function,
which makes it possible to take into account the meaning
of different material layers during fatigue processes. In the
literature, two interesting weight functions can be found [6,
8]. They are used in the area method, nevertheless they can
be adopted to the line methods. In the method presented in
[6], the weight function is equal to 1 for surface layers and
for layers on which the maximum stress point occurs (Fig.
2). The weight function should include values within the
interval <0÷1> and should satisfy the following conditions:
(4)

Fig. 1. Stress distribution and relative stress gradient [1]

The authors noticed that in the elasto-plastic calculation,
the highest value of stress occurs at a certain distance behind
the notch surface. It is usually observed for axial stress,
maximum principal stress, but not for Huber-Mises-Hencky
(HMH) stress. For maximum principal stress, the minimum
of the relative stress gradient is calculated from the equation

Fig. 2. Distribution of stress and weight function [1]

In [26], the authors describe the weight function as
(5)

(3)

where:
σ yy – maximum principal stress,
r – radius in the calculation plane.
In order to obtain the proper relative stress gradient, the
calculations should be done for the continuous function
of stress, which allows to establish the inflexion point, the
effective distance and, finally, the fracture process zone.
An additional aspect of making distinction between the
mentioned non-local methods can be the method of stress
calculation. Some authors perform stress calculations using

where:
ıeq – equivalent stress,
ımax – maximum value of equivalent stress,
ș – angle of vector r.
According to this equation, the distance between the
surface and the maximum effort point can be considered as
the maximum effort area. Nevertheless, for the case of elastic
condition, when the stress value is close to the cyclic yield
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stress, or when the plastic strain is very small, the weight
function is equal to 1 only on the surface.
The weight function proposed in [8] (Fig. 3) is described as

made according to the Polish Standard PN-84/H-04308,
and the tests were performed according to the standards
ASTM 739-80.

(6)

where:
r – vector applied at the maximum effort point,
lc – critical length which determines the calculation area.

Fig. 4. Geometry of smooth specimen
Tab. 1. Mechanical properties of 40 HM-T (42CrMo4+QT) steel
Young’s
modulus E,
GPa
210
Cyclic yield
strength σY’,
MPa
600

Poisson’s
coefficient ν, -

Static yield
strength σY, MPa

0.31
Cyclic hardening
coefficient K’,
MPa
1750.5

1074

Ultimate tensile
strength σUTS,
MPa
1170

Cyclic hardening
exponent n’, 0.095

Fig 3. Weight function and different values of critical length [8]

Graphical representation of this weight function is the
half plot of the normal Probability Density Function (PDF),
where the critical length lc plays the main role.
According to the previously mentioned issues, the essence
of the method presented in the article consists in finding the
value of effective length. The presented model is a modification
of three models [6, 8, 16]. It allows the calculation to be
performed in the elastic or elasto-plastic state of strain.

Tab. 2. Chemical composition of 40 HM-T (42CrMo4+QT) steel (Fe the rest)
C

Mn

Si

P

S

0.44

0.77

0.27

0.011

0.008

Cr

Ni

Cu

Mo

Al

1.18

0.12

0.19

0.18

0.022

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF SMOOTH AND
NOTCHED ELEMENTS
In order to meet the requirements of the proposed model,
a series of experimental tests had to be done. The available
literature publications on the subject do not contain complete
data necessary to perform the planned calculations. The
performed experimental tests were expected to provide
the data for smooth and notched specimens. For smooth
specimens (Fig. 4), the experimental tests of the tensioncompression loading mode were performed. It allowed to
determine the Wöhler fatigue curve and cyclic material
properties. Mechanical properties of 40 HM-T (42CrMo4+QT)
steel are presented in Table 1, while its chemical composition
is given in Table 2. The cyclic hardening coefficient K’ and
the cyclic hardening exponent n’ are material constants,
which were used to describe the cyclic hardening curve in
the FEM analysis. Strains were measured with the aid of
an extensometer, which allowed to record a hysteresis loop.
The fatigue tests were done with force control. The obtained
fatigue curve is presented in Fig. 5. The specimens were
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Fig. 5. Smooth specimen fatigue curve

The next series of experimental tests were performed with
notched specimens subjected to cyclic bending. In order to
compare different stress values at notch tip and the influence
of the stress gradient on the number of cycles before crack
initiation, two types of notch radius in the tested specimens
were applied (Fig. 6). The values of the notch radius R in the

specimen were respectively equal to 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.8
mm, and 1 mm.

Fig. 6. Geometry of notched specimen

The crack length of 0.1 mm was assumed as the criterion
of crack initiation. This value was accepted bearing in
mind the camera capacity which enabled cracks of this
length to be observed first. To create the Wöhlers fatigue
curves, the number of cycles before crack initiation and the
stress values calculated by the FEM code were used. Due
to a complex state of stress at notch tip, the stress values
were calculated according to the HMH hypothesis. Details
of calculations are presented in the next chapter. Figure 7
shows the Basquin characteristics determined for smooth
and notched specimens, for R = 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm and for
the cycle number between 104 and 106. The calculated linear
regression coefficients of the equation are presented in Table 3.
(7)

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
CALCULATIONS
The performed calculations have the form of static nonlinear analysis making use of the multi-linear hardening
model. This type of calculations requires a powerful computer,
due to a large number of elements in the solid model. Since
the width of the specimen was relatively large, compared to
its height, the plane strain state was used in the FEM analysis.
Nevertheless, the calculations were also performed for the
plane stress state. The obtained relation between effective
length and nominal stress, and the comparison between
the experimental and calculated fatigue life, are similar
to those obtained in the plane strain state. Cyclic material
properties and the multi-linear hardening model for 40 HM-T
(42CrMo4+QT) steel are presented in Figure 8. The analyses
were conducted in the ANSYS software environment, making
use of the second order 8-nodes 2D element PLANE183.
The influence of the order of element on the accuracy of
FEM analysis of notched specimens was checked in [3]. The
accuracy of FEM notch models depends not only on the
characteristic mesh size [5], but also on mesh morphology [4].
To ensure control of the notch root element shape, mapped
meshes with circular sub-areas [4] were used (Fig. 9). The
characteristic mesh size near the notch root was 0.033 mm,
while that for the remaining part of the specimen was 0.1 mm.

where:
A and m - constants of the regression model.

Fig. 8. σa - εa relations for 40 HM-T steel

Fig. 7. Basquin fatigue curves for smooth and notched specimens
Tab. 3. Linear regression coefficients for smooth and notched specimens

Type of specimen

A, -

m, -

Smooth
Notched,
R = 0.2 mm
Notched,
R = 0.5 mm
Notched,
R = 0.8 mm
Notched,
R = 1 mm

25.02

7.39

22.56

6.11

24.201

6.85

22.70

6.40

24.37

6.98

Fig. 9. Mesh structure near notch root for specimen R=0.5 mm
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Selected sample results of the notched specimen analysis
for R=0.5 mm and 1mm, and for the same loading level
(nominal stress equal to 402.5 MPa, are shown in Fig. 10.
a)

Fig. 11. Values of stresses σyy and σHMH along the plane perpendicular to the
specimen symmetry axis, for a) R=0.5 mm and b) R=1 mm

CONCEPT OF NON-LOCAL LINE METHOD

b)

Fig. 10. Results of FEM analysis for notched specimens with a) R=0.5 mm (σyy
stress, MPa) and b) R=1 mm (σyy stress, MPa)

Changes of stresses ıyy and ı HMH along the plane
perpendicular to the specimen axis (predicted critical plane)
are shown in Fig. 11.

As mentioned in Introduction, non-local line methods
base on determining the fracture process zone, which is
represented by some length. The main rule is that this zone
should contain the highest stress region. The first task in
this method is to determine the critical plane in which the
calculation should be done. The critical plane is determined
under an assumption that the crack initiation starts on the
notch tip surface and then propagates in a plane where the
normal stress is the highest. It has been proved experimentally
that the crack initiation point is very close to the point at
which the maximum value of HMH stress is recorded. Due
to this fact, the position of the critical plane is determined by
the point on the surface where HMH stress has the maximum
value. This is well justified, as at this point the multi-axial
state of stress is the highest and crack initiation most likely.
Hence, at this point the critical plane is determined according
to the equation
(8)

where:
ı – stress,
Ș – position of the plane,
n – vector normal to the surface,
The position of the critical plane is determined in the
established coordinate system in which the x-axis is parallel
to the roll axis of the specimen and the angle is measured
in the yz-plane (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Principle of critical plane position measurement
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The next step was to interpolate stress values in the
defined plane and calculate stresses according to Eq. (8).
It was done using the interpolation method available in the
Matlab software. The interpolated gradient of stress ı Ș was
then averaged according to the equation
(9)

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
A set of final values of lef can be presented as a function
of bending nominal stress ınom. It clearly shows the relation
between the loading level and lef. The results for two notch
radius values are presented in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Additionally,
linear regression was done based on the obtained points. It
can be seen that the relation between lef and ınom is linear.

where:
ıeq – equivalent failure stress,
Q – weight function,
lef – effective length.
The effective length lef is the scope at which averaging
is performed. The used weight function Q bases on the
assumption proposed in [8]. Physical meaning of the weight
function is that it takes into account weights of particular
layers in the fracture process. It represents a half of the normal
PDF and it has values between 0÷1. However, in cases of
greater plastic strain, the stress has the maximum at a certain
distance below the surface. It means that the highest stress
point has the weight smaller than 1. Hence, some modification
of the weight function was proposed, in which the layers
between the element surface and the plane of highest stress
point ı Ș have also the weights equal to 1. It is described by
the following formula

Fig. 14. Relation between effective length and nominal stress for notched
specimen with R=0.5 mm. Correlation coefficient r = 0.989

(10)

where:
– length for which maximum value of ση occurs.
For smooth specimens without stress gradient, lef is equal
to 0 and the weight of each layers is equal to 1. The weight
function and the stress distributions are shown in Fig. 13. The
length lef is determined using the numerical iteration process
done by a special programmed script. The iteration point
for which ıef has greater value than the stress in the smooth
specimen for the same number of cycles is the inflexion point,
which determines the value of lef. It is important to notice
that the obtained values of lef can differ depending on the
loading level.

Fig. 15. Relation between effective length and nominal stress for notched
specimen with R=1 mm. Correlation coefficient r = 0.982

The effective length dependence on both nominal stress
and stress concentration factors can be represented by a
plane (Fig. 16). The values of stress concentration factor kt for
different specimen geometries are presented in Table 4. Based
on the results of calculations for 40 HM-T (42CrMo4+QT)
steel, the plane equation can be established using multiple
regression and 95% confidence bounds (the design curve
based on 95% lower confidence limits).
Tab. 4. Values of stress concentration factor kt for notched specimens
Type of
specimen

R = 0.2 mm

R = 0.5 mm

R = 0.8 mm

R = 1.0 mm

kt

3.7

2.6

1.8

1.4

Fig. 13. Sample stress and weight function distributions along length
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Fig. 16. Relation of effective length with stress concentration factor and
nominal stress for 40 HM-T (42CrMo4+QT) steel notched specimen

Fig. 18. Comparison between experimental and calculated fatigue life for
notched specimens with R= 1 mm

Based on the calculated values of effective lengths, the
plane equation for 95% lower confidence limit has the form:

It is clear that from an engineering point of view, one
constant value of lef is desirable. Analysing the calculated
values of lef , the smallest value can be considered conservative.
However, the range of stress calculated by the FEM code
should also be mentioned. For the performed research, lef
can be equal to 0.21 mm for the local effective stress ranging
between 200÷450 MPa.

(11)

A comparison between the calculated and experimental
fatigue life for the cycle number ranging between 104 and
106 is given in Fig. 17 and 18. It can be noticed that in each
case the scatter is smaller than 3. This scatter results from
the use of linear regression in the fatigue curves and in the
function
.

Fig. 17. Comparison between experimental and calculated fatigue life for
notched specimens with R= 0.5 mm
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CONCLUSIONS
In non-local methods, the most important issues refer to
proper determination of the fracture process zone and the
equivalent stress. The stress distribution calculated in the
elasto-plastic range differs from that calculated in the elastic
range, which leads to different values of effective length. The
other important issue is determining the plane in which the
calculations are to be done. This plane should comply with
the experiment. Based on the performed experimental tests
and numerical simulations, the following main conclusions
can be listed:
1. The position of the critical plane has been determined
at the point where the multiaxial state of stress is the
greatest.
2. The calculated position of the critical plane complies
with that observed during fatigue tests.
3. The normal stress calculated in the defined plane has
been established to be responsible for fracture.
4. In the notched element, a sub-area has been indicated
between the outer surface of the element and the place
at which the normal stresses reach the maximum. The
normal stress values in this sub-area have the greatest
impact on the effective length value.
5. The calculated effective length is not a constant value.
The effective length increases as the load increases, but
decreases when the stress concentration factor increases.
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